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National Bank'?

Iturrlll

A

hank

indispensable to every well-eondncted
business, large or small; it adds to the chances of
profitable increase of small business, it expedites and
systematizes receipts and expenditures for any business; it furnishes safety for funds; it promotes credit.
account is

n

and its modern

bank)

with its

$50,000.00,

of

capital
its

IN TO-DAY and “think it over” with

were

us.

L

city

in the

In view of the fact .that there is naturally some inquiry by the assured as to
the effect of the recent disaster at llaltimore and the iinancial condition of
fire insurance companies, we are pleased to announce to onr customers that
we have been advised by all of our companies that the recent losses will not
impair their capital and that a la rife surplus will be left for the protection of
all their policy-holder.-.. We suggest that you look over your policies at this
time, ami if in need of further protection we tender you the services of our
Yours respectfully,
office.

O.

F.

L.

on

BUILDING,

W. W. G nnt is

The tax pale which

tables of any market In the

carrying
city.

p!ace Monday,
Mrs. Mary A. Leland,

several

the best line of Meats and

months

in

who has

Vege-

Massachusetts, is

al

of this

week

union will

the boot

give

a

dance

Mr.

C. Chamberlain and

a

friend from

have been spending a few days at
ChamOerlalu’s camp at upper Patten’s

Deliv-

|(j*n and

building

association will he held

16, At 7 30 p. m., for the electlou of
officers.
Jan.

Wednesday evening of next

week

Don-

qua lodge, K. of P., will h Id a sociable
in Odd Fellows ha 1
Invitations will be

Morang,

issued.

Ellsworth.

Street,

_

Bernard 8. Jettison, of tbe Falls, shot a
deer in Staples’ pasture on Tuesday morning wilhiu ten-minutes walk of the

All the Latest Books,
Grade Stationery

and

Greatest

Variety

of TOYS at

J.

A.

THOMPSON’S,
IVIAIN

I

STREET.

Why not make your home a Presentliuyof a New Piano
If you
one soon.
OK AN ORGAN ? You know you Intend to
purchase of us within the next thirty days we will give a big discount.
for
suitable
Christinas
of
presents.
goods
We also have a lot
POPULAR MUSIC 19c PER COPY.

STAPLES, SMIJH & MOODY,
Telephone 53-5.

4 FRANKLIN STREET, ELLSWORTH

SATURDAY.

The best line of Christmas Pipes

Candy at any price

A. P.

Fancy Candy Packages

in the

city.

from 10 to 80 cents per lb.

STOCKBHIDGR,

MAIN
8TBKBT
ELLSWORTH.

Porcelain Inlays. FOR SALE
The'most up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge
Work.
Gas, Ether and
Cocaine for Painless Extraction.

V.

Some of the

H. GREEL.Y
DENTIST.
Main Street,

At HANCOCK IIOl'SK STABLE,
Several good business Horses, new and secondhand Carnages. Harnesses. Agent lor H. A.
Moyer’s Pine Carnages. Kverythlng as represented or no sale. Terns reasonable.

Ellsworth.

H.

GOULD.

things

to be found now

Presents.
Gifts fo' all the family, gifts that
delight the receiver, gifts that
are useful;
everyone pretty-

prices

low on all.

COMB AND BRUSH SETS, SHAVIN8 SETS,
MANICURE ARTICLES, BEAUTIFUL MIRRORS,
PERFUMERY IN BOXES AND CASES,
LATEST NOVEL STYLES FANCY CLOTHES
BRUSHES, TOOTH BRUSHES.

at the Ellsworth Greenhouse: The

old favorite Boston Fern, in variThe new Pierson Fern.
ous sizes.
Primroses in full bloom and Cyclamen.

Telephone

6-12.

house

Tuesday,

and

B.

gor, is
before

Wooaward,
with her two

wbo
sons

spent

in

Ban-

again iu E Isworth (or a few weeks
going to Texas to spend the winter
son

homestead

Frank.

on

She la at the Thomas

Bridge hill.
to

Binds and family
Lev*iston, where Mr. Sands has accepted
For several
a position in a shoe factory.
months past Mr. Sands has been foremau
of the stiicbiug-room of the Union Shoe
have

A. E.

moved

be

His place will
Manufacturing Co.
by Harry W. Thorne.
Elsworth (r ends of Charles H Closson

filled

was

obliged

to cancel

remainder of his engagement.
on tne late train last night for
home and will take a much-needed rest

the

He left

He will open h h
and will make

for the next few weeks.
seat-on

Rockland, Jan. 2,

in

bis reappearance in Ellsworth
week beginning Feb. 13.
of

for

one

mind-reading and

hypnotism given Monday evening
the

extremely entertaining,
being loud in its praises.

UNCLE TOM’S CABIN.
play, wuich has

This famous

were

Resolutions of Respect.
The following resolutions wen- adopted
by Sunrise council,N 27, D. of L,, ou the
jeatb of Sif-ter Florence M. Stevens;
Whereas, The an^el of death has entered
council and removed from our nii»l->t Slwief
Florence M. 8tevenak therefore
Resoloed, That wo not only mourn th I«'^p of
true sister, but we share In the sorrow of
■hose at home.
Resolved, That our sincere synirathtc* »re
jxtended to the bereaved family, tint a c< py of
dicse resolutions be sent to the paie- t.- of «»uf
>ur

rister, that our charter be draped in nnuir. ing
f«*r thirty days, and a copy of there re?.. lu'i*»nS
be spread upon our records, alt-o sent to THl
Ellsworth amekiuan forpub'ic Mm.

audience

been

Mrs. Myra
Allkv,
Mrs. Nellie A. I.k m >nd,
Mrs. Agnes E. B own,
Committee ou resolutions.

so

universally popular for nearly half a century, will be given in Hancock hall next
Tuesday ev«n<ng with elaborate stage
dressing and realistic effects, by Stetson’s
company, which is said to be an exceedingly strong one.
In addition to the regular dramatic
people, there are some cclored vaudeville

Conner, of the Lewiston Journal
in the city yesterday in the interest

Bam E.
was

of his paper.
of the Bangor

Mr.

Conner

was

formerly

News, but went to the KenJournal a year or two ago. He has
now gone to tbe Journal, tpking the place
of Col. E. C DU, who has entered the
Portland newspaper field.

given at Hancock ball next Monday evening, Dec. 12,
under the auspices of the young men’s
and young ladies’ classes of the Baptist
Sunday school. There will be music aud
A musical social will be

amusing

contests

aud

refreshments—a

combination that bids fair to be
entertaining and attractive.

unique,

The Maine

Noticing lu last week’s AMERICAN tht
wealth of grand parents
belonging to
Master Harold Ktug, broug .« '■> nollof
*if
Stl«bur
bat
Master
Arno
the fact
North La’uoine is one abrad
laving
id
a
*b
«•
seven; four own grandparents
great-grandparents. Who can b u? tbia?
Love after
pff r

of

COMING EVENTS.
9,

at

Dance and supper

by

Friday,

Dtc.

Fellows hall—

Odd
the

Boot and 9boe

workers’ union.

E. 0. MOORE,
DRUGGIST.

Corner opp. Postoffice.

Another reason is that
pense of |50.
Ellsworth is more centrally located,
better accommodating the towns of westThe initiatory deern Hancock county.
gree was worked on several candidates
and a supper was served after the work.

“Say, pa,” queried small Tommy Toddles, “do they shoot craps with a gun?”
“No, my boy,” replied the old man, “but
tbe dice are often loaded.
To Tabard Inn Readers:
Many patrons of the Library do not wish to
exchange books as often as once a week, and
keep one book out a long time, keeping other
members, who might wish to read the same
book, from reading It.
If members after reading a book, would return it to the Library, and If they didn't wish
to take another at the time, would take a book
check instead. It would keep the best books Id
the Library and give all patrons a better ser
vloe.
From now until Christmas membership Id
tbe Library will be only $1.18.
Gbo. A. J’akcher, Agent.

This is a class of merchandise that
should be bought from a dependable
source and with a guarantee that un-

goods are perfect in every
spect they can be exchanged. The
manufacturer (who, by the way, is one
of the largest in the country) guaranre-

less the

tees every article to us, and we do the
same to you.
Hot Water Ba gs.

Fountain Syringes.
Atomizers)
Air Cushions.
Ice Caps.
Rubber Sheeting.

Rubber Tubing.
Rubber Sponges.

Every thing

in the

MAYO

THAT

WILL

JUOS

BIO RUSH IN ELLSWORTH TO HAVE

FILLED—BREEZY GOSSIP FROM
OUT OF TOWN.
Uncle Joe drove into our yard « he or her
day and asked roe if I bad an American
I inor an Enterprise of a late issue
formed him ibafc I had
for a year and would

not

tnkait

1
as

was

the

of

kind

only

tnt-m

again, until
the only county
not

they decided which was
paper, as I didn’t want to be
time*.

at

surprised

time that be reads

bthii-d lb#

Uncle Jos
a p per la

just before town meeting or presidential
election, and as I supposed that It had
been fully decided that J£oo«evelt was
elected and Missouri had gone republican,
my curiosity was aroused and I xe aimed:

“For goodness sakes, Uncle Joe, what do
you want of

a

newspaper?”

Uncle Joe coughed and hemmed, nnd
finally said: ‘‘Bill Sawyer was over 10 my
place last night ancftold me how that yon
could get fl 23 worth of thing-* 1 .sc yt*f
at Lelaud’s for fl.OO; and I thought rosy
be be was going to give the same value
this year. You know money is powerful
tight, and if I could make it au object, I

thought
to

over

I

would

take

Ellsworth and

Sally

see

and diive

Mr. L land

and

ask him what made the democratic party
so weak.
They said that last fall there

only about twenty-five democrats
left after the republican caucus in Elisworth. 1 want to know if lb it he true;
and then Bill told me that L and was
were

selling Uallou Jugs, three tor 25 cents, nnd
I thought may be I would buj *u.©r, «.d
have them filled before Janua>y,H3 they
do say that Mayo be going lo sl.ut up
all the shops when be takes his seal, and
a little in case of sickness.
“Bill says that Lelatid told him at the
Branch Pond fair that he whs going to
sell things cheaper this year then he did

I like to have

|

RUBBER GOODS

iesiJed

o

CLOSE BARS IN JANUARY.

commissioners

Central near the State lair grounds at
Lewiston last September on Thomas L.
Breckenridge, an employee of the road.
Breckenridge has been arrested on the
charge of manslaughter.

a

STARTUHG_FACTS.
REPORTED

Central Wreck.
rsilroau

marriage Is often

^hbcrliscments.

The
rendered its decision last week fixing the
responsibility for the wreck on the Maine
board

The

Special Sale of Gandy at Stockbrldge’s Christmas
and

:

Prescelle, the hypnotist, who began a
week’s engagement In Hancock hall Monday night, was taken 11! at the American

The exhibitions
8.

NOTES.

PRJ-J8CELLE ILL.

a long time she bas been tbe victim
rheumatism, and she is now suffering

Mrs.

leavening agent.

Tuesday evening, Dec. 13, at Hancock
hall—Stetson’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin Co.
Domination of officers of Wivurua
Prices, 25. 35 and 50c. Advance sale at E.
Mrs. F. L. Mason entertained the Thim- encampment was mads at the regular
G. Moore’s drug store.
ble club last Wednesday. This afternoon meeting last week. Tne election will be
Wednesday, Dec. 14, at Odd Fellows hall
and evening the cluo is to be entertained held at the regular meeting in January.
Charles J. —Sociable by Donaqua lodge, K of P.
The officers nominated are:
by Mrs. P. B. Day.
Wednesday, Dec. 14, at Unitarian vesHaynes, H. P.;
A billiard tournament is being played Brown, C. P.; Fred P.
Bale and supper by
at the Dirigo athletic club rooms. Ten Fred L. Mason, scribe; James E. Parsons, try—Annual fair,
be
members of
society. Admission, 10c.;
of tbeclub’a best players are in the team treasurer. The remaining officers will
supper, 25c.
appointed at the next meeting.
and tacb is to play 100 games.
The Hooper mill at Branch pond has
Friday, Dec. 16, at Old Fellows ball—
Tbe annual meeting of the stockholders
Dr. A. C. Fair, entertainment and supper of Sunof the First national bank will be held at been purchased by J. A. Peters,
The rise council, D. of L. Supper tickets, 25c.;
B. Moore.
tbe banking rooms Tuesday, Jan. 10, to Hagertby and Howard
purchase included about 1.800 acres of admission to the hall, 10c.
elect a board of directors.
land, the valuable mill privilege and the
Friday, Dec 23, at Hancock hall—ConTbe annual fair, sale and supper of Sunmill-house. The new owners will begin cert by U. of M. Glee club. Dance after
rise council, D. of L.t will be held in Odd
is
it
exsoon, and
concert.
Fellows ball Friday evening of next lumbering operations
that a large crew will be employed.
week. Supper will be served from 5.30 pected
estate
This is one of the largest real
Pointed Paragraphs.
to 7 p. m.
transactions that has taken place in EllsWomen are often greatest in small
Hod. F. A Wilson,of the firm of Wilson
worth for some time.
things.
& Woodwwr.i, of Bangor, was in tbe
At a special meeting of Lejok lodge last
The wise wife has no wishes for her
business
with
Mondu*
on
connected
city
from
vaseveral
delegates
evening
husband to gratify.
the estate of the late De Grasse Fox, of Friday
rious lodges in this district were present
If a woman’s “no” means “yes”, what
Bar Harbor.
It was the does her “yes” mean?
to talk up the convention.
Mrs. G. Frank Newman, who cared for
unanimous vote of all present to hold
A slender income is said to be an excelher father, Gideon S. Co
during his the convention in EllswortL, and while lent
remedy for obesity.
last illness, has returned to ner home on
the date was not fixed It will probably be
Some men are good because they find it
Park street. Her mother, Mrs. Cook, will
held about the middle of February. Some cheaper than being bad.
spend the winter with her.
talk was made previous to the holding of
If the world’s a stage most of us imust
Capt. Sidney A. Goodwin, who is spend- the meeting of having tbe convention in be supes at a theater banquet.
ing several days in Ellsworth, has been Bar Harbor, but this was deemed impracThe mere offer of a match will someoffered the command of a harkentine sail- ticable as tbe Odd Fellows hall in that times light up a girl’s countenance.
town is not large enough, and tbe hiring
of the Casino would Involve an extra exHubert isnnenta.
house.

High

of any other

AMUSEMENT

nebec

>•

Main

which expert pastry cooks
declare is unobtainable by the use

crusts, etc.,

Tie many friends of Mrs. M. L. Wardwe‘1 will regret to learn that she is seriously ill at her borne on Central street.

For

bread, cake, biscuit, rolls,

in the finest

ington county train will also be discontinued.

of

and delicious flavor noticed

sweetness,

A Christmas tree entertainment comhas been appointed by the Congregational Sunday school, and the drilling
of tbe children ha* already hegnn. Tbe
entertainment will be held Saturday,
Dec. 24.

The literature c»ub met with Miss Mary
H. Black on State street Monday evening.
Tbe papers were by Mrs. E K. Hopkins
and Miss Mary F. Hopkins. There was
a good attendance and the meeting an
interesting one.

peculiar lightness,

that

Imparts

Foutabelle.

The annual meeting of the Ellsworth

right.

Grape Cream of Tartar,

entertainers—jubilee tinkers, male quarthat he is rapidly tette, buck and
wing dancers, etc. A
L. D. Foelerand G. Frank Newman wi 1 be pleased to learn
regaining his health, although still far feature of the street parade will be the
are In Portland this week serving on the
bloodhoiviu
front erell. Hoand Mrs. Closson will spend giant
**Ajtx”, valued at
grand jury of the district court.
the winter iu Barbados, B. W. I., makiDg |5.000. The advance sale of reserved seats
Mrs. 1. M. Grant, who makes her home
totheir headquarters at Hastings. They sail will begin at Moore’s drug store
with Mrs. (). A. Alexander, has been quite
from New York next Saturday, on the morrow morning.
ill for the past week, but is now improvsteamer
Fellows bail.

Boston

OF EVERY DESI'BIPTIOX.

Hagerthy Building,

spent

pond.

stock of goods is fresh and of the best. Prices are
ery irun every day, and all orders delivered promptly.

made from absolutely pure

The annual fair, supper and sale of the
Unitarian society will be beid In the vesTbe sale
ry Wednesday evening, Dec. 14
includes articles suitable for Christmas
gift*. Supje* will be served at 6 o’clock.

ing.

My

|I

The U. of M. glee c'ub will give a conhall Friday evening,
cert at Hsnoocr
Dec. 23, nuder the management of several
the high school.
A
young ladles of
dance will follow the entertainment.

postponed. Thanksgiving

A. K Cushman, who is travelling for a
Boston house, is home and will remain
until after the holidays.

Friday evening
snoe worker-*

CANNED GOODS

H. W.

I

with her

J

L

announced to

was

has been

take

EI_l_SWOF?TM.

Meats and Vegetables
am now

visit

S. H. Dority, of Sedgwick, was in fills*
Monday ou business.
Samuel J. Morrison and wife returned
Saturday from a abort wedding trip.

and supper in Odd

I

a

worib

and

Without doubt

in tbe

Mr. and Mrs. Hollis E. Davis are,receiving congratulations on the birth of a
son. born this morning.

General Insurance, Real Estate, Investments
BANK

was

bunines* this week.

MASON.

TARLEY,

W.

c’ty Tuesday.

b >me from
of two weeks In Old Town.

To Our Fire Insurance Customers.

&

per year in

B. Deasy, of Bar Harbor,

Mrs

W.

ro.

K. and K. F. Ilincfc ey, of B uoblll,

M.

J

C.

Royal Baking Powder,

gM»»

mittee

advance.

DROP

patron.

m.

Sunday, 5.30 p

scription price $1.50

in-

every

f

Hejbert F Mona
Ndit. 28. the name
was Inadvertently omitted from th«
lisfeof those wbo attendfd.
of

THE AMERICAN is on sal© in
Announcement is made that the Son-1
Ellsworth at tli© news stands of
day trains are to be discontinued tor the
C. H. Leland and J. A. Thomp- winter. The late week-day train from
son.
Single copies, 5 cents ; sub- Bar llaibor that connects with tbe Wash-

ME.,

banking .facilities,* offers

ducement for YOU to become

effect October 10, 1904.

•Dally, SuihIh} Included,

dancing party giveron Friday evening,

lit the report of the
pid Fellows hall

The report in last week’s issue that tbe
Melissa Trask bad ra'led with lumber for
Whilcomb, Hayne* & Co for New York,
The Trask sailed with lumwaa an error.
ber from C. J. Treworgy for Newark, N. J.

MAIL CLOSES AT roST OFFICE.
Goimo West— I» 20 s m, t5 and 9 pm.
Going East—7 a m and 5.30 p in

National Bank,
first

MAILS

of

MAILS RKCKIVKD.
FK »M West—*7.16 a m and 6.13 p m.
FROM East— It f* a m, 5.35 and 9.47 p

The ButriH

(this city’s

HmiI’LE

AT ELLSWORTH PO*T OFFICE.

In

OF KIjLSWORTH,

Mt

—

No. 49

SbbeTttecnrnn*.

from New York. He hue declined to
He will leRve shortly for New
accept
York where be will spend the w1n<er.

IVKKK

Tills

TH

VTm O Harter-No»lt>* of foreclosure.
Geo II Ta|>t*y et h!
Leglnlsttvi* notice.
Klrrt Natt lull K»»k—Sfoekhol lera' meeting
Ellsworth Loan & llulldln. Aas’ii—‘ihireholder-’ m- etliuc
Exec nm Ice H« r C Day
M .1 iTummey —P^upcf notice,
Floyd A H ync —Mour
KG Moore—AiMjtlHMjHry.
HurrIU Natlona ‘-nuk Hanking.
—»te cori'rt Uncle'fom’i* Cabin.
IlaiM’oc
.1 A Thompson—Stationery, books, etcEast Hlitbiiill:
Wni N York—Caution notice.
UUCKSPOKT.
P««cal P Gl more—Notice of foreclosure.
Portland:
Portland Argus.

.A BANK ACCOUNT?
Co
with

4MVKKTIHK MKN

<KW

ENTKRBf) AS ^KOUNP CLASS MATTER /
t
\T TH" "T |>WOHTIf rO«TOPFTfK.

log

LOCAL AKKAIUN.

WHY DON’T YOU KEEP

\

1904

7.

last, and they do say he carries a4powerful
sight of things in his store at an awful
cheap price. I think that I w 11 nrlto to
Mr. Leland and get one of his advertisements, and then I will drive over i>« xt
week and tell you
sell

what

he is

going

to

this year.”

Look

Uncle

for

Joe’s

reply

next week.

Christinas
is near at hand.

present

for

Why

not order as a

your friends on- of those

large SEPIA

POUT BA ITS at th>

Drug Rubber Line.

o. a.

parcher7apothecary,

No 14 Main

Street,

Ellswokth, Maim.

JOY STUDIO

Christian

(3l>fa rrtisfmcntg.

illutual benefit vColuinu.

kndeavor.

KITTED

Jfvayer Meeting Topic For the Week

by Christianity.

Christ's

kingdom

ex-

“Helpful

and

Hopeful

The* parpoMo of thl-* column are iMdncttj
to th tUle »n«' motto—It 1a for the mutua
benefit, and «1id« t*» i»e wlphil and hopeful
Being f r the oonrtton good. It Is for the com
raon use—» public servant, a purveyor of in
formation and sugge-tl«*n, a medium for the In
terehange of Ideas. In this rapacity It solicit*
communications, and Its success depends largely
on »he support given it In this respect. Com
muntcation* mu*t l*c signed, hut the name ol
writer sill not bo printed ex -ept l»y permission
Communications will lie subject to approval or
r- lection
by the editor of the column, but none
will «»e rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
The American,
Ellsworth. Me.

DEVELOPMENT
81VE

“From the start Christian Endeavor
has heen a movement of and within
the churches, officered in all its unions
mainly by the pastors and controlled
by them in every particular of pledge,
constitution, committees and methods.
The pastors’ that believe in interdenominational young people s work, in definite and distinct young people's work
and in young people's work based on
the solid verities of Christ are many
and influential. They have reeoguize I
It as their battle, the battle for wise,
liberal, progressive, Christian methods
of training the young for Christ.

“Never,

we

think,

as

during

recent

months has this friendship of the great
body of the pastors been shown so
jgwerfully, readily and helpfully.
Headers have noticed in how many directions Christian Endeavor has lately
been attacked. But always defenders
bave arisen In the very denomination
from which the attack comes. If it is
• speech there are a dozen indignant
■peeches in reply. If it is a newspaper
article the effitor is bombarded with
letters of refutation. And these replies
have always been spontaneous, not
prompted in any way by the United society office.
“This is as it should be, Christian
Endeavor stands for principles that are
worth defending. Its fall would mean
infinite loss to the church. Its continual progress and wis.e evolution will
mean the progress of the church, because it will mean the progress of her
young. The advocates of narrow sectarianism are many, and the workers
at Christian Endeavor headquarters
are very few. but the friends of Christian Endeavor are very many, and upon
them we rely for continued victory.’’
Hever Better Than Today.

Now and then a local Endeavor society gives up the ghost, as it ought to.
There are churches where an Endeavor
society Is as much out of place as a
thrashing machine would be in a girls'
dormitory. But the movement was
never represented by so many societies
or so many members as today. And
these members were never doing such
practical, definite work for Christ and
the church as they are doing today.
Aye, Christian Endeavor is “passing.”
I^t friends of youthful energy and
Others may stand
progress fall In.
-side and see it “pass.”—Bev. Dr. David James Burrell.
Irish Endeavor.

Great extension meetings are under
way at Cork. Skibbereen, Waterford,
Limerick, Athlone and Sligo. Miss M.
-ennie Street, Bev. J. F. Horsefield
:.nd Mr. W. B. Davies, a veteran exitnsionlst in the north of England, are
w

help.
Dnrgan has

an Endeavor cycle club
ihat makes weekly runs and holds
pen air meetings.
The Methodists gained 130 societies
last year.
One town has been organized for
alter! temperance work through En-

housekeeper;
only speak
usually if she tries to hurry, something is
to be spilled.
We will agree with Aunt Emma’s poetry
that quiet ways are test, because they are
more comfortable toeverybody concerned.

There have been a number of things 1
mention, and one was a reference to tl e oe«tth of Mrs. Lydia Young, of
Lamoine. Although not a regular conwished to

tributor to the co'umn, she had seut

sev-

clippings of wh ch I m de use, »nd I
rea'ize that snother f.ieud *ho was intere-tea in our motto and our united efforts
for cheerful living, has gone from our
eral

Although

number.
b

I have bte

thinking hit it might

trip together by
the M. B’s.
am

remem-

for-

_

have

Anon” who took

been “Bea” and

I

lardy

a

it shows she has not been

a nee,

gotten.

recipe

his is

tbe

the

“tryatlng place”

of

_

very glad to give you H
1

as

can

testify

to its

e following
excellency:

Salad Dressing—Three eggs well beaten, 1
tablespoon melted butter, 2 tablespoons sugar, 1
teaspoon mustard, 1 teaspoon pepper, 1 piuch
red pepper, 1 pinch aalt, lgood half-cup viuegar
Cook in double boiler.
BluehUl.
Please

D.

accept thanks, “D.”

It has given

me

much pleasure to receive

personal letter from another of the fraband, who met with us at our
reunion, and her choice of a nom de plume,
while a waking tender memories to most
of us, will, we hope, be an added bond to
a

ternal

bind the

new

helpfulness.

member to

us

in

mutual

She writes:

••Narcissus'’ asked me to send my hermit
recipe to the Mutual Bent*hi column. I have
neglected to do so until now-hope I am forgiven the delay. "My John" and 1 often speak
of the good time we had at Contention Cove.
The weather was the only thine that wasn’t
pleasant that day, and it letter have been the
weather than the people. We did not allow the
spirit to wear the color of nature that day. Now
that 1 have a mind-picture of many of the
sisters and their "Johns’’, I enjoy more than
ever reading the Mutual Benefit column.
I suppose "Aunt Maria" had for her Thanksgiving some of those flue chickens—a sample of
which we had at the reunion. We must get her
"John" to raise some turkeys next year and sell
them to us for less than thirty or thirty-two
I trust you all had a pleasant
cents a pound.
Eoo 2l>.
Thanksgiving.

For the

Mauy thanks for the recipe.
benefit of those who missed our gathering
1 will Bay
those nice

we

had

a

generous

sample

of

hermits, the recipe for which

follows:
Hebmits—Two eggs, IX cups sugar, cup of
butter, 3 cups of flour, X cup hot water, In
which dissolve 1 teaspoonful of soda, 1 cup of
chopped raisins, 1 cup of chopped nuts, X teaspoonful each of cinnamon, clove and allspice.
Put the spice Into the flour. Drop from a spoon
into the baking pan. Moderately hot oven.

Now you will all enjoy
old friend, 8. J. Y.:

a

letter from

our

Dear Aunt Madge and M. B. Siaters:
Home again once more, and now I wish you
ah a happy greeting. Am glad those who
attended the M. B. gathering have all been heard
from and their safe arrival home assured, even
If some did get left on the way. That was too
never mind, as long as you
weren't left out of the convention. 1 should
have been very sorry not to have met you there,
for I think you were the first to greet me on my
arrival.
1 just love to go over every minute of the time
I spent there, and I want to tell you, "G,” right

bad, "Ann,” but

eavor-

A

are now fifteen Christian Ensocieties and six Junior Ensavor societies on the Isle of Man,
with * total membership of 676.

Ther<

eavor

or Protruding Piles.
Druggists refund money if PAZO OINTMENT
falls to cure any case, no matter of how long
standing, in 6 to 14 days. First application gives
If your druggist hasn’t It
ease and rest. 50c.
send SOc in stamps and It will be forwarded
Medicine
Paris
Co., 8t. Louis, Mo.
postpaid by

Itching.

Bflnd, Bleeding

pretty sail

Rockland

across

harbor

granite, superior to any Ie
England,” says John L. Gosa.
Thirty years ago the island was offered
for sale for fBOO, and to-day its value if
more than |200 000.
The quarry of John

Penobscot

bay fron

the

bistorh

along

It is

Maine.

in

many of
pure granite foundation, and if ever the
present quarries in centuries ahead be*
come
exhausted, there will be enough
opportunities for opening more quarries.

granite quar

There
where

rough, rocky shore looks out toward the
a quiet view dotted here and
there
with
rugged
islands,
rising
abruptly, and in the distance the mouna

of

—

Pink ham’s
pound, and it

Vegetable

seen

possibilities

inhabitants and is tbe home of
600

working

ttieo.

Find

more than

i-lnnd

while absent from home.
West Franklim, Nov. 25, 1904.
Dear Friends of the M. B. Column
1 thought 1 must write a line or two just to
tell you how I have enjoyed all your letters
about your reunion, and how much I should
liked to have made one of your number. I
thought of you that day, and how It did rain!
But you know the old adage, a bad beginning
makes a good ending, so it may prove more
favorable another year. I was surely with you
In spirit.
It ls.rny opinion that the cottage will have to
be enlarged before next September to accommodate them all.
Do you know, dear friends, that the M. B. C.
reminds me of the telephone system; we converse with people from Maine to California; we
sympathize with all In their joys and sorrows;
we learn how to cook, what to eat and how to
lighten all our burdens, and bow to bear them.
What more could be desired? We form many
new friendships that will never be forgotten;
wc would gladly welcome all new helpers, and
may there be many more added during the long
cold winter, that is fast coming on, to cheer and
brighten the many lonely hours.
With best wishes for all, from
Aumt Emma.
We wish you bad been at tbe reunion,
too. Very glad to hear from you.
Aunt

“Itching hemorrhoids

Madge.

tbe plague of my
life. Was almost wild. Doan’s Ointment cured
me quickly and permanently, after doctors had
failed.’’ C. F. Cornwell, Valley 8tieet, Sal.
gertles, N. Y.—Advt.
were

regi*

one

a

as

snake’s back to follow

not

so

of

far out

the

the streets

way as one
been there.

bouse is

rare

with

As tbe houses sre now built one man's
front door opens out upon hl9 neighbor's
roof, and when the wind is from that
quarter, he can’t sit ou his veranda be-

neighboring
chimney blows In bis face. This, however,
is not so bad as in another place where
cause

! one

tbe smoke

from tbe

man’s cellar drain

of his

neighbor’s

ruus

off tbe

eaves

fish to the

FISHING VILLAGE.

A

only occupation

At this time
Stoniugton
were only eight or ten houses scattered along tue shore, and with catching
cod, mackerel and lobster, the only attraction, had you told any person liviog
until 1870.

at

there

|

thirty

in

there that

2,000

years

people

would

gat ter on the spot he would have
thought you crazy. The discovering of
quarries has made the change.
Thirty years ago J. G Goss who was engaged in the grauite-quarrying at Vinslhaven, visited Stonlngton, and being a
man of foresight aud fair judgment, perceived possibilities for extensive quarrylug on Crotch and Moose islands. He believed that the granite there possessed
characteris es that would insure its sale
on the stODe market.
it

was a

bold

undertaking,

but

/amtiV
,i|

That In loving
rcmembra.ee w
ribbon tried with our
while
thirty days; that a copy of these resolution,
be
sent to the husband of our
deceased sister ana
a copy be sent to the Ix-er U'.e
Vs,,,„
thf
H.LSWOKTH AMBUICAlf, also placed
records of this union.
Me*. Ida m. Pf.rt.
Mks Anmik
Stinson.
SIks. Mimmir
black

wear

Committee

Teacher-Tommy,
about

on

Mr. uosb

what is called

fact that tbe

made it worthless.

quality

granite

Sarcasm and

ridicule

upon Mr. Goea.
prominent citizeu offered to take a |
contract to haul all the granite Goss could ;
quarry to Bostoo in a yawl boat at one
trip, but tbe work was continued, and
were

heaped

One

although the
fine In quality
nevertheless

granite

was

stone taken out
as

a

that

now

market

shipped

was

to

was

not

could

from tbe open cbauuei the
freight for the village.

passengers and

more

1

—-

■

Sot Epicure*.
A city woman who had decided that
phe would keep pome hens ns a profitable amusement during her long summers in the country asked the farmer
of whom she bought them what they
could eat.
The man looked at her in silent
amazement for a moment before he re-

filled.
“It would take

the rest of my
can eat.” be
said at last, “but It won't take long to
tell ye what they can’t.
You avoid
feeding of ’em with salt fish and cobblestones. and I guess you won't have
any trouble.”
me

days to tell ye what they

Mr.

ME8SKB. Flv Bros:-I sold two l>oUles of
your Liquid Cream Balm to a customer, Wra.
Sew Orleans;
lAmberton, 1415 Ot lachaiae St
he has used the two bottles, giving hint wonder*
ful and mod satisfactory results.
GEO W. MolHirr. Phurmsct.t.

There

greatly enlarged is still owned and op*
erated by his son, John L. Goss. Quarrying paid well, and soon other men
were attracted to the place.
Other quarries near were shortly afterwards opened
by Kuss & Newell, of Belfast, Bead Bros
Buss & Merrill, and Eaton & Grant.
There

was

at

once a

call

for stone cut-

ters and

quarrymen, and Stonington 1 began to gro a by leaps and bounds. T.ie
business remained healthy and has been
continually enlarged until this day. So,
too, building at Stonington increased
with tbe growing population. Granite
has been tbe making of Stonington.
The quarrymen, have never found difficulty in selling Stonington granite. One
time the New York market refused to accept it, but twenty-five years ago Mr.
Goss succeeded in getting John A. Clark,
a stone commissioner, to give his granite
a
trial. It was sold without difficulty,
and from that day New York has never
refused to accept tbe granite.
To-day
every yard in the city has it. A part ol
tbe stone for the East River bridge was
supplied by Stonington dealers, and the
famous Riverside driveway will be laid in

Stonington granite.
There are five principal quarries
t
Stonington; one at Oceanvlile. owned and
operated by M. G. Ryan, of New York,
another on Moose island owned by John
L. Goes, and the other three on Crotch
island owned by Ryan & Parker, of New

Is

a

open to convloce the
Scores o! Ellsworth

way

skeptic.

a

citizen:

j
j just

above the kidneys, and the first attack may have been caused by the contraction of a cold or from heavy work.
When In tne acute stage 1 could not re*»t
bed, and ofttn

in

the

arose

in the

morning

opposite of being ret e-hed, and poorly

prepared

day's

work.

1 knew from the condition and the

action

to tackle the

kidney

of the

my kidmys

next

secretions tint
were

in

some

way

npset, but what to do

to ch ck the

complication was a my-tery,
until 1 went to Wiggin A Moore’s drug
store in Ellsworth,
for Dean’s Kidney
Fills.
The treatment helped from the
first. As 1 continued ihe use of them the
backache gradually cea-ed, and when I
finished the fourth box it di-appeared.
Mrs. Harris iho u**d the remedy, and
from Its use received positive benefit.”
Price 50 cents.
For sale by all dealers.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
agents for the United States.
Remember the name, Doan’s, and taka
other.

Banking.

la what your money wtlJ
Invested In sbarct, of the

NEW

A
Is

qow

earn

If

SERIES

open, Share*, 91 each; monthly
payments, $1 per iftare.

WHY PAY RENT
when yon can borrow on your
hares, (five a first mortgage and
reduce U every month. Monthly
payments and Interest together
...ount to but little more
wr>
tit-*, you are now paying for
rent, and In about 10 years you
will

and the

Head for ten years.
Then he opened a
quarry on Crotch island which although

n.m,’

spelling

people have made It possible. The public
statement of their experience is
proof the
like of which has never been
produced
before in Ellsworth. Head this case of
it

aiiberttsnnrnts.

as

Green

the
catch word at

a

25,000
on

as a

so

Ellsworth Reader knows it
well.

an

Kreateat

Boston fcr cellar*

work

be used

something
Yes

Tommy

city founded

fflrtiitnl.

no

QUARRYING.

Goss continued

was a

“Do you admire Beethoven’s works?**
“I never visited ’-in.” answered Mr.
Cumrox absentmindedly. “What doe*
he manufactureV’—Washington Star.

stones.
RISE OP

us

Dr. Wood's Norway I'lne
Syrup „em« e.pee.
lallv adapted to the need, of the
children
Pleasant to take; soothing In Us
Influence- „ ,,
the remedy of all remedies for
every
ot
t trout and lung d1«en*0B.-Mfft-I.

being quarried,

found,

It

mum.

Green Head,
of Benjamin Barbour, and with a small
crew of cutters
proceeded to open a
All who ns« A'ntimrm in treatlofr naxal
quarry. Toe idea was ridiculed by the
result from Ely’s
people of Stonington and Deer Isle. In catarrh will gr^t the
Prim*. IncltHinft spraying
tbe first place It was thought that no Liquid Cream Balm
75 cts. Sold by druggists or mailed by
amount of grauite existed there, and It | tube,
Ely Bros., X Warren St., X. Y.
was furthermore to their minds an as*
New Orleans, Sept. 1,1900.
sured
of tbe
leased land

tell

Simmons.
resolutions.

on

Conulantinople.

given by

house.

tor

continued the

dlstres..'

John H. Harris, farmer, six miles out on
Sometimes Jack Frost visits the hirbor. |
Two or three times iu tbe history of Ston- the West Trenton road,
“At intersay*:
ington tbe bay has frozen over. Oue of vals for at least four
years I had been subtbe times was last winter during tbe period
ct to pain In my back, kidneys and loins.
of unprecedented cold. Then teams drive J
It radiated from the area of the loina
out to meet tbe boat and bring across

■

Fishing

uksolutions op k s;spkct.
M'heveu», Our Heavenly Pother In
|||,
Unite wisdom ho. removed from
our inlit.i
from A K. Welih union our
dearly beloved .1
•er, Paulin rti. Warren, It become, our
dot? la
pa. Irlhule to her memory ; therefore he
!;
Ketofeed, That by the snd.lvn death.f„„
”r
sister our unloo has lost a true
am
memticr. one who was ever ready to lend a
hsl
Ing hanil In sickness or
*r»oIced, That our heartfelt
sympathy w
extended to the bereaved husband
and
and wo commend them to llim
who doeth *1
well.
things

Many

to find.

i*

•",l,>«“«sp„ro„u^5

CROOKED STREETS.

On all tbe Maine coast there is not a
Interesting village than Stonlngtou,
exchange
groceries and tbe visitor canuot fall to feel tied paid
with which be supplied tbe wants of tbe for his trouble in landing there.
;
*
W.
early settlers.
;
months loaded

Indies lu

West

are

beautifully Illumined with so
many different colored lights, and from that
elevation could be seeD at a better advantage
the Boer war carried on by real Boer men.
Many Interesting souvenirs were obtained.
amoDg them a picture of our own log cabin,
which I had the promise of receiving later.
Now if Aunt Madge can find It In her heart to
forgive me for making this so lengthy, and room
lu the column for Us publication, 1 will next
time tell you of some of the things that I really
did see and places of interest that I visited

Cadet

iSLST*

might imagine had be never
The formation of the ground Instead of
being earth with a stone here and there as
one would expect, is literally stone with a
little enrtb here and there, and a natural
level spot large enough for a dwelling*

the

summer

glad to hear from “Grandma ti.” once
and to get her address, and sometime in
the near future 1 will endeavor to write to you
personally, for I have a tender place for these
clear old grandmas, and 1 feel very sure that we

was so

break
was

only occupation known to tbe
the island. He built thirty
sails of vessels which he seut during the

Am

everything

the

»het/.L^r

Resolved.

up-

of it.

though they rained down,
and another said they must have been
sprinkled out of a sail shake, each house
first to
sticking where it happened
light, and the visitor who said it would
they looked

inhabitants of

more

was iasen mrnugn me
log cabin, which
seemed rather a primitive representation of our
State at the present time, although there were
exhibits from different parts of the 8tate which
did her credit. Including Aroostook potatoes
and plush from the mills at Sanford.
The grounds of the different settlements were
visited and so many nations were represented
that It seemed like a little world in Itself. The
building wherein the Queen’s jubilee gifts were
kept, proved very interesting, and was safely
guarded by persons from England whom the
king had given the responsibility of caring for.
as there were some very precious Jewels and
other things of great value.
But the crowning feature was a ride on the
Ferris wheel, especially In the evening when

new

hunt

stuck up here and another down there. One tnan remarked that

:

an old acquaintance, and
hope you
fully recovered ere this.

all sorry you nd.-*. d the convention when
you came so*»ear getting there, too; and you,
too, "Meb.”r Am glad "C" called and told you
about it; It was next to being there.
It was nice, "Erne Stine," that you and your
"John” could take that ride and give "Aunt
Maria" a call. I suppose she is busy about now
making sausage aud hogshead cheese and getting the turkey ready for Thanksgiving.
There, 1 did mean to tell you sisters something about my visit, but have run on, and now
it's time to close, but I think I must lei! you
that on my homeward way from Portsmouth to
Portland 1 was liken to the worl l's fair, in
imagination at least, for I met a very fine lady
who kindly shared her seat with me, and she
proved to be just returning from St. Louts and
visiting, beside, some of the prominent cities on
the way, also the Hot Springs at Virginia, and
she gave me a very graphic account of the
many Interesting things to be seen.

Mauy
ore

Lowell, Maas.,

at

promiscuously,

Bristol, make the first landing on
Island, probably near the present
site of Stouington. Again in 1604 Champlain landed upon its shores, and in 1614
Capt. John Smith in one of his expedi
tions to the New England coast from

prove to l»e

have

which years ago

salable, but to*di y

600 men are now emp'oyed
cutting and quarrying at Btonington. while fi-hing and yachting occupy
no place of importance.
Tin* bouses at Stonlngton
are
built

frcm

was

have been

More than

the

of the fever.
I am glad, "Alexia,” to have found out whom
this nom de plume belongs to, especially as you

not

stone

a

Jamestown visited it, but the first permsneot settlement to be made was in 1762 by
William Eaton, an Englishman.
He made his clearing on a part of what
is now Deer Isle, so named by the early
| discoverers because of the abundance of
here, that I had that wishbone sometime after wild deer that roamed its woods.
Tbe
dinner was over, so I was not easting any re- first
permanent settlement on tbe part of
flection^ I assure you, on aDy one, for I think tue island that has become Stontngtou
instead of putting it in n>y basket, as 1 had
was made about 1790 by David Tburlow,
thought, I must have put it in my little hand-bag
grandfather of Stephen B. Tburlow, the
and pulled it out on the way home.
Dear Sister B., i was so pleased to hear postmaster and oue of the leading citizens
from you once more and regretted very much of the town to-day.
David Thurlow built a saw-mill aud a
that you could not he with ua, for I had looked
forward with pleasant anticipation of seeing
grist-mill run by tbe tide ou Crotch isand becoming better acquainted with you. I land, which is a
part of Stonlngton, and
sincerely hope your husband won’t have the run started a fishing business which for years

England

armory in Boston, and the Ninth
meet armory in New York city.

of which Stouington is a
part was one of the flr*t points on the
vlnine const to bo discovered. It was seen
In 1556 by Andre, a French priest: and Id
1603 Martin Frig, an English explorer

—

formation

coarse

posloffice

iu

EARLY DISCOVERY.
The

New

is

Among tbera are the library at Laconia,
N. H the new dormitory at Harvard, the

busier, more enterprising and more rapidly growing
community on the New England coast
if you can.

—

[

had

In

exceedingly popular.

is

quarrying, and what was then
as Green’s Landing was growing
rapidly. The town became incorporated
as 8tuoington, and to-oay contains '2,000

me

;

men

place

no

much granite

to-date atone structures

Haut.

au

a

would

gramie
known

Com-

was a red letter
day to
when 1 took the first dose, for at
that time my restoration began. In
six weeks I was a changed woman,
perfectly well in every respect. I felt
so elated and happy that I want all
women who suffer to pet well as I did.*5
Miss Guii.a Gannon, 359 Jones St.,
Detroit, Mich., Secretary Amateur Art
Association.
S5000forfeit if original of above
tetter proving genuine.itss cannot be produced.
When one considers that Miss
Gannon's letter is only one of tlx*
countless hundreds which we
an continually publishingin the newspapers of this country, the great virtue
of Mrs. Pinkham’s medicine must be
admitted by all.

is

Eight years ago Stonlngton was a pari
Deer Is!e with a rneag.t 700 inhabitants,

Enterprising

Dear Mrs. Pinkiiam :
I can conscientiously recommend Lydia £•
Pink ha in’s Vegetable Compound
to those of my sisters suffering* with
female weakness and the troubles
which so often befall women. I suffered for months with general weakness, and felt so weary that I had hard
work to keep up. I had shooting pains,
and was utterly miserable. In ray distress I was advised to use Lydia E.
"

tops of the famous Isle

is

so

quarried as at
i*ast
the
Stonlngton.
year
output
amounted to over 100,000 tone. The stone

south upon

tain

Besides Crotch island there artthe small neighboring islands of

a

The village standing upon the very edge ol

■ Miss (iannon, Scc’y Detroit H
Amateur Art Association, telh
young women what to do to
avoid pain and suffering caused
by female troubles.

Goss alone is estimated to he worth

L.

flOO.OOO.

picturesque spot

a

«T w ,!m*'
T*
aVolt.,,,,.

New

ation of the moat extensive

rying

of Interest to workers In
other i,*n
county. We would like thhi to be a
but It
wo me effort nn the
U. women to innke It so. It |* ».*«
making, not our*, am! will be what
\X.
items and communications stmnM
°f “UrM'

and is solid

thoroughfare, brings you to gtonlngton
Though one of our youngest towns, yei
Stonlngton is already noted as the situ

A Guaranteed Cure for Pilea.
Enrlraror la the lair of Xu.

EXTEN

(Letritton Journal.)

sure

*r:

THE MG8T

QUARRIES IN MAINE—RAPID
GROWTH.

—

It* Militant Friend*.

OF

stated

(Soinmn.

|Thp editor Invites secretaries of local
of tbe W. C. T. U. In Hancock
"!
county
white rlhboncrs generally, to
contribute to m,
olutnn reports of meetings or
Items that will k!

The granite euop y is practically inex
haustlbfe. At Crotch island is found tin
beat gran'te.
"Thia island
Is
threefourths of a mite long, half a mile wid«

THIS ISLAND TOWN.

ists to dethrone evil and to enthrone
the good, and the millennium will l>e
ushered in «*?.-*n all evil has been overthrown and all the good exists. This
was man's original con. lition when before the fall God looked upon the
works of His hands "and behold it was
very good.” Moral as well as physical
goodnoss was included in this verdict.
THE QUIET WAY.
The Rilde frequently emphasizes the
What’s the use of worrying,
two phases of this
topic together.
Of hurrying
“Cease to do evil, learn to do well,”
And sqprrylng,
was the Injunction
in Isaiah to anEverybody flurrying
cient Judah, and we may take it to And breaking
up their rest.
ourselves.
Paul commands, “Re not When everything Is teaching us.
drunk with wine, wherein is excess, Preaching and beseeching us
And To settle down and end the fuss,
but be tilled with the Spirit.”
For quiet ways are best.
in the lesson the apostle speaks of
those who walk not after The rain that trickles down In showers
Christians
A blessing brings to thirsty flowers,
the flesh, but after the spirit, the flesh
And gentle zephyrs gather up
standing for evil and the spirit foi Sweet
fragrance from each brimming cup.
food.
There’s ruin lu the tempest's path.
Rut how are we to live a spiritual There’s ruin lu the voice of wrath.
life instead of a carnal, sinful life? And they alone are blest
How are we to put out the evil and Who early learn to dominate
put in the good in out; lives? depend- Themselves, their violence abate.
And prove by their serene estate
ence upon self is not a sure remedy.
That quiet ways are best.
Personal power is often great in exalt
Bp Josephine Pollard.
ing good and dethroning evil, but n
Selected by Aunt Smma.
make himself a perfectly
man
can
good man or free himself from all sin Dear M. B. Friends:
ful habits.
Hence we must look b*
Tfai9 poem, “Tbe Quiet Way,” has made
yond human power for that which is me think of many things—all In a few
successful, and we find the remedy in minutes. Can’t
every one of you recall
"For
the power of God in Christ.
one and another who were so quiet in their
what the law could not do, in that it work
that it was really restful to watch
was weak through the flesh. God send
them as they went about their tasks? I
Ing His own Sob in the likeness of sin- am wondering to-day if they always felt
ful flesh and for sin condemned sin in
as calm as they ap; eared; if they never
the flesh, that the righteousness of the
rushed to the oven to see if the cookies
law might be fulfilled in us who walk
were scorching; if they were never afraid
not after the flesh, but after the spirthat dinner wouldn’t be ready on time.
it” Conversion is the first step in the
And 1 am wondering also, if it would be
substitution of good habits for bail.
possible for some to do their work in a
The soul must be regenerated.
Conquiet way. The oven door “goes to” with
sisted of sin, we must seek forgivea bang; the water pail clangs against the
ness for our sins, and then, by the
sink; tbe tin dishes rattle together.
grace and power of God, “die unto sin Which
gets through her work the easier?
tnd live unto righteousness.”
The quiet one usually makes every step
BIBLE READINGS.
count, and as we say “knows how to turn
Ex. xx, 1-17; Deut xi. 2*2-28; Josh. off her work”.
XXlv, 14-28; Ps. xxxiv, 12-14; xxxvii, 1 But can the woman with her “nerves on
17; Prov. iii, 1-10; Isa. i. 16-20; Itoiu. edge” take her daily duties easily? 1 can
xU, 9; 1 Thess. v, 21, 22; lleb. xii, 1, 2.
for one
1 know

The following extract is from a retent timely editorial in a Boston week

SUPPLY INEXHAUSTIBLE

WHAT GRANITE HAS DONE FOI
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Topic.—How to break bad ha t its and
•oltlvate good ones. liotn. viii. 1-15.
By REV. S. H. DOYLE.
The breaking of bad habits and the
cultivation of good ones are most desirable achievements. It is, after all, the
mxxn of the practical results aimed at

York, John L. Goss, of Boston, snrt Caet’j
Sherwood, of Connecticut, respectively
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New Words
added in the last edition of Webster's International Dictionary.
The Gazetteer of the World, and
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Dictionary have
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of the times.
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“THE SIMPLE LIFE.”
WORLD-FAMOUS

book and its

AUTHOR, OHAS. WAGNER.

*hat president

roosevklt says of

THK VOLUME— INTERESTING CAREER OF THE DISCIPLE OF
A HIT.
SIMPLICITY

Charles Wagner, author of "The Sim
was practical)}’ made famous
pie Life,”
by President Roosevelt, author of “The
Strenuous Life.” Early iu 1002 certain
York publishers
„-ell known New
brought out very quietly a translation
At first the
0( -The Simple Life.”
attract much attention,
book did
eicept among the literary few. but
among the literary few was President
goosevelt. On him the little volume
mode such an Impression that lie re
not

It In one of his public ad
dresses as follows:
"The other day I picked up a little
book called ‘The Simple Life,- written

ferml

by
lie

to

Alsatian, Charles Wagner, and
preached such wholesome, sound

an

doctrine that I wish it could he used ns
a tract throughout our country. To him
the whole problem of our complex.
Somewhat feverish modem life cau be
aolved only by getting men and women
He sees that the
to lead better lives.
permanence of liberty and democracy
dcjs'uds upon a majority of the people
being steadfast in that good, plain
morality which as a national attribute
conies only as the result of the slow
and painful labor of centuries and
which can be squandered in a generation by the thoughtless and vicious. He
preaches the doctrine of the suiierlority
of the moral to the materinl, but he
insists, as we of this nation should always insist, upon the Infinite superiority of the moral and the sordid destruc■■

■■

1

Into the Prussian territory, his pastorate was within the new German frontier, and for the first time the political
clinnge began to weigh on him. There
was no Reuse of political oppression,
but a consciousness that Intellectual
Independence was not possible for him
In the conquered provinces. He set to
work, therefore, to master the French
language, accepted a position at Reiniremont, lu the French Vosges, and
In 1882 went to Paris, where he entered upon a successful career as a
minister and a literary man.
"The
Simple Life" is the best known of several works that he has written, t rjgh
"Youth and Courage” and “The Better
Way” are fairly well known to American readers.
After President Roosevelt spoke in
complimentary terms of "The Simple
Life” such Interest in the book and Its
author developed in America that Itev.
Mr. Wagner came across the Atlantic
to lecture. One of the first men he ceded upon was President Roosevelt, and
concerning the visit he wrote the following for Success magazine:
"I WUS particularly struck with the
simplicity of the home life of the president. To one accustomed to viewing
the pomp and ceremony which sur
round the rulers of Europe there
seems to be something notable In the
entire lack of ostentation in the Roosevelt family. I was surprised at Mr.
Roosevelt's habit of Inviting to his private dining table those who nre doing
good work in the world quite regard
less of what their power or social position may be. He looks to the man himself rather than to his appurtenances,
and this Is a brushing away of the
superfluities which is rare in men of

QUEER

HIDING AWAY TREASURE.
STATUES THAT HAVE SERVED THE TUROP

A

BANK—A

BEOOAR’S

HUMP THAT YIELDED A FORTUNE.

It In only a comparatively short time
since M. Boussigue. n Parisian, discovered n nice little treasure concealed In
one of the very lust places where he
would have expected to find It. lie had
inherited from an aunt a small statuette to which he attached little value,
hut which nevertheless he placed us an
ornament in one of his rooms. As luck
would huve it, his maid In dusting the
statuette one day (hopped it on the
floor and, presto! out rolled from Its
hollow interior a package which on examination proved to contain notes of
the value of 11,000 francs as well as a
costly diamond ring.
This is by no means the only occasion on which a statue has been made
to serve the purposes of a bank. A
few years ago an art collector of

Kharkov, Russia, purchased

a

statue

of the Apollo Belvedere, of which he
was very proud.
One day Ills children when playing upset the statue
and broke It beyond all possibility of
repair. The father when he saw his
prized statue in fragments was furious, but consolation came to him In a
most unexpected form, for on examining the fragments he found concealed
in a hollow limb a roll of Russian bank
notes of the value of 3,000 rubles.
in-'
non
in
vv nauuigLwii
ui» |itun.
With the notes was a memorandum by
and
to
a
school,
boys starting
public
a
Chevalier Prokheroff, dated 1848.
one of them did not even bother to
to the effect that the concealed money
a
of
wear n hat.
wa&
This,
course,
was the fruit of gambling and that it
small matter, but it Impressed me. In
was his Intention to Use it in the buildnot
of
a
ruler
with
the
children
Europe
ing of a church.
one-tenth of the power of Mr. RooseA still more curious hiding place for
velt do not go to school at all, much
treasure was that chosen by Pere Anless to a public school. They have a
toine. n hunchback beggar who used to
corps of private tutors and rarely venhang about the church doors of Paris
ture into the streets except in elabosoliciting alms. When the hunchback
rate equipages.
died his nephew applied to the au‘The observance of complete slm
thorities demanding that a postmortem
In
his
and
life
!
personal
family
plicity
examination should be made. The rethe
of
the
States,
United
by
president
j quest was granted, with the result that
one of
the most powerful rulers on !
it was found the hunch was false and
earth, has a wholesome influence not
that in Its fraudulent Interior were
I
but
also
tin*
America,
only upon
upon
stored the beggar's savings, unwindworld at large.”
ing to 90.000 francs. Pere Antoine, It
When he landed in New York not
was also discovered, was an e'x-convjct
Rev.
Mr.
said:
ago
Wagner
long
who owed his freedom to the influence
T love the American people. I wantof a well known deputy.
ed to see them in their own country
An inquest held at the St. Pancras
and to know them personally. To ob
coroner's court some time ago on Waltain that end I learned their language, i
ter
Samuel Mott revealed another
and here I am.”
treasure—a small one, it is true—conlie referred to the kind of English
cealed in a most remarkable place.
he was about to speak, saying he had
Mott had a wooden leg, and an examistudied tlie English language only a
nation of this limb revealed ten sovershort while ago to tell the American
concealed in it. The precaution
people of simplicity, and that If any eigns
was a very' wise one, for it came out
“accidents” occurred It would not be
in evidence that for some weeks the
by premeditation.
and it
“I know that you are saying In your deceased had been rarely sober,
his treasure
hearts that it Is not possible to live the ; would have fared ill with
if it had not been so artfully and efsimple life in this great city of rush
ing thought and energy, this city of fectually concealed.
There was considerable method in
tremendous activities and skyscrapers.”
the parsimony of an old lady who,
he said, “but I tell you that it is.”
wherever she went, carried with her
Tt is possible to live the simple life
did box, apparently full of odd
an
on the twenty-fourth floor of a New
me uox \\
lorK skyscraper in me mmsi or an me j pieces or scrap iron,
subject of jest and ridicule among her
noise and confusion. The simple life
neighbors, but the old lady could afis not a thing of the first floor or the
ford to smile at their jokes, for It was,
fortieth, not of the shoes or the waistIn fact, the most valuable box anycoat. but of the heart.
where in tlie district. When she died
“Once in Paris, that great city of
dust and busy human life, I heard a ! the box was found in an outhouse,
He was a
open to nfcv one who cared to inspect
lark singing in a garden.
j
of old
prisoner, it is true. But when I heard tt, and under the surface layer
Iron were found 8,000 golden soverhim lifting up hks voice to the blue sky
eigns, the savings of a lifetime.
and I remembered the freedom of the
In another case known to the writer,
hills and the fields that had been mine
after the death of an old woman in
as a boy, the walls and houses of the
the north of England who had for
great city seemed to fade away, to
years been in receipt of outdoor relief
stretch out and expand.
from the parish, a sum of £800 was
“I speak to you here in the center of
found in a number of pincushions scatone of the most tremendous cities in
tered about her one room. When Miss
the world. I sing my song of simpliciDevonshire miser, died,
ty like a lark in a cage—but it is a good J„ a notorious
that her pillow contained
place to sing it. The more I study it was found
securities and bank notes of the value
your national character here in Amerof over £18,000, while at an auction
ica, the more I look into the foundasale of the eflffbts of a Lewisham lady
tions of your government, the more I
of miserly instincts the purchaser of
see
of your stupendous energy, the
her piano stool found a small mine of
more I realize that at the bottom of it
gold in the horsehair stuffing, and a
national
of
is
the
all
your
simplicity
gentleman who bought her Itedstead
character.
discovered £900 hidden away in one of
“I visited the White House at Washits hollow legs.
ington. I found there nothing of the
A sensation was caused at Jassy, in
grandeur of the homes of kings and
Roumania, some time ago by the death
kaisers, but the pure simplicity of a
of a Mine. Balsch, whose eccentricities
great people expressed In the home of
had for years been the gossip of the
I was a guest of
a chief executive.
town. Although it was more than susI pressed his hand,
your president.
pected that she was a rich woman, she
and I had many long talks with him
had lived in the most sordid and misupon the great questions of the day.
erable manner and was generally reAnd again I fci: that a splendid simgarded as a miser. When her few beplicity was at tlie root of y-our national
longings were examined after her
tradicharacter.
Stay true to your
death not a trace could be found of
tions; be true to your convictions. The
her supposed wealth, until, on going
human race demands it of you.”
her articles of clothing, it
Dr. Wagner told how he came to through
was discovered that one of her pettiwrite “The Simple Life.” He was callcoats seemed stiff, as if heavily lined.
ed upon whilb a pastor In Paris to
The petticoat was ripped open and re
marry a worknlan and his sweetheart.
vealed notes of the value of 200,000
One of the six witnesses was the
francs sewed under the lining.
daughter of a great politician.
This discovery naturally stimulated
“1 talked to them upon the beauty of
the zeal of the searchers. Further petliving simply/* he said. “A few days
ticoats were examined, and in all largo
afterward the young lady came to me
sums In notes were found concealed.
to ask me to perform her marriage,
The total amount of the treasure
and she asked me to give just the same
which had served as lining foe Mine.
talk that I had to the workman. There
Balsch’s petticoats was no less than
were to be 2.000 people present, includfrancs.—London Tit-Elts.
ing the greatest diplomats, the greatest 8,000,000
politicians and the leaders in the intellectual and social life of Paris.
“I was down to the big department
“I consented and talked to them sim- store to-day, Tom. Do you remember
the
reading about the demonstrations in the
ply and straightforwardly upon
simple life. There was aI publisher grocery department?” “Yes, were there
the
and
present, as there always is.
sny?” “I should say so. Six women
next day he asked me to write ‘The palled one another's hair over a package
It
I
and
has
Life.’
gone ol sample oats,”
did.
Simple
through the world everywhere. As for
The youngman with the uncut hair and
a
with
a
I
inteml
to
remain
mo,
boy.
look had submitted a poem for
hungry
man.”
till
I
an
old
am
old,
boy’s heart,
said the
The author-clergyman's chapel in the editorial consideration, “Well,”
bine pencil, after a hurBoulevard Beaumarchais. Paris, has man behind the
ried glance at It, “how does |5 strike you?”
grown from a quaint little upper room
stammered the rhymand Is now too small to hold the crowds “Why—er—really,”
that fie^k to hO/ir lilrp. and generally ster, “that Is more than I—er—44Well,
that’s the best I can do,” Interrupted the
more than t.fVri persons are turned
busy editor. “I couldn’t think of printaw y from tbe clears on Sunday.
ing a poem like that for any less.”

|

J

L
BET. CHARLES WAGNER.

tion which
upon either the nation or the individual if it or he be
comes absorbed only in the desire to
get wealth.”
Tills public commendation from the
president of the United States, who
wub the author of u book that seemed
the very antithesis of “The Simple
I,lfe,” aroused public curiosity, and in
a
very short time there was a large
demand for the volume.
Charles* Wagner Is a popular evangelical in Paris, and it seems the height
of incongruity that such a work should
As Grace
come from such a source.
King says in her biographical sketch:
"From the great metropolis and sovereign see of modern civilization, from
the world’s heart of sophistication,
from Paris, the complex city, comes
this volume of little essays upon the
simple life. A limpid, bubbling spring,
fresh and cool from its forest source,
running down one of the boulevards |
would hardly appear more miraculous
to the eye or more refreshing to the
sense.”
Wagner is a noted man in Paris, the
kind of man whom people stare after
In the streets. Among the dapper and
undergrown Parisians he bulks large,
with his great height and massive
chest and shoulders. There are various legends, constituting a sort of little mythology, about his enormous
physical strength and the feats supposed to have been achieved by him in
his peasant days.
For the rest he is
described as a man of singular sweetness and straightforwardness of character, with a strong personal charm,
lie has a wide following, personal as
well as ethical.
The early career of this noteworthy
lie is the son of a
man Is interesting.
Lutheran minister of Alsace, born at
WibersvUle. in the Vosges, on Sunday
morning, Jan. 3, 1852, while his father
was preaching in the village church.
He was only seven years old when ids
father died, and yet he was the eldest
of five children. The family moved to
Phalsbourg, and there Charles labored
in the fields and studied for the ministry. He was sent to Paris at fourteen and took a degree at the Sorbonne
in 1860. lie was a student of theology
at the University of Strassburg during
the Fra neo-Prussian war. and there he
underwent n sort of spiritual revolution, losing his religious faith. He read
Spinoza and found in that philosopher
something to compensate for what he
hml lost, but two simple incidents led
to the restoration of Ids religious life.
One was the first sight of the Alps.
The mountains seemed to him God's
witnesses. The other event was something that has happened to nearly everybody—simply the sight of Ids mother on returning home after a long absence. She was there, loyal to her duty. doing her daily work with tranouil
energy. n. ver wearied and never discour: ed. and the very thought of her
brought <pu< eon out. frith.
He went from Strassburg to Gottingen in 187.*. and f'O'.n there he retnmed to Ah:,-ice and became assistant
P-Stor at tile foot of Ste. Odille mountain. Ills unlive place had been taken
comes

HUMOR
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CURIOUS PLACES SELECTED FOR

POSE8

KLLSWOKTH MAKKKT8.

MONEY BOXES.

■

MAINE LAW BEOARDlltQ

WEIGHTS AND MBA80HBK

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushei of potatoes
in good order and tit for shipping, Is 60 pounds;
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
order and fit for shipping, Is 62 pounds.
'f wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peat, 60
pounds; of corn, 66 pounds; of onipns. 62
of carrots, Kngllen turnips, rye and
ndlan meal, 60 pounds; of parsnips, 46 pounds;
of barley ana buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
82 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
The prices quoted below are the retail prices
at Ellsworth.
Farmers can easily reckon from
these what they are likely to receive in trade
or cash for their products.

good

founds;

Country Produce,

Butter.

Creamery per ft.28 a30
Dairy.2? a28
Cheese.
Best factory

(now) per ft.16 §18
Best dairy (new)..
Dutch (Imported),*..
Neufohatel...... .op
***•»
Eggs continue to grow scarce and the i>ric«5
goes higher and hlgh< r every day.
Fresh laid, per doz..
Poultry.
Turkeys.30 3,2
Chickens,.U yl8
tfowl...
(8312
....

nay
Best loose, per ton..12a 14
Baled.. ....18
8 £11
18

Baled
New potatoes

Vegetable*.
.'0
Turnips, bu

pk

Lettuce,
Spinach, pk
Sweet!’outtoes, lb,

60
'6
02

Beets, bu
Cabbage,
Carrots, bu

06

2
02

6

Beans—per qt—
Yellow.eye

12 §16
Pea.
10
Fruit.
Apples, pk
10d 25 Oranges, doz
.363.45
.08 Lemons doz
Cranuerrles, qt
25330
Groceries.
Co Bee—per lb
Rice, per tb
.063.08
Rio,
.163.25 Pickles, per gal .453.65
35 Olives, bottle
Mocha,
.253.75
35 Vinegar—per gal—
Java,
tb—
Pure cider,
.20
Tea—per
.05
Japan,
-453-66 Cracked wheat,
.04
.303 65 Oatmeal, per lb
Oolong,
.20
•Sugar—per lb—
Buckwheat, pkg
.06 >4 Graham,
.04
Granulated,
Coffee—A & B, .06* Rye meal,
.04
.05 Granulated meal,lb 02X
Yellow, C
Molasses—per gal—
Oil—per gal—
.35
.65 3.70
Havana,
Llnseeu,
Porto Rico,
.50
13 315
Kerosene,
.60
Syrup,
Lumber

and

Building Materials.

125
Lumber—per M—
Spruce,
Hemlock,
13314 Hemlock,
135
Hemlock boards, 13 git Clapboards—per M—
16 3^0
Extra spruce,
Spruce,
24326
20
Suruce tloor,
325
Spruce, No. 1, 20 340
k Pine,
25 tj50
203£0 Clear pine,
20 325
Matched pine,
Extra pine,
50
fphlngles—per M
Laths—per M—
3 25
’uedar, extra
2.50
Spruce,
2 75
2 00
Hemlock,
2d clear,
2 25 Nalls, per lb
.04 3.06
1 60 Cement, per cask 1 50
"
1 25 Lime, per cask
No. x,
95
"
.75 Brick, per M
scoots.
7311
White lead, prtb .053.08
Provisions.
Beef.tb:
Steak,

.12 <*.25

.103.18

Roasts,

Corned,
Tongues,

.063

08

18
.05 308

vS':’0’

20

Steak,
Roasts,

103.14

ongues, each
Mutton,

8prlng lamb,

Pork, lb.
Steak, lb
Chop,
Pigs’ feet.

Ham. per lb

Shoulder,
Bacon,

Salt

Lard,

C5
08 315
06 315

I Amusing; Rcmnrkf* Which Were Mo«t
Seriously Intended.

Part of the humor which one occameets with even 1n the sedate
lnclosnre of the pulpits is due to the
queer texts which are sometimes, often
unconsciously, chosen by preachers. No
doubt there are many/stories told under this head which owe their origin
not to actual fact so much as to the
invention of the wag.
For example,
a minister on the Sunday before his
marriage is said to have chosen as his
text, “And ho went on ids way rejoicing,” and on the Sunday after his honeymoon to have eloquently discoursed
on the words “Remember my bonds.”
These instances are probably apocryphal, but the following are true and
have all come within the experience of
the writer. JLt_ wag in th^ north of

sionally

F/uplan^ jffiat Jiie first lucU%it Happened. It was a"cdtffifi7“church where
q]1 lamps wen? used Instead of 5!TS.
One nigot Tn the late summer wbfifi

now

through

we see

Chinese Calendars.

week is not used except
Christian converts the Chinese
are accustomed to count by the days
of the moon. Certain days are considered specially sacred, such as the 1st
and 15th of each month and the dates
on which the numbers are doubled, as
the 3d of the third month or 7tli of the
seventh month.
Particular attention
Is given in the calendars for general
use to the lucky and unlucky days,
sometimes even to the neglect of astronomical information and predictions. Some editions combine rather
poetical matter with the practical and
superstitious notes, giving the date
when the rainbow will first be seen,
the time for the opening of certain
flowers and the migrations and songs
of birds. The official calendars are issued annrall.v, after they have received the emperor's approval; and. although tilled with superstition and in-

HUB-\
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a

Healthy

Children
It needs only a
little watchfulness to
keep children in good health.
the symptoms of little
for
Look

glass darkly.”

few years ago a well known bishmarried his second wife and, returning home after his honeymoon, announced a series of sermons, the title
of the series being “The Penitent’s Return.”
This was obviously uriinten-

ills and treat them promptly to
ward off more serious sickness.

There is a church in one of our large
cities which boasts of a very high pulpit. A short time ago a strange preacher, who was of a nervous temperament, occupied this pulpit, but, as the
sequel will show, only for a very short
time, for, having taken his text and
said about a dozen words, he startled
his congregation by saying, “As I am
not used to pulpits as high as this, you
will pardon me. I know, if I come down
and preach my sermon from the lectern.”
He suited his action to the
words and preached a very good serAnd
mon from the modest lectern.
this was his strangely appropriate text.
“He that exaltetli himself shall be
abased, and he that humbleth himself
shall be exalted.”
One more instaneej Not many months
ago

clergyman preached

a

one

Sunday

Dr. True's
ELIXIR

great remedy for childhood complaints. For stomach and bowel disorders, indigestion, constipation, poor
appetite, fevers and -.verms it is un
Nervousness, peevishequaled.
ness and a languid feelirg all
lndieatetronhlestiiat aretra<-ed
usually to the stomach, and
quick relief followstlie use of
Hr. True's Elixir. Over 50 years in use.
All druggists,Write for free booklet,
“Children and Their Diseases.”
DR. J. F. TRUE & CO.. Auburn. Me.
is the

Nasal

CATARRH

In all its stages there
should be cleanliness.

Ely’s Cream

quickly.

Cream Balm is placed into the nostrils, spreads
the membrane and is absorbed. Relief Is
mediate and a cure follows. It is not drying—doad
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 50 cents at BroK
4
gists or by mailj Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 50 Warren Stifeet., New

lm^

over

YorkJ

Good Pills
Ayer’s Pills

i

A

good pills.
The best

laxative you

can

buy.

Want your moustache or beard a
beautiful brown or rich black? Use

|

r

are

You know that.

family
atrticrt laments.

Balm

cleanses, soothes and heals
the diseased membrane.
It cures catarrh and drives
away a cold in the head

Buckingliam’sDye

Child

,SOcts

o

druggistsorR

P

Hall

& Co., Nashua,

N H

CAN BE

Cured
Of nearly all ordinary sicknessess with Brown’s Instant
Relief.
Many prominent
physicians endorse and use it.
for
Specific
coughs, colds,
colic, indigestion, sprains and
bruises.
All dealers
25c.

Bend model, sketch or photo of invention for
f free report on patentability. For free book,
>

te^rTRADE-MRKS

our

among

accurate in many
most interesting

particulars, they

are

attractive and
present a good example of the lore and
science of the Chinese people.
and

Norway

Medicine

been allowed

preciate

the

who went to

dealer in

dogs

A SWIFT, SURE PAIN KILLER.
place

of

pain

wherever it

thousands of homes today.
ACHE?

“No,”

Do you

replied

keep such dogs?”
the dog
man.
“We

f"d. external
ORp

For

can

buy.

Most for your money,

""

buttle.

AT ALL TRADERS.

DON'T "TAHEON:"

uir Caldwell

Sweet, Bangor, Me.

EDW. KAKAS & SONS

“Hi

gry’ound.

Best you

TAKE SWEET'S HEADACHE POWDERS, 10c.

and thus de-

wants a kind of dog about so ’igh
long. Hit’s a kind of gry’ounds, an’
yet it ain’t a gry’ound, because ’is tyle is
shorter nor any o’ these ’ere gry’ounds, an’
’is nose is shorter, an’ ’e ain’t so slim
round the body. But still ’e’s a kind o’

Th K. AmK.RICAW

use; puts health in
goes; is the favorite household medicine in

scribed what he wanted:
so

tor

'Ice’s liniment

to grow naturally, will apstory of the English pedler
a

Co.,Norway,Me.
Suhacri'H-

HEAD

Not a Favorite Breed.
Lovers of good, plain dogs, which have

an’

NOT MADE BY A TRUST
/E yOL/ CEHA/OT GET THESE

A

150
7 50
7 50
7 50
7 Of

Flour, Grain and Feed,
Corn Is still $1.50 per bag. The market is
very unsteady and the price Is Uatde to change
at any time, although there Is as jet no change
from last week’s quotations. Oats are 50c.
50
Oats, bu
Flour—per bbl—
5 75 37 50
Shorts—bag— 1.2531 40
1 40
1 5
Mixed teed, bag
Corn, 100 lb bag
50
Corn meal, bag
Middlings, hag 1 5C §10 »
Cracked corn,
1 50 Cotton seed meal, 1 00
1 50
Gluten meal,

HOOD RUBBERS

op

Fuel.

Coal—per ton—
Wood—per cord
5 00 36 50
Broken,
Dry hard,
3 00 3 5 00
8tove,
Dry soft,
Rounding* per load
Egg,
1 0031 25
Nut,
5.00
Blacksmith's
Buttings, hard

tvtf'

the lamps had not yet bmi resumed
after the long days it got suddenly
overcast, and before the sermon it was
deemed necessary to light the pulpit
lamp. During the hymn the old sexton repaired to the pulpit and, having
cleaned the glass chimney with a duster. lit it up, but only a feeble light struggled through. And then the clergyman
took his text, which was this, “And

evening from the text. “My words shall
not pass away.”
Exactly a fortnight
later the same clergyman preached the
K
12 same sermon from the same text in
-06
the same church, to the wonderment of
16 3-20
Evsame congregation.
.18 practically t*.c
18 idently it was his determination that
10
at any rate Ids w.vds should no: pas
10 312
away from the memory of his hearers.
—Chicago Chronicle.

Fresh Fish,
The supply of llsh this week Is exceptionally
good and is likely to continue so. Shrimp is In
the market in limited quantities at 30c per qt.
06
2b
Clams, qt
Cod,
06
2(
Haddock,
Lobsters, 1b
16ulS Bluellsn,
Halibut,
12314
12 314
50 Sea trout,
Oysters,
f innan Huddle
12 Smelts tb
15
40
30 Scallops, qt
Shrimp, qt

As

IN TEXT OF CLERGY.

FURS

OUR STOCK is now complete
with a variety of Select Novelties in Neckwear and Wluffs.

SUPERB SEALSKIN

162 TREMONT ST,

drowus ’em.”

BOSTON.

The ascent of the ladder may be difficult, but somehow we never notice the
splinters until we begin to slide down

Next Door to Keith’s Theatre.

Cold in One Day
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. ^ rn/J,
This
To Cure

Seven Million boxes sold in past 12 months.

SACfiUES

very latest styles in stock and
made to order.

a

signature,

©n

ev«y

®OX. 33C.

5!'? iirUstuortl) American.
■■■■■=
--fc--- '■
* LO« al and political journal
PUBLISHED

fcVlcKY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
BY THK

lo)iM ri|»ilon Price—$8 00 a year ; $1.00 for six
Biontli'i 50 cent* for three months; if paid
mi
!\
advance, $1 B0, 75 and 88 oentHU
All arrearages are reckoned at
Y* -|u i’ttv In
«

of $2 per year-

rau

DR. ARTHUR

A<ivrr<l*li»K Kates—Are reasonable, and will
1« made Known on application.
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life.

Wagner lias recently made a
visit to this country, and received a
most cordial welcome from distin-

1895.

A
in all walks of life.
guished
few weeks ago he was introduced to
a Washington audience by the President, who said: “This is the first, and

adjoining

during my
presidency that I shall ever introduce
a speaker to an audience, and I am

and after

Mr.

ridjM
4 JN
6; 7 8j_9;10j
11 1213 14 15 Hi
17;

18: 111 20 21 22 23 24
29 30 31
25; 26

27[28
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MOON’S PHASES.

6
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Fi"*t
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on

quarter

*8:07

^Moon
Third

*
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p. in
10:4€

Quarter Av

a. ru.

WfcPNFSDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1904.
This week’s

edition

of

Tlie

Boon

only,

the

for six months of 1904, 2,543
for four issues in July, 2,400
for five issues in Aug., 2,350
for four issues in Sept., 2,300

actually

exist—can

both houses of Congress
W,i. accept his attitude as the proper
to
one tor the republican majority
that

Assume.

The relation of the election of Mr.
Douglas as governor of Massachulet s to the tariff sentiment in that
•tabs : in some quarters being magni-

fied out of all proportion to its import aiue. With the exception of the
Come t there
represented by Mr.
Foss, Massachusetts is as so : : y fur
protection as is Maine or Petin-*>!va
And

nir-

tha'

Along enough

element

not

wm

elect Mr. Foos.
thankful to
So tuoi1 Hale for thus early being so
outspoken on a matter of such vital
Maine

onnst

doubt

is

to

profoundly

we
qu«i ce, and
ihilt the rest of

chares the

same

feeling.

have
the

Tn

little

country

fact,

so

llie

leading republics!! congressmen have spoken, they all are
wi.h Senator Hale; of conrse Senator
f.y.i i<; also the entire Maine delegafar

ns

til

LliCt

J.1UUSC.

of
Canadian
tl>e spectre of
free
democratic
trade, and the
count! .v v. i 1 have none of it. Genuine
Uud

r

the

rei-iproeily

guise

lurks

the B'.aine and Meis in no way hostile to
of protection, and its

reciprocity of
K nlev quality

the
policy
adoption, wherever desirable, can
ga'ety he left in the hands of the republican party, which doesn’t need
even

the assistance of the Massachu-

setts mugwumps.

Simple Life.”
to
its custom,

The

jLwi-j.tH'AN will begin next week the
of a serial which will run,
if we print three columns each week,
for thirteen weeks.
It is “The Simple Life”, by Rev.
Charles Wagner, an Alsatian by birth,
Elsewhere in
» clergyman of Paris.

publication

may be found a two-column
ii cf this remarkable man and
sec
his remarkable work.
“The Simple Life” as it will appear
in til' se columns is Miss Hendee’s
tills i,

practice rapidly

Rod

as

well.

faithful

some

of the

After tour

years

work, exposure

and

fatigue caused a sevtre illness which sent
him to the mountains of New Mexico,
a

ftar, he

was

able to

remove

for

to

Lit life for five long years, the

sum

mo ns came.

His many friends bear witness to his

physician and a friend
sincerity of mind and
bitn to a 1 w ith whom
he came 1n contact, for he was entirely
without affectation and pretense.
In the bright career that waa before
him. why he waa taken is one of the mas“He
ter es, but as a friend expre-ae* it:
was called heme to a
higher work and
service than he could render here on
earth.”
worth ns s man, a
His honesty and

p6rpost* endeared

Wagner.”

Congress Meets.
The last session of the fifty-eighth
Congress met last Monday, and will
adjourn by limitation March 3, 1905.

;

j;

As Christinns approaches our store* begins to (ill
up with
holiday goods and novelties of all kinds and descriptions
We are receiving goods every <)ay by this trade, and
by the"
time the shoppers are ready we will have a store full.
On
our counters and shelves will be found
everything to please

legislation
passing of
the necessary appropriation bills, and
finishing work already in hand.
ex

feature of the message is the proportion of it devoted to topics essentially

non-political.

Special Notices.

!
1

STOCK HOLDER*’ MEETING
First National Hank of Ellsworth.
rpiIE annual meeting of the stockholders of
the First National Hank of Ellsworth
A
will be held at their banking rooms io Ellsworth, Maiue, on Tuesday, the tenth day of,
January, a. d. 1905. at ten o’clock in the fore
noon for the following purposes:
Firai. To elect a Board of Directors for the
ensuing year.
Second. To act upon such other business as
may come before said meeting.
Henry W. Cushman. Cashier.

the most fastidious.

send every
our

almost

It is

a

hundred chances to

one

that

happy with goods parch i*ed
“bargain” prices.

we

customer away

at

Town Talk Flour.
]

We have probably sold more flour in the pfst two weeks
than any firm in Ellsworth. This*Town Talk Flour is the
talk of the town, and every housevife whcNgets a barrel is
certainly coming after the second. But this not all we are
doing. Just think of

Kerosene Oil at 12c and 13c
—I2c

by

the

barrel; 13c by

the

gallon.

IIID.

That the real estate of the Malvern Hotel A
Land Improvement Company is advertised to
be sold for taxes on the First Monday of December, 1904. being the 5th day of the month,
and that the balance of the amount due, toThe popular view of the relation of the lilood I gather with costa for said taxes for the year
to human character and conduct !* marked In | 1*3. is #3«7.SL and that the taxes upon said
1
are also due and
many a familiar expression. We apeak of there property for the year 1904
being *‘b«d blood** between people at enmity, nnpaid.
Sixth.
of "blue blood” aa Indicating ancestry, of 1
That premiums on fire insurance policies
”1 lack blood” as describing a treacherous na
turn, and in many another phrase mark our issued in August last on the properly of the
belief that in the 'mental, moral and physical Malvern Hotel A Land Improvemer t ComThe one basis ol a
pany are still unpaid, amounting to about
man, “the blood la the life
#H77-. and the cancellation of the p Jicies by
healthful, happy and useful life la pure blood
With the blood pure, disease has no peimanei t the Insuring Companies for this reason is
Kor this rcatou I threatened as provided In the policies, aud
lodging place in the system
theu-eof Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discov- i that if snch cancellation ook place at this
rids
the
of
diseases
which
have their «ea*<on of the year, under the circumstances
ery
body
would be difficult to obtain as
origin in impurity ot the blood It absolutely reinsurance
purities the ulood. carrying off the waste and well as very expensive.
Seventh.’
poisonous matter, increasing the action of the
That there is claimed by a contractor fa
blood-making gland-, and building up the body
upon one of the buildings of the Malvern
by supplying the blood In quantity and quality Hen
Hotel
A Land Improvement Company tor masuch a- 1* ei-seniial to a condition of health
It
terials furnished in the erection, alteration
cures ninety-eight people out ol .« very hundred
and repairing of said building, amounting
who give It a fair tt lal.
with costs to abont fTOO., and that an attachment to secure said lUn has been placed upon
said building.

It is not likely that much
will be enacted beyond the

The President's message is an

WHITING BROS.

'•

the

which I should like to have read as a
tract, and, what is not invariably true
of tracts, as an iuteres.ing tract, by
all our people, it is ‘The Simple Life’,

Fox widow of the said De Grasse Fox, were
appointed Executors,
second.
That on the first day of November last, the
said Will was duly proved, approved and
allowed by the Probate Court of said County
of Hancock, and that they have qualified as
such Executors according to l »w.
Third.
That the late De Grasse Fox as at the time
of bis death a stock holder in the Malvern
Hotel A Land Impro\ement Company, a corporation organized under the law's of the
State of Maine, with its principal place of
business in the town of Eden, Maine.
Fourth.
That at a special legal meeting of the Malvern
Hotel A Land Improvement Company held »t
the village of Bar Harbor in said town ot
Eden on Monday, t^e 21st day of November,
11)04, it was voted, “that the Malvern Hotel A
Land Improvement Company, a corporation
existing under the laws of the Htate of Maine
shou'd be dissolved, and that to that end the
proper proceedings should be had before the
Supreme Judicial Court of the State of
Maine, and that application should be made
for a Receiver to wind up the affairs of the
Comp in v under the direction of the Court
according to law.”

Eighth.

Thai the Malvern notel A Laud Improvement Company as a corporation has no availaI ble funds with which to pay the above cl*«a
1 of
claims, that the buildings constituting
a

la

ger

part of the

of the said

assets

While it is rather early to talk about Christmas dinners
and especially so soon alter Thanksgiving, it will interest
many to know that we shall.have a large stock of

Native
For Christmas,

Vegetables

(protection

a

large outlay

of

money

Hams and

the

near futuie,

Njuth

That there are no funds in the Treasury of
said corporation.
Tenth
That a mortgage exi«ts on the real and personal property oi said Company to the MetroTrust Company ot the city of New
pnlitau
SHAKE HOLDERS’ MELTING.
York t<> secure bonds to the extent of #100,000,
Ellsworth Loan & Ituilddig Association.
which bonds are overdue as to principal land
annual meeting of the Ellsworth Loan als as to interest since August 1. :0»l
rpHF.
A Building Association for th** election
Wherefore your Complainaut, believing
1
of officers will be held January 16, 1905. at 7.SO that the interest of the stockholders ana
p. m.. at the rooms of the First National Bank creditors of said corporation are Imperilled,
of Ellsworth.
acting alone as Executor, because his co-Ex(Signed)
Henry W. Cushman,
ecutor is now temporarily residing outside
i
the limits of this State, and as such Executor
Secretary.
holding stock in a*id Company, prays that a
NOTICE.
temporary R ceiver may be appointed for said
Y wife, Clara E. York, having left my Malvern Motel A Lana In provem* nt Company with power to Issue receiver’s certifibed and board without sufficient cause.
as may be found most expedient
I hereby notify all person- not to trust her on c ilea or notes
this means to raise c:sh funds
account, as I shall pay no debts of her in order bv
my
the contract!
with which to pay taxes, insurance, liens ami
The Pittsfield Advertiser
William
N.
Yoke.
og.
such farther amount as m tv be determin'd to
East Bluebill, Me., Dec. 5, U04.
not very large list of Maine newsbe neces-ar;. for snch repairs upon the property jcs are necessary to its protection for the
the
week
each
which
papers
ben-fit of stock holders and creditors, aud
Adverthat after proper notice Las b eu giver to said
number of copies it
c rporati i. :i d ail other p.irlie-interested, a
LltOPiLA n I
NOT1CC.
tisers are entitled to this information.
Receiver may be appointed to
The following is a copy of a petition for permanent
protect the property am wind up an oi-dolve
the
The American is
paper legislate u to be preser.te ; to the legislature the
affairs of said corporation bo as to prol-ct
in Hancock county which does next to be assembled in and for the State of as far as possible the iotcrcsia of all parties
Maine.
interested.
To the Honorable Senate and House of Repthis.
Finally that the plaintiffs may have such
resentatives next in legislature to be assemfurther and clht relief as the nature of the
bled in and for the State of Maine.
case may require.
undersigned respectfully petition
Franklin A. Wilson,
Baxter Mayor of Portland.
rpHF.
JL your honorable body and ask for a >pec- Executor of last Will and t estament of De
James P. Baxter »vas elected mayor of i&l act to make it close
time on scallop fishtirasse Fox.
P rilaod Monday over Nathan C. ff rd ing, in the Bagaduce river, county of HanSTATE OF .MAINE.
cock, State aforesaid, from March first to Nodem« crat by a m*j rity of 1 027.
vember first.
Ha nook, Dec. 5th, 1901.
Gko. H. Tapley ei a Is.
Pf.nob-cot sc
Dated this 3d day of Dec. a. d. 1904.
Personally appeared before me the above
The repub cans elected »t>veo of their
named Fra’nkliu A. Wll-on and made oath
nine aldermen.
LEGISLATIVE NOTICE.
that he has read the above bill in equitv and
the same is true of
hereby given that the under- kr.ows the contents, that the
"^TOTICE iswill
matters stated
own knowledge except
signed
petition the next legislature his be
of his infurnution and belief and as to
to
In « Hancock county town the*»cboo
to be a«sembled in and for the state of Maiue
matters he believes them to be true.
these
to
them
the
and
♦
sto
grant
right
authority
suoerir undent wa* addressing the pupl.n
John Wilson
tablish and maintain a terry between the
Justice of the Peace.
of a school and a- It was near th’ time of ; towns of Sullivan and Hancock, in the county
Wilson
John
of
and
Hancock,
State
of
across
Maine,
Taunnrosiden*lal e.*c‘l«»n. he awakened the i
Solicitor.
ton Bay or Sullivan River, with boats to i
Bangor Maine.
ambitions of the boys by ask mg tn^ni if
be propelled by oars, sails, cable, steam or
other
suitable
motive
for
ihe
transpor- State ok Maine,
they wouldn’t like to b P evident Every tation of passengers,power,
teams, carriage* and
Hancock ss.
tbut one was raised and t h it belonged
freight: said ferry to be maintained io subthe same location as the one now
In Vacation, December 6, ittin.
to a bright little fellow of six who began stantially
being operated by the undersigned.
Upon the foregoing bill, it i# ordered, that a
to cry.
Tbe superintendent knew him
Jesse K. Mitchell.
hearing be had thereon at the Court House in
John J. Cameros.
name said:
Ellsworth in said County, on Monday, the
well
and calling him by
Dated this 22d day of November, a. d. 19M.
second day o! January A I). 1905, at twelve
“Wouldn’t you hke to be Preaideni?*’ a* d
noon.
And that the complainant give
O'clock
LEGISLATIVE NOTICE.
notice to all persons interested of the time
he sobuid, ‘*Y^, bui 1 can’t; I’oi a demois hereby given that ihe under- and place of such hearing, that they may then
The j'»ke la appreciated even by
crat
I
signed will apply to the next legislature and there appear and ibow cause, if any they
have, why the prayers of said bill should not
those of hi-* owu party even if his father of the State of Maiue for a renewal and extension or the rights, powers and privileges be gran led. 8aid notice to be given as follows.
is a prominent raemb r of the democratic
granted them un ler the name of the “Union A copy of said bill and of this order of court
River Water Storage Company” by chapter thereon, attested by the Clerk of Courts, shall
county committee.
S?5 of the Public arid Private Laws of the be served upon the Malvern Hotel and Land
State of Maine for the year 1901.
Improvement Company, and upon the MetroDated this twenty-third day of November, politan Trust Company or the City of New
editor of
Kdward II.
A. D. 1904.
H. M. Hall and Others.
York, the Trustee of the mortgage given to
the Bancor Commercial is a Candida e
secure the bond- named in said bill, fourteen
LEGIM.ATIVK NO IICK.
daya. at least, before toe day appointed for
to
tilt* position of military secretary on
is hereby given that the under- said hearing, service to be made by any person
the staff of Gove nor Cobb ai d i* strongly i
signed will apply to the next legibl -ture qualified to serve civil process in place where
recommended for the place. Mr. Kelley of the State of Maine for a re i*wal and ex- served. Notice thereof shall also be given to1
tension of its charter and any other rights,
every holder ol said bonds whose names an
la the son of Mr. and Mrs. Bei jsmln
are known to the
by
powers and privileges heretofore granted it residences
the solicitor of *he complainant, By his sendKelley, of Kant Belfast, and spent Us by the legislatare of said State of Maine.
mail postage paid and p operly diing
by
Hancock
County
Railway
Company,
early life there. For many years he has
rected an atte- d c pv of said bill ai.d this
by its President.
And
order ther' on to every such holder.
Isador L. Haloian.
been engaged in j ’urnaiism in which he
further notice shall be uiven by pu'dishing an
Dated this thirtieth day of November, a. d.
has had marked success.
sai
1
bill
and
this
of
attested
of
order
copy
1901.
court two wt-eks successively in some newspaper pub ished in Hancock County, the last
LEGISLATIVE NOTICE.
Among the Grand Army appointment*
publication to be seven days, at least, before
is hereby given that application
the time appointed for said hearing.
for Maine by Commander tn-Chief *W.
will be made to the next Legislature of
H
A.SDKf'W P W IK WELL,
for an extension of the charter of the
W. Black mar is that of William Fenneliy, Maine
Chief Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
Ellsworth Street Railway Company and any
A trne copy of the Bill in Equity and Order
P. P. Gilmore, of other rights to it g'acted
of B*r Harbor, *nd
of Court thereon.
Dated November 50, A. D. 1904.
Attest:—John F. ICnowltox,
Buck*port, as ald-de-c*mps at large on
Clerk of Courts.
the commander-io-chief’s staff.
LEGISLATIVE NO 1ICE.
■

j

with Nuts. Knisins. Apples and all the
dinner the best you ever had.

to make your

Sausages

counter is no

at the lowest

experiment,
profitable branches

longer

ducted and most

an

market

prices.

This

but one of the best
of our large store.

con-

New Announcement Next Week.

cor-

f

Turkeys

Native Beef, Pork and Lamb,

fpora ion are wooden frame buildings very
hamicli d eyed and needing for their proper

For the next few weeks we shall make a new announcement
every week of goods received for the Christmas trade.
Watch this space.

WH1TSNG BROS.,
ELLSWORTH.

MAIN STREET,

DEMAND

BEST.

THE!

M

publishes
prints.

Ergifilatibr Xoiiees.

only

printed

j
j

>NOTICE

Ke.iey.^nsnagtng

N^OTICE

complainant,

<

>VOTlCE

The

Contrary

of bard

towus

In

city of A’buqnerque, w here be opened
an office and practiced there and in «be
more than glad to do it in this incity hospital, until after bravely fighting
stance because, if there is one book

written by Mr.

MAINE.

joins

Set auir Hale’s stand is both politic
A) i wise, and it is entirely safe to as
ai.rie

Me., where bis

located

he

increased, until it included

time

Thus much space is given to what
should be done to the city of WashingAverage for four issues in Oct., 2,300 ton to make it an example to other
Average for five issues in Nov., 2,300 municipalities; to what should be
done in the labor world; to the cause
No Tariff' Revision.
of agriculture; to naturalization and
be
in
this
issue
E'sewhere
may
to the treatment of terricitizenship;
found Senator Hale’s attitude towards
tories, and so on.
tariff revision and his reasons there- * *In the treatment of the Philippines,
ft r. I uould be difficult to crowd our
foreign relations, the currency,
Into less space a clearer or more the
army and navy, he repeats at
Comprehensive statement of what
length his well-known views.
Ought to i e, and we believe is, the atThe tariff he does not discuss, exti tide of ihe republican party on the
cept to say that he will communicate
of
tariff
revision.
Blatter
with Congress later about it.
If any one issue in the recent camIf the message were shorter, it
pi ign was more conspicuous than any would be more generally read, but
01 t:, it was the tariff; and the result
this is a very big country, and there
Bits an
emphatic approval of the are very large topics to be treated,
Si. nation ns it is. No tariff schedule and the President is not a man to deal
is or cm be perfect, but the effect of
with affairs in a way that leaves
tinkering with the present law would doubt as to what his views are, even if
Worn vastly more harm to the indusit takes time and space to do it.
tn I sit u u ion than the inequalities of
the nrv—if they
pnsibly work.

after graduating

Plymouth,

tremely long one—able, however, as
all his state papers are. A striking

American is
2,300 copies.
Average
Average
Average
Average

will be

OF

AND

men

1704

STATE

Macomber
Dr
I’RKOBSCOT as.
In Equity.
were shacked and grieved by the news ol
FRAN KIN A. WILSON. EXECUTOR,
tain sudden death at Albuquerque, Nov,
against
23. i rief mention of which was made in THE MALVERN HOTEL A LAND IMthese column* two weeks ago.
PROVEMENT CO.
Dr. Macomber was born in E Is worth To the Honorable the Justices of the 8upr* me
Judical Court.
where he received his tariy education.
now confes Franklin A. Wilson, one
After graduating from the bgh school,
of the executors of the Estate of De
he entered the office of Dr. Lewis Hodg- I Grasse Fox, late of Eden. County ot Hancock,
Htate afor said, and respectfully represents:
kins for the study of medicine, and after
First.
That De Grasse Fox. late of Eden in the
spending a year there and in New York,
and State aforesaid, died at Bar HarCounty
he entered the medical school at Bruns
bor iu the town of Eden on the Second day of
1901, leaving a Will by the terms of
wick, from which be was graduated in October,
of which he. the *aid Wilson, and Harriet

the gay French capital, sitting
by
side.
This remarkable man seems to have
developed just the philosophy that
an
the hurried American needs as
antidote to the distractions of his

high-pressure

MACOMBFR.

L

2bbrrtf*niunte.

The many friends of

side

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
tv
Rollins, Editor and Manager.

UK

the

In

Hcgal Notice*

OBITUARY.

Boulevard
Beaumarchais, Paris, he is now the
pastor of a great congregation, where
he speaks several times a week on the
essentials of happiness and
right
living, to the richest and poorest of
non-sectarian.

-uc

translation, and is the only American
edi. i -n recognized by the author. It
is published in book form by McClure,
Phillips & Co.

Wagner was born in a simple community, the son of a farmer. He was
brought up in communion with
nsim e, and has been able to see with

clear eyes the faults of our modern
complex existence, and to point out
beauty and worthiness of a life of
normal pleasures, fine thoughts and

tne

sincere emotions.
Protestant
He was bred to the
ministry, but love of humanity, the
labci is;* class in particular, made him

The following is a copy of a petition for legislation to be presented to the legislature
next to be assembled in and for the Slate of

2Ltnn*tmtnt«.
HAL I

HANCPCK
ELLSWORTH.

-*-

Management of.Charles P. If alp

n

TUESDAY, DEC. 13,
ONE NIGHT

ONLY,

STETSON’S
Jiig Production of

UNCLE TOM’S
CABIN.
Watch for the Big Parade at
It beats a circus.

noon.

Prices 25, 35 and 50 Cents
Advance sale at E. G. Moore’s.

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives next in legislature to be assembled in an-» for the State of Maine:
undersigned respectfully petition vour
rpHE
honorable body and ask lor a special
1
act, or charter, to make, geuerate, sell, distribute or supply gas or electricity, or both,
for lighting, heating, manufacturing or mechanical purposes in the town of Winter Harbor and adjoining town of Gouldsboro, in the
county of Hancock, Slate aforesaid, and lor
the right of eminent domain and all rights
usually granted with similar acts, or charters.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of November,
a. d. 1901.
(Signed)
Winter Harbor Gas & Light Company,
By Bedford E. Tracy, president and
Charles E. Grover, treasurer.
LEGISLATIVE NOTICE.
The following is a copy of a petition' for legislation to be presented to the legislature next
to be assembled in and for the State of Maine.
To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives next in legislatare to be assembed in and for the State of Maine.
fPIHE
undersigned respectfully petition
X jour honorable body and ask for a special
act to incorporate a Trust and Banking Company at Winter Harbor, in the county of Hancock, State aforesaid, and to have all rights
usually granted with similar acts and in accordance with the laws of said Stale relative
to Trust and Banking Companies.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of November.
d. 1904.
(Signed)
Jambs W Bunker et ala.

rrtBE subscriber, Clifton 8. Day. of Melrose,
X Suffolk couidv, Commonwealth of Massachusetts. hereoy gives notic that be has be* n
duly appointed executor of the last will and
testann ut of Bert*'. Day. late of Bluebill, in
the county of Hancock, 8 are of Maine, deceased, no bonds being required by the terms
of said will. That he has aopoinUd Wiley C
Conary. of BluehUl, Hancock county, Maine,
as bis agent.
Ail persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make
Clifton S. Day.
payment immediately.
BluehUl, Me., November 30, 1S04.

atbcrtisnnrnts.

F. SIMON TON, M. D.
PHYSICIAN

and

SUltUEON.

OFFICK8,
MANNING BLOCK.
Residence, No. 9 Hancock St.
TKLKPUONK.

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of Ellsw rth to support and care for those who
m -y need assistance during the next five years
ana are legal residents of Ellsworth. I forbid
all persons trusting them ou my account, as
there is plenty of room and accommodations to
care for them at the City Farm house.
M. J. L»ki MMKY.

HAVING

CHOCOLATES.

“The Tastf. Tells.”
take;

no

substitute:

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN
Spttfal Notices.

Ecgal Uotitts.
NOTICK OF FOKKCLOdUlti:.
is hereby given that I the undersigned, have a claim by mortgage upon
:ertaiu land and building* thereott, situated
in Deer Isle, Hancock county. State of Maine,
»aid mortgage is from Ar.h’ir 1, Co nary to
William G Barter. Is dated October 29,
*nd recorded November 8. ISMa, iu the Hancock county, Maine, registry of deeds, book
*o2. page 42. Said mortgaged laud is iu said
mortgage described as follow*:
A certain lot or
parcel of laul. with all
buildings thereon, situated in said Deer Ia.e.
A. d bounded aa follows, via.:
Beginning at a fir tree on the north aide of
land of the late James Stinson, at the shore;
[hence south five degrees east (S. 5" »•..) forty
[40) rod* to a spring; thence south thirty decrees east (S. 30“ H ) to the *hore; thence
westerly by the shore to a b it in a ledge, near
Ibe shore, by land of Henry .% L Billing*;
thence northerly and easterly to a stake, one
rod from the eastern tad ol the cellar where
^aid Billings’ house formerly stood; thence
northerly and easterly to a bolt in a large
rock on the shore; thence southerly and easterly to a fir tri e at the shore, as per deed from
Wililam denary to nosesSiiutou.dated April
th. 1885; thence east ten (ln> rods; thence
northerly by a stone wall to a cross In a ledge,
it he shore; thence easterly by the shore, to
the place cf beginning, containing forty (to)
seres, more or les-.
Al*o another lot situated in said Deer Isle,
ou Stinson’s Neck, so-called, and bounded a»
follows, viz
Beginning at the shore, at the northeast of
% dwelling house er cellar; thence southwesterly to a large rock, with a bolt in the same;
thence southwesterly eight rods to a stake;
thence same course, thirty three (38) rods to a
bolt in a ledge on the southern side of the
point, and from said bolt to the shore und by
the shore westerly northerly and easterly to
the northwest corner of an acre of land how
i»r
formerly of Henry and L. Billings; thence
southerly by said acre of land, thirteen rods
to stake ana stones; thence easterly fourteen
[14) rods by said land; thence northerly thirteen (13) rods to the shore, and by the shore,
easterly to bouud begun at, containing five
icres, more or less.
The conditions of said mortgage have been
broken, hy reason whereof I claim foreclosure of the same and give this notice for
that purpose.
William G- Barter,
«
by L. B. Beany, attorney.
December 1, 1904.

NOTICK.

NrOTICB

NOTICK OF FOHKn.O«UKK
VITHEBEAS Daulel W. Kerst. of Bucks?V
port, couuty of Hancock. State of
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated May 21,
d. 1903, and recorded in Hancock county
registry of deeds, in vol. 394, page 213, conveyed to me,"the undersigned, one undivided
half part of a certain lot or parcel of land
with the wharf
and buildings standing
thereon situatein said Bucksport and bounded
and described as follows, to wit: Beginning
on the westerly line of the Ferry way as laid
out by the county commissioners
iwo feet
below the building on the Skinner lot (so
called); thence northwesterly sixty-six feet to
the westerly line of said lot; thence southwesterly by said line to low water mark;
thence southeasterly by the river to the Ferry
way; thence by the westerly line of the Ferry
way to first mentioned bounds, being same
premises deeded to William D. Bennett and
Daniel W\ Kerst by John J. Lee, John N.
Bwazey and Klbridge O. Colby & als by deeds
recorded in the Hancock couuty registry
duly
of deeds, and whereas the conditions of said
mortgage have been and now remain broken,
now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
tne conditions thereof, I claim a foreclosure
of said mortgage and gj,ve this notice for that
purpose as provided by law.
Pascal P. Gilmore.
Bucksport, Me., December 5, 19M.

rpHB New England Telephone
X graph Company respectfully

and Tele-

petitions

the Mayor and Board or Alder meet of the
City of fellsworth. Maine, for a location for its
poles and wires thereon, and the necessary
supporting and strengthening fixtures and
wires, in the following named streets and
highways »f said city. to reserve
space for
Said Company agrees
one cross arm at ‘.he top of all the above poles
for telephone, fire alarm and police signal
wires, owned by the cit> and useu for municipal purposes. Sait) poles -o be erected under
the supervision of su-. b officers as said city
may

jI
J
j

j

designate.

Following are the streets and highways
above referred to:
Mill 8t. from a
point near W bit comb.
Haynes & Co.’s store to Infant St. Bildge.
Infant 8t. from Mill St. to the Old Bangor
Road, so called.
South St. from Main St. to Laurel St.
Laurel St. from South St. to Surry Road, socalled.
Ntw Esouuro Telephone and Telegraph
Com pan v.
By Francis A. Houston,
General Manager.
C. H. A.
Not. II, 1004.
Kllbwobtu, Maine,
In Boahd op Aldukmkn,
Date Nov. Sl» I9M*
Upon the foregoing petition, it is ordered
a
that notice thereof be given by publ's.mnK
thereon
copy of said petition and this order
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
and
printed in the city of Ellsworth. Marne,
that a hearing thereof be given at the A,ae‘*
at
men’s Boom on the Tenth day of December,
10 o'clock a. ra., at which time and
dents aud owners of property upon the mgri*
of the
ways to be affected by the granting
inpermit applied for, aud all other persons
terested, shall have full opportunity to show
cause why such permit should not be granted,
the last publication of said notice to be ai
least fourteen (14) days before said hearing.
A true copy of petition, and notice tuereon.
Attest: Thomas K. Haik.
City Clerk.
City

op

'‘cv.re*>‘'

REWARD.
OST OVERBOARD between Baker’, toland and Duck Islaud, Maine, on frriday,
1. Edward A. Stanley, aged 2S years,
about five feet and five inches in height ana
Had on darn
weighing about MO pounds.
ou
clothes, and grav swemer with red stripes, ms
of
Jacket and petticoat. In the pocket
•
containing
a
tobacco
pouch
pants he had
or $20.
a liberal reward will be paid to anyotner
one for the recovery of the body, and all
thereunto.
expenses pertaining
Mrs. Edward A. Standby,
Cranberry Isles, Maine.

r"J
No.'.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
*
O not trespass in CuniculocuB Park.
demand protection to life and
from the counyr of Hancock, the State
Maine, and the United States of America.
Mary C. Fbbtx Adhtin

D°

PTop^rty

JFor Salt.
farm of Lewis A.

the Bncksport
umted
I71ARM-The
Contains
from Ellsworth.

Dollard,

roan. live
too acres- dt«‘d“
woodland. stoc«

on

u!'‘5!

into tillage, pasturage and
farm
and farming implements to go with
desired. Lnwis A. Pollard-

Subscribe

lot
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against revision.
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one,
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follow
who

revisionists

noise

much

so

dull

a

President
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In such

unoeual

<a

ques ion has
shall enjoy me

ariien whether the party
fruits of Its victory. It Is no rare thing,
after a political battle has been won, to
fled the weak sisters coming In and urg
its colors
log the successful party to lower
and in whole or In part give up what i^

to any such

l

will at

e

certainty which would forth with set in
would halt and cripple labor and Its re-

“For tuyself,” he added, In a decisive
tone, such as his associates at the Capitol
recognize as a signal of an intention not
to budge from a stand once taken, “1 do
not propose to let this bo done, except In
tbe face of all the opposition to it which I
can

help

sults

you ask

tariff is
swer

la

whether the present

me

perfect in all its
easy enough, that,

and Its results have been

of the election

are

details the

an-

of course,

it is

But the good in it is

not.

to master.

prevailing

so

so

beneficial and

strength with the people is so tremendous that Its smaller defect* weigh nothing, compared with the disasters that
would follow any attempt to open the
Us

plain

read.

Both tbe republican
President were In h'gh
The President’s
favor with the people.
individuality whs a very strong element
!o increasing republican majorities every*
He helped the ticket in every
where.

enough to
party and

everywhere.

“If

HELPED THE TICKET EVERYWHERE
“The lessons

INDU8TRY.

EVERY

“There is not an Industry in the country that would no be alarmed, And the un*

has won,

the

que-tion.”

j

people.
“But beyond

all thin

republican

the

po-

sition and the issues which it maintained
not

!

MASSACHUSETTS 8UBJKCT

were advanced and upbold and courageous fashthe words and acts of the

“I do not

but those issues

just

held in
ion

as

as

were

The

President.

of

position

tbe

p*rty

great issues—the prolec'ive
tariff, the currency, and the handling of
overgrown, dictatorial, and oppressive
upon

three

slmp’.y impregnable.
“Every attack by the democrats upon
positions, touching either of the.^e
great issues, met with disgraceful defeat,
trusts—was

these

woke

and when the American

up
people
morning after the election and
exh*d
a
to
right
results, they

tbe

on

knew the

and to

pect
party

assume

that tho

policy

of tbe

upon these three great questions
had been settled and would be so considered durlug tbe next four years of ad-

ministration.
TRADE

WILL NOT BE SACRIFICED.

“I do not look to me any movement ou
part of the administration either*' for

the

tarff revision

or

for

any

for

of rtci-

».

city that will give away tbe benefits of
trade, which are now in our favor, with
any country whatever.”
“Do you believe,” was asked, “that the
pri

President is inciiiud

to

lavor

a

revistou

the tariff?”
“1 have no information as to tbe President’s feelings or intentions,” Mr. Hale
answered, “hut he stands to-day as the
representative not of the grumblers and

of

subj.ct
little oppressed in

now a

la

to scares, and
this way. Gen-

Butler, who was a greeubacber, scared
the state for years and got elected governVv ill in

nor.

E.

in

Russell,

who

free-

was a

democrat, scared the state for years,
and was repeatedly elected governor. Mr.
Dou las now represents another scare.
All the great leaders In the state—Senator
trade

Douglas

•‘Mr.
the

on

nor on

elected governor not

wild

tariff

queHtlon ol revision of the
reciprocity, but because Gov.
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and courageous
governor, had vetoed the labor hour bill
and the soldier bill and had become Inhad

who
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voted
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>r

great

it showed the largest in the
vote,
prelection centers, arid the soldier
as

vote and the

Boston emorogllo, gave Mr

Douglas his majority.
•‘Neither reciprocity nor revision had
Mr. Foss, of Boston,
muon to do with It.
who has been a chronic aspirant for Conwith
gress on hia scheme for reciprocity
Canaria, and who succeeded In begging
and

bragging
nomination, was

and
he

buying

hia

laid out at the

to

way

fiolls,

a

aldermen there is little
they will be.
Money the city
must have thia winter, and Mayor Hagerthy says it is coming from taxes and not

a
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gotten up by Henry M. Whitney,
who is a democratic free trader, by the
who

all
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—and at the
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Ellsworth I.umber
Chas M Brooks,
Frank It Moore,
F B Aiken.
Geo A Parcher,

Catarrh Cannot be Cured
with LOCAL A PPLICATIONS, as they canDot
seat of the disease. Catarrh is a blood
the
reach
or constitutional disease, and In order to cure
it you must take internal remedies. Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally and acts directly
Hall's Caon the blood and mucous surfaces.
It was
tarrh C ire is not a quack medicine.
prescribed by one of tne best physicians in this
country lor years and is a regular prescription.
It is composed of the best tonics known, combined with the best blood purifiers, acting directly on the mucous surfaces. The perfect
combination of the two Ingredients is what
produces such wonderful results in curing
Catarrh. Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Props., Toledo, O.
| Sold by Druggists, price 75c
j Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
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McCormick, of Chicago, is
contemplating at his cottage, Mizzentop,
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montou, of Ellsworth, officiated.
CHURCH NOTES.
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
Friday, Dec. 9—Prayer meeting at 7.30.
Sunday, Dec. 11—Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45. Preaching
at 7 p.'ra.
|
Trenton—Preaching Sunday at 2 p. m.
Mr. Simonton.
BAPTIST.

P. A. A. Killam, pastor.
Sunday, Dec. 11— Morning service at
10 30.
Sunday school at 11.45. Gospel
Rev.

praise

the

...

••

Work of the Associated
Charities Cease?

noon at

who

active members in
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days have, for one reason or another, fallen from the ranks, until now
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Trnins leaving Ellsworth 7.16 a m and 6.13 p
m, and Sundays 7.21 a m, and arriving Ell*
worth 11 56 a m, 9.»7 p n and Sundays 6.07 p O,
connect with Washington Co R R.

This

of those

1 lift
C 87

Sundays only.

a

3 o’clock.

meeting is called for the purpose of
deciding the fate of the society
Mauy

8 20
8 45

.,

It is announced by the secretary, MIsb
M. A. Qreely, that there will bean adjourned meeting of tlie Associated CuarUles at the room of the society in the public library building next Monday after-
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Bake House.
Green Lake.
Nlcolln.
Ellsworth Fulls..,
ELLSWORTH
Waeh'gton June..
Franklin Road
Hancock..
Waukeag, S Fy
Ml Desert Ferry..
Sullivan..
Sorrento
BAlt HARBOR
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HARBOB.
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BANGOR.
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But gor, Ex St....
Brewer June...

You will hasten recovery by taking: one of Ayer’e Pills at bedtime.

society be'ps those who are not refrom the city, aud In most
who are not eligible to such help.

service with

cases

The

names ou

who

on

represent those
sickuess, accident or
disaster require temporary aid; especially
has it been the policy of the society to
keep children in schools.
There are not, It is true, as
many
families requiring this aid as in larger
a
but
sufficient
number
eaclv,
cities,
year
have

the

aecjuut

fStop on signal or notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, Bo*
ton and St. John.
Passengers arc earnestly requested to procure
tickets before entering the trains, and especially
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
F. E. BOOTH BY, G. P. & T. A.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice Pres, and Gen’l Manager.
EASTERN

been

books

of

found

to

sermon at

7 p.

Steamship Company.
Mount Desert Division.

FALL

SCHKDtLE,

warrant those who

have been most

closely connected in the
work in thinking that the society has

its mission.
If there

are

any

men or women

sufficiently interested

who

are

on

the

help

to

work, they are Invited to attend the
meeting nt-xt Monday; otherwise steps
will be taken to bring the work to s

Steameis leave Bar Harbor Mondays, Wed*
nesdnye and Saturdays at \) a rn, touching §£%
liarbot, Nort' eat-- Harbor Southwest Harbor and Stoi inptor. couucctiug at Rockland

Seal

with

stcati er

for Boston.

RETURNING
From llu'-ton

The

tbiriy-tirsi

Maine State grange will

session

of

be held at

tin

Lew-

Reduced rates w ill be c ff ltd on all rail
roads throughout, the Stme, ami reduced
ra es at all hotels in Lewiston aud Au
burn.
fifth
Miid sixth degrees will be
The
worked. The details will be announced

K. 8. J.

BORN.

MARRIED.
EATON—SMA LL—At Stonlrigton, Dec 3, by
Rev Henry W Conley, Miss Livonia Euiou to
Herbert G Small, both of Deer Isle.
FREETHEY—RANDALL —At Brooklln, Dec 3,
by Rev ES Drew, Miss Fannie Freethey, ot
Brooklin, to EUwin L Randall, of Swan’s
Island.
/
GRINDLE—ATHERTON-At Bluehlll, Nov 27,
by Rev Ebenczer Bean, Miss Lucy B Grindlc
to Harry A Atherton, both of Bluehlll.
HOLT—PAGE—At Orland, Dee 3, by Rev
Howard D French, Miss Helen L Holt, of Orland, to Edgar K Page, of Bucksport.
ORCUTT— BUNKER—At Winter Harbor, Nov
•23, by Rev G Mayo, Miss Annie E Orcutt to
Edwaid K Bunker, both of Gouldsboro.
M A YO—SA LSBURY—At Otis, Nov 26, by J O
Jordan, esq, Emma L Mayo to Orrin Salsbury,
both of Otis.

Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor.

Calvin

Gen’l

DAVIS—At Ellsworth, Dec 7, to Mr and Mrs
Hollis Davis, a sou.
DO it K—At Orland, Nov 30, to Mr and Mrs
Everett E Dorr, a sou.
GATCH ELL—At Orland. Nov 30, to MrandMrs
Fred P Gaichell, a daughter.
KNOWLTON—At Stoning ton, Noy 26, to Mr
and Mrs Willi i'll Austin Know lion, a daughter
WEED-At Slonington, Nov 27, to Mr and Mrs
Kichard A w eed, a daughter.

Monday?, Tuesdays, Thursday*

Krldnys at 5 p in.
From Rockland Tuesdays and Ftldays upon
arnvul of .~te»m< from Kordon, and Sundays**
r.30 a m, lomddna at Sinnltigton, Southweai
Harbor, Northeast Harbor ami Seal Harbor.
Ai! freight via steamers of this
company Is insurer a^atii' lire and marine risk,
except lire.

and

Grange.

annual

iston Dec. 20

Austin,
Vice-president and
Mgr., Foster’s Wharf. Boston, Mass.

flocilai. Bliicliill & Ellsworth SteamM ua

WINTER SCHEDULE.
In Effect Nov. 2.
Steamer will lfeave Rockland upon arrival of
steamer from Boston, not before o 30 a m, and
returning wtll connect wbh steamer for Boston,
except where otherwise noted, as follows :
Steamer will leave Rockland WEDNESDAYS
and SATURDAYS for Dark Harbor, ‘South
Rrooksvllle, tLlule Deer Isle, Sargentvllle, Deor
Isle, Sedgwick, Brooklln, Bluehlll and JSurry.
RETURNING.
MONDAYS and THURSDAYS leaving Surry
at R 0 a n»,
ttlueliill at 8 o'clock for above
named stations.
•Will stop Saturdays and Mondays.
fWUI stop Wednesdays anW, Thursdays upon
notice.
t Wednesday and Thursday landings at Surry
dis-continued Dec », 1904. Saturday and Monday landings will be In effect until Ice prevent*.
Connections are usually made but cannot be

guaranteed.

A. CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland. f<r

O.

DIED.
Drtiuiuun—av

Carrie H. Dyer, wife of Nelson A. Dyer,
died at her home on Ash street Monday,
of pneumonia, at the age of forty years,
The
seven months and twenty-one days.
funeral services were held at Trenton
Wednesday at 10 o’clock. Rev. J. P. Si-

4
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[Coughs,Colds]
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36*

BANGOR TO BAR

I hart a terrible cough for weeks. Then I
took Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral and only one
bottle completely cured me.”
Mbs. J. B. D'ankokth, St. Joseph, Mich.
J. C. AYER CO.,
25c.,fcOc., ffl.OO.
All 'lruwnsts.
Lowell, Muss.
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6f4

m.

Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.
All are cordially invited.
CONGREGATIONAL.

J. M. Adams, pastor.
Sunday, Dec. 11—Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45 a. m.
Prayer and conference meeting on Friday evening at 7.30.
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Anna B rbour, aged 41 years, 14 days.
COUSINS—At Surry, Dec5,Thomas M Cousinsaged 84 years.
DORR—At' Loomis, Wash, Nov 29* George F
Dorr, formerly of Ellsworth Falls, aged 49
DYER—At Bar Harhor, Dec 5, Carrie A, wife
of Nelson Dyer, of Trenton, aged 40 years, 7
months, 21days.
GREENLAW —At South Deer Isle, Nov 29,
Willis H Greenlaw, aged 29 years, 2 months,
16 days.
HARDISON—At Franklin, Nov 28. Sabin J
Hardison, aged 84 years, 6 months, 26 days.
HE A LI)—At Bar Harbor, Dec 1. Maxwell,
sou of Mr and Mrs Arthur a Heald, aged 2
years, 11 days.
HERRICK—At Brooklin, Nov HO, Frank A Her,
rick, aged 1 year, 7 months, 19 days.
PAINE—At Bar Hart* r. Nov 26, Vida Moore,
daughter of Mr and Mrs Willis Paine, aged 2
years, 5 months, 12 days.
PERKINS—At Hall Quarry, Nov 29, Hattie,
Infant daughter of Morton and Luella Perkins, aged 7 weeks
RICHARDS—At West Eden, Dec 1, Thomas
Richards, aged 68 years.
ROBERTS—At Bar Harbor, Nov 26, John W
Roberts, aged 34 years, 3 months, 4 days.
SMITH—At Bar Harbor, Ljcc 1, tors Lottie E
Smith, aged 38 years.
WEBSTER—At Castine, Nov 29, Wi liam M
Webster, aged 48 years.
WEBSTER—At Castine, Nov 25, D W’ Webster,
aged 87 years, 1 month, 20 days.
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UNDERTAKER,
ELI.SWORTH.
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New Cistern Tailor Shop,

but not new at tlie business. I have hired
the bresimban building on Franklin street,
and am ready to meet old irieuds and make
new ones.

Men’s Garments
made, made over, cleansed, pressed,
paired neatly, quickly, reasonably.

re-

Rev.

MOUTH OF THE RIVER.
Edna Tenny baa gone to Winter Harwhere she has
of

employment.
Ellsworth

Falls,

boarding with David Closson.
Capt. George Alley is home
winter.

of Charles T. How of Boston.

_

J C Frazier,
C J Treworgy,
Ed Hamilton,
Martin Jellison,
Samuel E Chapman,
Thomas E Hale.
F 11 Aiken,
G A Parcher,
E K Hopkins,
Howard B Moore,
L D Foster,
Fred L Kent,
R E Morang,
E E Richardson,
A W Haddocks,
II nry W Estcy,
L D Pali n,
Jas H Hopkins,
Harry E Rowe,
John E Doyle,
Hiram \V Nason,
F II McFarland,
W K McGown,
John H Brimmer,
Johu F Royal,

Rowell,

With

last week.

town

wil^be

Adjourned.

Mr.

in

was

New

Edgar I. Lord, civil engineer, of Bar Harbor, they looked over the property which
Mr. Auchincloss purchased last summer

on

..

Portland.
Boston

own doctor if this is not so.
He uses it. He understands
why it soothes and heals.

Maine State

York,
John W. Auchincloss,
accompanied by his architect, R. H. Rob-

4 0j

....

for burial.
of

on

..

Holden..

Ask your

6f>!

..

Picwer June.
B-.nuor, Ex St
BANGOR, VI C....

Rowley,

to

taken

were

I

Co,

Total,

bor,

parents are heartbroken with
He was their only child.

the Helmuth property.
When completed the terrace will be
7 00
i
beautiful. There will be 700 balus40 78 very
and a
2 75 ters chiselled out of solid granite
18 00 stone rail.
For the work 300 perch of stone and
18 00 800 cubic yards of tilling
required,
21 75 and if done the
job will be completed by
15
May 1.
4 25
asof twelve
The first of a course
27 00

business

affairs.”

telephone

bereaved

7 50
4 50
K 9 93
i9.'0
10 00
1 00
10 00
1 00
14 0
9 25
4 (0

Georgia Jude,
F B Alkeo,
Eugene P Warren,
E E Doyle,
Willis Eaton,
J I, Il.anmett Co,
Vln Smith,
Cecil E Moore,
It E Mason,
M H Clement,
Kenney Bros & Wo Ulna,
F B Aiken,
Geo W Patten,
Chas J Treworgy,
G A Farcber,
E E Brady,
Edw Haney,
F B Aiken,
L E Knott Apr Co,
Eugene Wanren,

a

at Town Hill at the time

taken

The property contiins seven acres
the Cleftstone road opposite the cottage
of Ann M. Archbold, of Tarrytowu, N.
$45 00 Y. Plans will be made at once or a large
45 00 and
expensive cottage which will b^

house, A W Curtis,

Contingent,

a

was

$ 7ft 55
10.

John U Sllvy,
Arthur Brown,
J H Patien,
W W Brooks,
C B Laurlett Co,
Elizabeth A Belcher,

dept.

was

sick, but in response
message be reached home
before the end came. The boy was a very
bright, attractive little fellow, and tbe

to

$682 50
296 05

Total,
ROLL OF ACCOUNTS NO.

High school,

eximination showed that it condeadly compound of cyanide.

Mr. Heald

$217 39
TEACHERS’ SALARY ROLL.
Common schools.
school.*.
High

\

a

the child

9168 61!
47 jy

School,

inch.

hurried

and

Rockcrusnlng.

Library,

superintendent

schools

ROLL.

Highways.

FUND.

of

A piece of the crayon was taken by the
physiciaus to Fred A. Chandler, druggist
for Doe & Qonya, for analysis, and a

two

Sidewalks.

Police,

that

and the crayon bad been sent to
sample by some concern. The

as a

Mass., Friday morning

COMMISSIONER’S

on
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ceiving help

Edeu,

one

follows:

STREET

before dinner

about three inches long, and
crayon
it was thought the child had eaten about

ladder

read

were

a crayon
had been

was

be looked into.

The rolls of accounts

This substance

a

just

with

found in the

was

portion of
said the boy

be

to

Mr. Heald is

of five

course

the hook and

months ago, wheu

fouod

playing
made—fl,700 day.

six years enough could be saved to pay
for putting in such a department.

The oue
ought to be done is to
our
dwindling merchant mathe relief of
rine. It is surprising that more public
sentiment has not been aroused upon this

side of

STREET,

is

He estimated that In the

of the

uees

bluish color

a

which Mrs. Heald

or

“What do you expect wi'l occupy the
coming session of Coogresh?”
“Not much ciu or will be done,” concluded Senator Hale, “except the passage

$0.75

this week.

stance of

small cost.

newspaper.”

to be done for the

if you

hose compan-

him

these

ought to be paid to American ships and
American shipowners. Something ought

barrel,

worked over the little
in spite of all their efforts be
patient,
died at 5 o’clock.
About a teaspoonful of a foreign subbut

of

and

KOYAL FLOUR is “it.”
per

as

stimulants

a

Ths two doctors

Mr. Eaton has been In correspondence
with chief engineers of other towns about
the size of Ellsworth, inquiring into the
expense of maintaining an
up-to-date
department, and was astonished at the

backed by the Boston Herald, which
alway beau anything but a protection

the money

and
not

proper reDr. George A. Phil-

was

sponse to treatment,
lips was called in.

service.

importers,
by a few manufacturers who believe that
they do cot at present get their proper

governmeu

Hour

now

are

there

as

was

P»iPM

BAR HARBOR..
Sorrento...,
Sullivan.
Ait Desert Ferry.
V' aukeng S
Fy...
Hancock...
Franklin Road
Waeh'gton June
ELLSWORTH...
Ellsworth Falls..
NicoIJn.
Gr<en l*ake.
Lake House....,

Cherry
Cherry Pectoral.

Oct. lO, 1904.
HARBOR TO BANJOS

HAH

For hard colds, bronchitis,
asthma, and coughs of all
kinds, you cannot take anything better than Ayer’s

a

(decided immepoisoning. The

cleansed

was

but

of

case

was

alone.

been

a

contents of the stomach.

in

“Our last experience with reciprocity
demonstrated this. For years, under such
reciprocity as Canada consented to, she
sent us more products than we sent her,
Like
and collected the balance from us.
the other greater question of revision,
this is a subject which should be let

of

cooks know what

given,

haste and

was

stomach

and Dr. H. D. Averlil

in

spent much time looking up the
advisability of this move, and Is satisfied
that he can run th6 department for the

one

FOBMKR RECIPROCITY WITH CANADA.

of

diately it

He has

same

J&UatrtfcpBtft.

Commencing

Toursday

avenue

ies.

CttuadA.

Royal Flour
this very

changed

vomiting,

with

the old hand carts of

City

Ledgelawn

on

summoned

Eaton appeared before
asking for a new hose-cart for
the Franklin street house.
The chief, while he would take a handcart, doesn’t want it. He is after a single

Repre-

House of

way, and that is to change the
balance ot trade from oar Bide to that of

you’d better order

up
the

Engineer

horse-cart to

lin/ireai»jf an?,

Aifers

afternoon about 5 o’clock. At about 12 30
o’c'ock the child became suddenly ill

the hoard

satisfactory to all reasonable men. The
amount of trade Is constantly increasing,
and Us balance la nearly two to one in
Whoever expects to see this
our favor.
only

Flour,

home

tax-payers; hereafter it is
tax-payers will chase the collectors, as
they did last week when they found tboir
property was going to be soid to satisfy
tne holders of several tax-deeds.

as

had he been elected,

condition

floor”

chasing
likely that

This is

PuHng the past week a desth inn occurred here under very distressing cir
cumstances. L'ttle Maxwell Heald, the
iwn-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
A. Heald, was poisoned to deitb at bis

that they will have to settle taxes and
costs of asuit additional.
been

the shore.

on

piece of property, contain-

great things for Bar Harbor, if true, and
aoyway it is a due thing to think about
during these long winter mouths.

phase on the situation, and
pay and do not may find

have

The

while.

very
ing about four and one-half acres near
the Maine|Central wharf. In addition to
a hotel, which will be a doe one, with a
steel frame, it is said that the company
It would mean
will huild a steel pier.

can

The collectors

estate

valuable

At the beginning of the present year
Collector Bresnahan bad about $10,000 of
taxei uncollected.
Of this amount he has
gathered in something like |3,000, leaving
17,000 still uncollected.
While Collector Tripp .has collected a
large sum, he still has rau^b to do, and
says that it is hafd getting money.
The action of the board Monday evening
those

Hardy

the

from loans.

put8

long

a

long. According to the report the com
pany is negotiating for the purchase of

From

the talk of the

ought to have been. A half dozen free-

attempted
question of reclprooit, with
Canada is as plain as the no-e on the luThe present condition of trade
mau face.
between the two countries la typically

ground

remaining

taxes

should be sued.

doubt that

•‘The whole

the

that all

unpaid Jan. 1,1905,

able

an

volved in serious troubles connected wftb
the police administration in Boston. The

have

on

called the

7.35 with the full

at

company resigned and a horse was put on.
This has proved highly satisfactory.
M*pnacnu->eU8
republiLonge—have kept
No action was taken in tne matter, but
cs in the main and Its aberrations have
; the mayor assured Chief Eaton It would
done no great harm.

sentatives from Massachusetts would not
setaf ot half the mischief that he would

If you want to “come in

Mayor Hagerthy
order

Bar Harbor in

only trouble is—the chances are rather
against there being much foundation for
the report.
Anyhow the whole town is talking
about it, and many believe there is something in it. I be rumor in circulation is
that the Eastern Steamship Co. is going
to build a |1,000.000 hotel here before very-

Hoar and Senator Dawes and later Senator

trade democrats In

SUibtTttaflntnte.

SCARES.

TO

so,” he responded.

thiuk

‘Massachusetts
is

“Home of

asked.

was

newspapers claim this.”

the

popular support,

only commanded

question?”

tective

pened to

present.

was

Chief

“You do not, then, Senator, look for
any movement toward revision, either at
this session or in the next Congress?”
“I certainly do not,” was the emphatic
state, aud thousands of democrats voted
reply. “We auall just begin to enjoy the
for him w ho have not before been, and
good effects of the election In the next
never will be,
republicans. As for tbe
Congress, and nothing but woe will folpoor gentleman up at Esopfcs, who was low the man who is instrumental In
not in It at all, he was a good judge and
bringing on a tariff war in Congress.”
Is a good lawyer, but he never succeeded I
“Have Massachusetts and the republlin arousing any interest with the Amerij can leaders there weakened on the pro-

can

Is going the rounds which if true will be
of the best things which has hap-

one

1 WILL BE SUED—

The regular meeting of the mayor and
a!dertnen was held at Hancock hall Mon-

It

move.

WOULD ALARM

Bar Harbor, Dec. 0 (special)—A story

H08E—OTHER BUSINES8.

day evening.
meeting to

'2&btrlieniiRHB.

HARBOR.

Building Activity.

dent-

MONDAY

CHIEF EATON WANTS HORSE

board

dud two things before him: First
democratic party will he soiiuly with
him, clamoring for revision and for all the
free trade it can get out of it. Secondly,
he will find facing him a divided party,
with the most of its leaders and the
great masses of the people bitterly hostile

son.e

oh,

HELD

TAXE8 UNPAID JAN.

are

th

“The presidential election was remarkable,” Senator Hale hegan, “in the extent
of the repuoitcsn triumph, and hs Is not

SESSION

EVENING -ROLLS OF ACCOUNTS.

the

once

lows:

QUIET

BAR

A Now •Hotel?-8»(l Poisoning; Acci-

I

pencil

blunt

h

FROM

CITY MEETING.

ex-

both keen and

is

republicans In Congress.
advloe of Ibe
The senator’s views, as published last
now
making
#UK in the Washington Pont, are as fol-

majority of

who have

inarms

wise.
In this
do not think the
patty need fear that he will do anything
to wraken or disrupt it, and any attempt
at tariff revision will certainly do both.
•‘Ws can have no partial or piecemeal
revision of the tariff
Whenever it Is undertaken it vrttl go to the bottom.
You
cannot
repair a tariff bl I as you would

Senator Hale baa struck the keynote of
attitude of the republican party ontariff revision, and white
the matter of
Is his

is

hour of Its

the

published

party, inside Its lines,

the

their

servation

CONFIDENCE

THE TARIFF BEING ONE.

as

treat

dent

ILK (mow WAS
IN PRESIDENT AND THE I88UE3,

his view

rtf

of the

confidence In him and in
the party and its principles.
The Presi-

hale ready to opPARTY.
IT—IMPERILS
POSE
OF

critic*

pressed

SENATOR

VOTE

ho
hut

lor

Is

the

He has hauled his vessel up in

*
Surry
Mrs. E. L. Wilhams met with

a

Dec. 1, putting her shoulder out
All
and spraining her ankle.
her speedy recovery.

UNITARIAN.

Rev. S. W. Sutton, pastor.
Sunday, Dec. 11—Service at 10.30

Sunday

R.g^t—l

bad fall
of joint,

hope

school at 11.45

wouuer

a;

m.

a. m.

wny

a

den'

1st calls his
rs —I don’t
be

for

a.

more

nroprlate.
don’t sre bow Owens can
|50sult. Timkins— Ob, he
afford it, all right, hut I don’t see how

aofaevttsicitnts-

150 Per Cent,

John J.
a

Year

Every $100 invested through
should result, in a profit of $150

us
a

year. We can show you where one of
our customers made $24 in three days
n an investment of $50. Write at once
for our “PROFIT ACCUMULATION PLAN”.

Strict

Duffy,

Franklin Street,

Kllsworth.

Seven Premiums

Six Dining Chairs ami !
(
Large Arm Itocker
with $10 assortment of our Soaps*
Extracts. Spices. Tea, Coffee*
Cocoa, Toilet Goods and Stand*
ant Groceries Catalogue of 20#
OTHER PREMIUMS.

uIVgH

investigation

HOME SUPPLY CO.,
AUGUSTA. MK.
Dep. A,

V0SE,

The Ellsworth American

courted.

Slmklns—I

Gunner—I met Bender at the opera the
other evening. Quyer—Did he take his
opera glasses? Gunner—Oh, yes, he went
out after each act.

afford to
c*n

hie milor

wear a

can.

CAFFRY

&

BROCKTON,

HASS.

[The only

county

paper.]
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leave, has

week’s

a

Holmes,

Waldron

Schooner

Capt

Hartford, Conn., for

employed

hag betn
he

of

in

has b.en

who

time where she

some

urte for the widow

as

Dr. Stteet, returned to her

late

working

Daniel Eaton
week.

Miss Nora King has returned to Dan
versport, Mass where 6he was during the
and
H.

of cured
a large .-h:piueo.
shoulders this morning to
Iaiesboro, by steamer Sliver Star, from

George

Jesse

sister,

her

of

death

She will

Paiker.

Mrs.

remain

last

Brewer

to

went

Thompson

Charles

arrivrd

with

Arno

He
tngton.
spent Sunday
mother, Abble Lurvey, and went back to

have moved

back

hori

months,
Truudy ie in poor health, caused
attack of the grip.

by

has

who

been

Perrin,

the

in

is home.

Wellington Torrey has returned from
trip to Camden.

a

Mian

Marj Dow, who was cillcd here by
mother, has returned to

the death of her

Rockland.

a

John Brockie, of Old Town, has
her mother, Mrs. Mary J.
Haskell.
Mrs.

was

d

ai

teach here in time to attend ths butial of
Ills moti er, M«"8 Geoige Green.
Iomson.
Dc^. 5.

Thomas Eaton, of Little Deer Isle, is
building a bouse on the site of the on*,
which was burned last month,
Dec. 5.
E.

who has been clerking for Henry
will return with those who go to

T.

Stephen Ober, chef of Alligator,
(U fled to Trenton Friday.
All

w

glad

re

re-

welcome

the young
tasc week.

to

pevjp e ho ne from Jo Merry
Trank Cunningham, of Bar Harbor
Uaa.e'vt UTvia^ Ijc lUu remainder of the

hunting

-ea-on.
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tion, and made many friends boih here
and at her late home, who together

h
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Collar,
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for
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the nland

n

nriy camp
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few

Brighton,

health,

was a

Alr. ,‘i aekett, of Bangor, visited Alligator 1 ke

vii.nday

Tuesday.

and

Charlie

Wb pp >. who remaimd for a week nfter
Jlinfs t. I> returned to Springfield, weut
to Bango with Mr. Brackett.

evening.

S-tu day
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«

giviu
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Instead of Thanksa
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hall
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did
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much

school

edit.

c

was

enter
much

thtrcselves
After the

a
bountiful suppir wa«
t
Roast
terVtd oy tbeladea of the circle.
▼e isou, chicken pie, vegethbies, pick'es,
fcllHO't- of pie, cake and coffee tor d* s
ere duly appieciated. Mr. Patttrbou
*ur
fu ni- h d music.
E.
Pec 5

enter ainm

^Sbcrustnuius.

-bared

he

life

ne-H

of her husband’s

car*-'*
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as

She died

the

on

wedding day.

her

of

niversary

buai-

making bright and

as

cheerfut hiB home.

an-

As

a

sought to train wisely and
well litlle one* given her. a boy now five
unu a liule girl ueuly two are left, and
wi’l miad tne failbfu c ire of ibeae loving
As
*

social

The time to treat consumption is when you begin trying
from
yourself.
Others see it, you won’t.
Don't wait until you can't
hide

it

was cou-

be

will

Services

wi

her uncle in

will visit

a

services

were

aftet ded

friends aud
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were
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large number
ones.
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•

xtcii-iv**

a
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look p-ace st Mount

interment
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cemetery.
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mother,

number of

u- ar

f this

one
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aud

children, a
a laige
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mourn

h

d- aih

who in the prone of iife. * itb
h <s been re-

promise before her,
moved from our sigl t.

E.

Dec. 5.
WEST

Jeron

visiting

in

GOULD6BORO
B.

Clnke, who has been
Bangor the pdft week, Is

e

at

yourself

We will send you
little of the Emulsion free.
a

He
*

l'
v

[

f

that this picture in
of a libel is on the
oi every bottle of

sure
.rm

CSic..lists,
411 Pearl St., N. Y.
50c and Si; ail

druggists.

Ktlph

Venia

Dyer,

S. G. Woe

in Gou dnboro

Saturday.

Edward

K. Bunker and wife held a
thp home of Fo-ter Bunker^
Tuesday evening. Nov. 29. As the evening
was stormy, not
many were pre-ent, but
those who went report a hue time. Thoee
present were: Charlei Follet and wife,
Monroe Orcutt and wife, Leon O'Cutt,
E'rner Roife, F. P. Noyei and wife, All- n
K'rgsley and wife, Mildred Noyes, Grace
Cummings, Maude Foss, Foster Bunker
and wife, Miss G ace Holt, Mrs
E'red
Holt, Mrs. Nellie S. Bunker, Miss Olive
Cushman, F. L. Wood, Willie Merritt,
Mr. Tucker. The hosts were the recipients
on

have

for

Albert

ornamental

Dec. 5.

pre*-ent«i.
L.

SOUTH HANCOCK.
C. H. and T. G. Smith

were

in

Waltham

The drama and dance given here under
the management of Joseph
McIntyre
entitled “Me an’ Otis”, was a grand affair.
unfavorable
there
to
the
weather
Owing
was not a large attendance, but in spite of
the mud and darkness a goodly number
assembled. The acting was very good,
especially “Otis” who kept the audience
in merriment during hie stay on the
stage. After the dance the club returned
to their homes in Marlboro much pleased
with the proceeds of the evening, and are

Gilley

at hon

is

e

from the life-

saving station with a sprained foot caused
by stepping on a stone.

Cy

Dec. 5.

cOUTH &UUKY.
liazil

Ccuooner

llenry Gray istqu'pped

OTTER CREEK.

Rev.

Hirgrave,

Mr.

Donald

Bitli,

an

Sunday
interesting
little

itie

and

Smith

Northeast Har
Rev. A. P. Me
afternoon

last

prem h'-fl

Wednesday.

of

wlm

txcnsnged

Dili

towed

out

from

and

j
j

MbsDoroih> Briggs’ pray arrived yes* !
lerdwy ttiorutug froui Ltxmglou, Mata*., j
to be c >red for brough me wtuter by L.
M. Cunutiigha u.

t-ifcen

was

NOuT.i BcOEHILL.
of

John

to

tin- Bat

tio-piia! Wednesday to be IrtaUd
for appendicitis.
The remains of Mrs. Joseph G tt, oi

Henry

Surry, were brought here for interment
last Wednesday. Mrs. Golt had been in

B. F. Stover
for

a snort

husband

was a

daughter —Mr*.
Elsie J rrtan. who he ped care fur her
mother durii g her long illness, and one
brother—G^otg^ Giover, of this place.
Mrr. Golt was a woman of strong re.ig
lous character. She leaves many friends
both here and

in

Surry who sympathize

with the bereaved

Gallisoo

ban

goue to

Boston,

employment.

a

At

at

it*
the

feccaa

fine clam stew, which
to tue ladles.

D.

W. H.

Phillips is to engage
daughter wili
Bishop.
Hin little

them under our own name, and have them

price

in the market;

ti/RTlS-four

|

Our STETSON, GRAHAM, CRAWFORD and
distinct makes at $:S.50 and $5 per pair. Representing every style, shape
and form. All recognized as leading makes.
Our J2 ami ♦2.50 shoes cannot be beaten.

For workingmen we offer specially constructed shires at #1.25, $i.50
♦1.75 and $2.
SPECIAL TO LUMBERMEN, We have a full and complete line
of footwear suitable for Lumbermen at prices lower than elsewhere

-’

DRY GOODS.

)

||

While our shoe store contains the most complete assortment, OUR
DRY GOODS STORE at this season is more attractive than ever. The
byword, if you want anything good: “Go to Gallert’s,” still holds good.
But this isn’t all; we claim reliable goods at lowest prices, or, in other
words, you do not pay any more for good goods you get from us than for
inferior goods anywhere else. As we keep almost everything usually
carried in a modern dry goods store, the advantage is with you to patronize the store which has the reputation of using everyone well. Note (
the following; Our display of

Fall and Winter Garments

in

canvass-

board

in

Haiti

anti

Tourist-**

Coats,

Dress and

.Jacket*

Walking

and

Cloaks,

Suits,

Skirts.

Also CAPES, prices front •*'< to
this being undoubtedly the best
and most attractive department, stocked with the latest production of /
the manufacturers' art.
Mohairs, also wool novelties for shirt waist
suits are very i>0|>iilar. We have theta from >0c to 91.50 per yard.
New Waists and Furs. Furs are coming in. A great fur season

carefully made. For protection against
entirely new outside garment, made in
furs, but as comfortable and durable ; par-

this winter. Karly furs are more
*e offer to the ladies an

cold

Michigan, not so expensive as
ticularly adapted for ridiug.

It is an imitation of Htitluio Fur and
Astrnkau Cloth This garment is a prime favorite in foreign countries,
embracing all the qualities of a real fur coat, and at a price within reach
of all. It is made in either brown or black, stylish cut, neatly made and
4g inches long ; bust from :!2 to 44.
Price from #15 to #20.
Our FUR SCARFS in all the different kinds of furs fronj #2 50

ilr.ed,
to

#50.

Always the best line of popular-priced Waists.
GREAT WRAPPERS. We make a sjieeialty of one dollar wrappers, and always have a big line of tlie best we can buy to sell at one I
WAISTS.

QUARRY.

every grade and price.
HEAVY UNDERWEAR.
H.

Dec. 5.

dollar.

OUTING FLANNELS and FLANNELETTES. If you "are in
need of flannelettes for wrappers and children's dresses, buy now. We
have them from lOe to 15c. Outing flannels, 5, S and lOc.
TABLE LINENS. The largest stock of popular-priced goods in *
town. Special at 25c, 59c, 50c, 75c and #1. To dels and Napkins of

TRENTON.
of the marriage
Nov. 28 at Chicago, III., of Randolph
Hannah
Cushman
Haynes and Miss
Thomas Braiuard. ‘-At home” after Jan.
1, St. Charles street, St. Charles, Minn.
Announcement is made

on

Mr. and Mrs. Wright are visiting their
daughter, Mrs. A L. Young.

rs.

Dec. 3.

until 1 >g

*

where he has

M

week for B j-ton

When we see the precious blossom
That we tended with such care
tiudei v takeD from our bosom,
How our hearts ala.oat despair!
Round the little grave we Unger
Till the sun Is setting low,
Fading all our hopes have perished
With the flower we cherished so.

Joe Tufts has cone to Lincoln. where
be has employment.

ing.

ttii

Hattie, infant daughter of Morton and
Luella Perkin*, died Nov. 29, atier a abort
illness, aged seven weeks.

Harbor.

Willie

in

ds

s.h>

HALL

Dark

from

f:l

complete surprise
Dec. 5.

HANCOCK POINT.
Pearl GallUon is at work at Washington
Junction.
borne

ave*

brothers served

Anon.

at

**fk.

-1

Halcyon grnnge elected officers

f-mily.

Arthur Crabtree is

Bangor la

Boston.

regular

one

in

was

Miss Addle Leacu Is visiting

had been a
poor boa tu fur years »n
great sufferer. She wan tbe eldest di.ugh
ler of the
a e George Grover.
Besides a
leaves

Wa dwtl: If impov U4.

T. Gilils

A.

Harbor

sue

Tramp.

Dec. 5.

sermon.

daughter

wife,

selling

us.

ua ulttun.

George Grover and wife reamed from!

b »r,

at $3,50?

MEN’S BOOTS.

spent Caiuruay
ls.ooii.tiu «u(ii

bPRAY.

tbeir vis t to Brookliu last

PATRICIAN

At *2 .'>0 the SUPR EME BOOT.
At $2 we are showing the liest Ladies' Boot at that
as handsome in style and tit as any boot in our store.

C.iflord Coggins and Clarence Leonaid
Norm
and Sunday nl
luoir
B.
leacuer, Find

plumbing.

Dec 5.

specially made for

school begins here
Ethel Reynolds,

a

motor launches,

of this boot that we are

Miss

good shop in that vicinity. Blueut i tiundsy morning bound for New
Mr. Ralph spends much of his time w han
York with alone from the W one Urai.lie
off duty at
the post office* in building,
Co.

at

of many useful and

Stanley and sister Viida
visiting friend* uere the past

day, taught by

who has been work-

d’s, returned to ber home

Mrs.

with

or

both well-known makes. We are showing twenty-live different
styles in
them, in all kinds of shapes and all widths, the narrowest to the widest.
At *;5 we sell a boot called the GALBERT BOOT. We
thought so well

of Lamoine.

H*-nry

and

meet

Rena

The winter terra of
to

J. C.

ilt

w

$4,

grades of boots than the celebrated

week.

substitute

Dec. 5.

Miss

Miss

have been

Simeon Mayo has enlarged his business
a considerable extent the past
season, having built and equipped a large
new shop on the wharf at C.ark’s point
to accommodate his naphtha launch industry, for Lin * or* in t hat lint —putting
in gasoline motors—has given him all he

Gray

J. Bryant, Dec. 2.

Ihlmble club

W. E. Hadiock next Wednesday.

and

facilities to

home.
ing

Washington,

brother at school in

capable

D-n-

verspori Suncay, conduc u by Rev. >lr.
Wheeler, of the B-pt»si church, where
Paiker a.tei did.
The remains
Mr-.
were brought to Seawall, accompanied by
eld at
reist ves. Funeral se-vices were
the Union ctiuu b here Tuesday afternoon
Rev. Clarence Emery officiating
These

I'be

Meriden, Conn.
Her place at tbe library is being filled by
Miss Katherine Carroll, w ho proves to be
her

time

b< Id at the home in

re

Alonzo

ports from material stored away in tbe
note book she took witb her. Miss Dixon

*a«

any longer. (or a few days’ hunting last week.
Begin with the first thought 1. H. Coggins spent Saturday and Sun
If day with his parents, W. T. Coggins and
to take Scott’s Emulsion.
wife.
jt isn’t really consumption so
F. F. Young, of New Sharon, spent a
will
soon
much th.e better; you
few days with his parents, G. JR. Young
forget it and be better for the and wife, recently.
Miss Gertrude Coggins and Miss May
treatment. If it is consumpcame home from Castiue Thurstion you can’t expect to be Young
day to spend their vacation.
cured at once, but if you will
Mrs. Susie Bishop is teaching at Hanbegin in time and will be cock in place of Miss Alice Laws, who
gone to Massachusetts for the winter.
rigidly regular in your treat- hasDec.
5.
W.
win.
will
ment you
HANCOCK.
Scott’s Emulsion, fresh air,
The dancing school
is
progressing
rest all you can, eat all you
slowly.
and
can, that’s the treatment
Miss
Katie McIntyre, of
Marlboro,
that’s the best treatment.
visited friends here Wednesday.

deceive

spiring.

missed.

recept

disappear.
The best lung fertilizer is
Scott’s Emulsion. Salt pork
is good too, but it is very hard
to digest.

She

h-lpiulness

her

relations

Mrs.

would
weeds will

ling helper,

woman’s mission

greatly appreciated and

Consumption is a human
weed flourishing best in weak
lungs. Like other weeds it’s
easily destroyed while young;
imwhen old, Sometimes
the lungs as you
weak land and the

wi

showed ben-el!

socle y
and sewii g circle of ine Bapti-t church
in Danversport, and in these and other

WEEDS
Strengthen

a

cted with the

much of

possible.

of »cci» ty she

a w oinsn

useful and

nt

<

to

wat

moral character and

gentleness that won the esteem and love
of old and young.
As a wife she proved herself most capable and helpful, and for seven years she

occu

the«**.

HUOst

•nj
®xjii

Her earlier life here

example of high

W. C. T. U. convention most in
Her friends here expect fine re-

national

could attend to.

of young

pyiug th

iuyj.
Ma

her loss.

mourn

me

u

Apt

BURT BOOT at

as housekeeper for Mr. Parker.
Parker, Misses Mamie and Dcra
Parker, of Danveraport, w ere here to attend the funeral of their sister-in-law,
Mr-. Parker.

mother she

Mr- Bu .ker and wife, Mr. Burns and
of Ei.*eii, have been fpei ding
t-u u
hJ.
p »rt
U.6*e<K
Ca.np Octagon. J bey

OUR LADIES’ BOOTS.
Where can there be found two better

the winter

an

GREAT POND.

girls cannot be duplicated or surpassed. They don’t cost any more
than the poor stuff other dealers have lieen offering to the public.
Our
price Is from ft to $2 per pair, 01 re these shoes a trial.

and

visiting

been

young folks who have been at
Pittsfield and elsewhere attending school,
are home on their vacations. Miss Geneva
Our

Tbe Willard union, with ibe aid of tbe
Mrs. Myra Bonded, Of Trenton, visited
“\V\ will,hold a public meeting at tbe friends here last week.
Methodist church Sunday evening, Dec.
Herbert Shute, of Hancock, held a
11, witb an attractive programme.
meeting here at the chapel Sunday evenTapley’» pla *t.
Through being misinformed, your cor- ing.
There was quit* a large gatbeiing at
gave tbe assistant at tbe po*>trespondent
Miss Ida Mosley, who spent last week
W.
Thanksgiving
George
Blodgett’s
Capt
OBITUARY.
office who baa taken Mias Gladys Mayo’s with her uncle, David Mosley, has re-‘
Dsy, the enptain and his wife entertaiu
H.
Parwife
of
of
name
Dolliver
instead
her
of
George
Nancy (King),
place the
turned to her home in Ellsworth.
log their child!en and grandchildren to
ker, died 6t her home in l)anveraportN rightful one of Newman.
the i-umbot of fourteen.
Miss hid Ford came home from Castiue
from
illness
after
a
short
Nov.
Mae*.,
25,
Instead of closing out ter millinery taut
8choo«er Alclon, which has been abWednesday to spend tne winter with
double pueumonia.
business here as earlier reported, it is
her mother. She will return to Castloe n
§©.,*„ und-r charter for h month’s trading
Mr.
of
Mrs, Parker via* the daughter
learned that Miss Grindle has hired tie the
spring to graduate with her class.'
gjip aino g the islands, has arrived and and Mrs.
Henry W. King; she was born store for another year, and will retain the
May Bates, of St. Croix, is visiting Miss
gone into winter quarters on the north at Seaw all Dec. 15, 2871, where she spent
same
efficient mana er, Mrs. Fauuie Ford.
tide of Wasson’s wiiarf
her younger days. On Nov. 25, 1897, she Crockett.
Are.
Dec. 5.
Capt. Arthur G.etiwho commands a was married to Mr. Parker, of DanveraMiss Esther Dixon is thoroughly enjoySo wo steamer, is at home on a three- ! port, where she tad since resided.
JLBLBSFORD.
ing her trip to Philadelphia, and finds the
*e*k->’ leave. Cap*. Green could not
She was a woman of a lovable disposiA daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
There

gains

Strangers roming into town are attracted by ttie appearance of the stores
on the outside; also by the conveniences and the modern way the stoi k
is!
kept on the inside. Our shoe store, which we opened last spring, is a hig
success and easily takes the lead.
We have sold more slices during the
few months we have had this store, than were ever sold in any single shoe
store in the city during the same lenglli of time.
The cause ts easily ex.
plained; we offer our customers modern footwear at reasonable prices.
We have the shoes for men, women, boys, girls and children that
people
want. Any width, size and style. Our specialty In school shoes for
boys

business

severe

Clark,
Pittsfield.
Dec. 5.

Weed

schooner Marshall

Mr.

e.

The Most Attractive Places of Business in Ellsworth.

Free-

married to

was

Howard Nov. 26.

man

bis

Dry Goods and Shoe Stores

from

borne

Saturday.

Mis? Ethel Small

in

Ston

in

now

CALLERT’S

York.

David Dow, who has been very ill, la
able to be out.

Ralph Lurvey,
wick, Vt., is working

f

NOKTH DEER ISLE.

Charles Tinker, who is with his brother
O car at West Tremont, spent Sunday at
John Tinker’s.

GUley,

here last week.

nome

illness

at

now

used for

jjoj*#

Elmer Hardy is quite HI.
Parker Eaton has relumed from New

bay
bis work to-day.
changes.
Gard Carter has purchased the old
Henry Trundy and wife, who have been
hearse-house for a workshop and stable.
living at Somesville for the past tour
it will be

rl/lft

Bath

who has been

a

»«•

Milan.

ar-

made

Count* %>«**

Mrs.

window and other

Negros island, will go
Into wintVr quarters at Buck’s Hat bor.

Btapl^i

lukMtfonat

Elva Lurvey, who baa been ill, i»
gaining. She la with her aunt, Mrs. E. M

hiB pa-

AfiturtiBtmmts

COUNTY NEVvS.

Miss

Hard

returned to his light station.
Mrs. Lucy J. Jones entertained the
The money received for
ladle*’ sewing circle last Thursday.
repairs on the church.
mail-stage
Meil Green, cur hardy
Mrs. M. A. Stanley,
driver, has moved his family to Buck’s
Harbor for the winter.
Engineer Charles P. Tapley, who has
been South on a gunning aud dshing trip
lor the pa-t month, is home

i

port.

visiting

been

James Parker ie having his bou*e
more convenient ty the addition of

WEST BROOKSVILLE.
Dr. Farrow has purchased

from

nrr.e.d

re

handsome and

very
1905 calendars.

tistic

Albert Mills, after

a

W. Newman is presenting
some

stay here.
.Spec.

Myra Wall is on the sick hat.
Warren Dorr and family have returned
from a visit to their old home in Sears-

Norwood.

S.

their

Mre.

Hopkins baa been called to
T/emont by the death of her father,

trons with

other pages

for their assistance

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
of Hebron
few weeks’ va-

Mrs. Bewail
We t

people
during

Dec. 5.

student

a

Mis* Cora Stanley has
Amherst, where she baa
friends.

COUNTY NEWS.
County

other pages

cation.

Mr.

tee

Foss,

A.

academy, is at home for

iHf- American, barring the liar
Hon
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger
than tha’ of all the other papers printed

Ne«rg

»M

and attendance

MAN8ET.

ICAN i* not the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and has never claimed to
be, but it is the only paper that can propgrly be called a County paper; all the
Ot$t are merely local papers. The circulc

fer sdditionct

County] A’«»*

F*r Additional

The AMER-

many.

thankful to the

(JOUJNTl

anco<*fc counfj.*
p‘J*
o,'..' the other papers in the County com
b

e*

with

Extra quality for the prices is the inearly purchasers. Particular attention is directed to the
Ladies’ Underwear at 25 and 5(>c, Misses' Underwear at 25 and 5<>c,
Children’s Underwear at 25c, Boys' Underwear at 25 and 50c.
WARNER’S CORSETS. Satisfaction always with these splendid
ducement to

If you are*not familiar with these Corsets, let us
from #1 to #5.
YARNS. The largest stock of all kinds of Yarn in stock.
the poor kind, but the best made.
corsets.
All tine

show you.

qualities,

Ours isn’t

]

3tmerUanncntB.

May Young and Gertrude Coggins arrived home yesterday from Custiuc.
They have two weeks’ vacation.
Dec 5.
£

OUR CARPET ROOM

Misses

To lure a * old in One
I»j*y
Take LAX \I1VE BROMO QUININE Tablets.
All druggists refund the
money if it fall* to cure.
L. W. Grove's signature U oi. each box- Sfic-

E.

M.

SHERMAN,
hCluuut

or

Carpet Rugs, Art Squares, Linoleums, Yard Goods,
Oil Cloths, Mattings. Curtains, Portieres, Denims and Art Goods.
People like to shop where there is a large stock for their inspection,
You are welcome^here, if you don’t buy. Come in and see what we have
to show. You can see many things you can’t see anywhere else.
We
are up to the times.
Reliable goods at low prices.
is well stocked with

POWER, SAIL and ROW BOATS.
Agent for the Kllswortn Gasoline Engines.
Excellent Installing Facilities.

BROOKLIN,

MAINE.

..

M.

1887-1904.

Ti FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Of

ARNO W. KINO,

$50,000.00

$630,000.00

I

AND

INVITE

E. H.
THE ACCOUNTS

INDIVIDUALS.

OF

Deposit

Vaults,
$4 to 20 per
Annum.

Eugene Hale,
L. A. Emery,
A. W. King.
J. A. Peters,

Deposits,

Safe

Cashier

Directors:
A. P. Wisweli,

$50,000.

WE

Vice-President

HENRY W. CUSHMAN,

Surplus,

Greely.

Savings Dept.
Next quarter
begins Jan. I.

CORPORATIONS,

FIRMS

*

.—■

__

The

El_L_S WORTH,

MAINE.

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
ANDREW P. WISWELL. President

Capital,

GALLERT,

Ellsworth American

—

only COUHTY

paper.

EDWIN

M.

MOORE,

Dealer in all kinds of Freah,
Salt, Smoked
ana
Dry

-FISH.-.

FURNITURE
OF EVERY

DESCRIPTION.

WALL PAPERS and DRAPERIES
Cod, Haddock, Halibut ami
Fresh
Mackerel, Oysters, Maim*, Seillopf,
Lobitern ami Finnan Huddles.

CAMPBELL 8c TRUE BLDG.,
EAST END OF BRIDGE, ELLSWORTH, ME.

-AT-

E. J.

DAVIS!

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

NEWS.

COUNTY
additional

County V*

For

other pagen

w», nee

PKOdPECT HARBOR.
Gouldsboro, Is

Irving McDonald, o(
clerking for L. P. Cole.

Irvine Ray left Saturday for Jonesport,
school.
wDero he i* to teach dancing

here

some

ton

for

days ago, and have been In Bosfew d«y*. «*ll West Saturday,
Dec. 10, on the ahamer Fontabelle from
New York for Baro.» iuh, where n-.»y will
spend the winter. Their address is care
Marine hotel. Hasting*, Barbados, B. W.
I. Mr. Cloaeon Is slowly but surety gaining In health.
Dec. 5
Spec

Pythian sisterhood did not meet
Tutaday evening owing to the rainstorm.
The

Kate Peters 1h home after an
absence of several weeks.
It. B. l>easy and wife, of Bar Harbor,

DEATH OF MRS.

The

a

recent visit to relatives here.

Percy Moore and Charles Colwell have
for an Indefinite period.
gone to Portland
Miss Annie Handy, who ha* been here
for a few months, returned home Sunday.
L. P. Cole and wife were guests of Mrs.
r, I>. Guptill, of Uould«b jro, on Sunday.
Mias Vida Cieave9 and Miss Marion
pike were in Gouldsboro Saturday, calling
on friends.
Mrs. William Smith went to Cherry field
Friday to visit her slater. Miss Ella Mitchell.
Mrs. Clara Crane, of Winter Harbor,
has been a gue«t of Mrs. C. C. Larrabee
for

a

wetk

or more.

J. M. WiillamsMeft this morning for
Bockland to spend the week with his
brother. Dr. B. F. Williams.
Ella B Tracy spent a few days
with Mrs Larrabee last week, while en
Miss

route to Sutton’s Inland to

her

commence

school Monday morning.
social dance was much enjoyed Thursday evening. It wan hurriedly arranged
as a farewell, before Mr. Kay left for the
A

A nice

winter.

lunch

prepared,

was

wife,
sixty

that has extended

over

several

neighbors.
Dec. 5.

C.

regi-»*ered

digruu>

lwo

vtcinit>

this

in

baa

never

oc

and

Oliver Bragflon have

Burnham’s mill.

lot to

George C. Williams

‘s

buHding camps
the Wlswell-Holmes purchase on No.

on

8,

from the Ciiue

and will

commence

operations

as

soon

hs snow comes.

Wtills B uisey has taken the Burnham
manufacture short lumber by. the
thousand. Slav h, shingles dowells will
mill to

Saturday.

member of tbe Metbodlnt
be among the products.
although unable to attend Its
services tike others, was deeply Interested
DEATH OP BABIN
HARDISON.
in church work, especially tbe cause of
Babin J. Hardison died at his borne in
mission*, and ber borne was always open1
West Frankliu Nov. 28, at the advanced
to welcome those who preach the gospel.
of eighty-four years and six months.
Throughout ber long illness she bore ber age
He was born in May, 1820, the eldest child
suffering with Christian fortitude and
of John and Eleanor Bpri ger Hardison,
She

was

a

and

church,

resignation.

Toe funeral

Kev.

The remains

officiating.

band she leaves

and

brother

one

been

always

a

resident of this

In early life lie married Miss Martha
Pomroy, of Hancock, who died about

hus-

a

four years ago from the
fleets of a fall.
Twelve children were born to them, nine

daughter—Mrs. F. L.

one

Surry,

of

Besides

had

town.

removed

were

to Otter Creek tor burial.

Jordan,

and

MonJ. D. McGraw

held at tho home

was

day afternoon, Nov *28,

—

whom survive—John W., George S,
Henry E., Douglass M., and Mrs. Frank
Bradbury, of this town, Otis, of Sullivan,
I Mrs. Seth Pomroy. of Trenton, Mrs.
EAST FRANKLIN.
| Ueorge M. Fox, of New York, and Mrs.
of Hollis,
one-half
Harlan Donnell la still very ill with Warren Bradbury,
brother, H. G. Hardison, of Franklin,
(ever.
of

George W. Grover, of Otter Creek, and
four grandchildren.
SPEC.
Dec. 5

typhoid

Rev. D.

last

Avnee

Miss

preached
Sunday.

j also

employment

Hagerthy’s.
Eva Springer

at

twenty-eight

grandchildren and
great-grandchildren.
Mr. Hardison was a respected citizen.

thirteen

Springer has gone to Ells-

worth where she has
A. C.

Id the Free

B. Smith

Bapti.it chapel

He

years.

sons—Gilbert and
leaves
widow,
daughter—Mrs. Austin
Irving, and a
Tracy, who have the sympathy of the
two

a

r

Sunday morning.

George Eddy

and

came on

b*rrn»fmt

e

contracted to haul lumber

violently Hi,
although everything possible was done for her tbe end
taken

Biogor BalurriK}

curred before for 100 years at least.

o^nflned to her

been

bad

In

tnfs

borne for several years by poor health. On
tbe Monday previous to her death she was

the

Clement Y. Bunker, of the Mar^h district, died Friday night after an illness

Gott

Mr*.

mmou was

No deer have been shot
fall, something that

QOTT.

days.

teen

other page

eee

business.

T

community sympathize*
the venerable J. E. Gott, Surry's
clerk, In the loss of bis estimable
Berllla B., who died Nov. 26, aged
six years, nine months and seven-

town

for

benefit of the public library, which is
in need of new books.

B S. tfc
>n

below last

J. K

County Netce

WfcisJi’ FRANKLIN.
Miss Idl« Clark is home from Bulliva

enure

with

additional

nor

SURRY.

Mrs.

made

COUNTY NEWS.

a

He

Dr.

carpenter by trade.

wan a

soldier

in

services

the Aroostook
held at

were

his

He

was

a

Funeral

war.

late residence

Nov. 30, Rev. D. B. Smith officiating.
Dec. 12 (or Pittsfield, where she will at- Interment was Rt Bay View cemetery.
tend the institute.
Dec. 5.
CH’E’ER.
;
Mrs. Francis Ainsley, ot Chicago, is
EAST SULLIVAN.
visiting her aunts, Mrs. Scott and Mrs.
Miss

will

leave

home

—

BUKRY.

EAST
Miss

Gertrude Gray is visiting in Ma-

[Original.)
Adelaide Warren was possessed of a
comfortable fortune, and It was natural slit* should fear that the man she
married would be Influenced bv this

Josle Gray, who is teaching in
Machiae, will come home Tuesday for a
Miss

vacation.

Ellsworth,
Treworgy,
Bert Young',of South Surry, are at work
for M. D. Chatto, getting out the fcame
of

Reuben

for

a

and

barn.

Eggs

are

cornered

here at

thirty-live

forty

cents, and there is some talk of
Ail kinds

cents.

of

egg-producing

food

is fed to the hens to urge them to

lay the
golden eggs.
The Sunday school held at Rural hall
during he summer,h«s closed for the winter months, as the superintendent, A. H.

Mann,

is to be

absent

some

affecting part of the closing

weeks.

An

the

pre-

was

sentation of books to two classes of
The books
rah

Cole,

who

was

were

Jersey City some weeks ago. Mrs.
Cole Is nearly eighty-two years old, and
than

more

half

mile every
and each

a

Sunday to attend the school,

Sunday

boy

gave each

of two classes

a

The
cent to encourage them to attend
boys met with one of the teachers to
write Mrs. Cole
books and
Susan
is

a

letter of thank*

for the

her kindness to them

Mrs.

Lord, the next oldest member, who

spending
forgotten.

the winter

California,

in

was

not

C.

Dec. 5.
WEST THEM ON T.

Washington Norwood
baby boy
and wife Is very ill with pneumonia.
W. A. Clark, Dan Dow and Ashbury
LopauH, who work at Bear island, spent
Sunday at ho~'e.
The

Bulger,

Ralph

to

of

W. H. Lunt went to Bluebill last week
to buy stock for a new gasoline boat he
will bulla this winter.
Austin Freethy and daughter Grace, of
Brookiin, visited W. H. Lunt and wife
Thursday and Friday of last week, re-

turning home Saturday.
Scallops seem scarce, but for all that
many boats are being fitted for the business, as nearly every roan here owns a
boat, with or without gasoline.
Work on the new church Is nearly finished and it looks fine with a complete set
of new lamps.
Much credit is due the
pastor, Rev. D. M. Augell, who has
worked very hard.

The infant son of Fred Bridges died of
pneumonia Dec. 1. Prayers were said at
the home Friday'.
Their two-year-old
daughter Lessie Is quite ill, threatened
All hope she is
with the same trouble.
better.

Springer,

Ambrose

both

brick-ya/d

Donnell ha9 gone Into the

W.

Percy

woods (or the winter to work (brBlaisaell

Miss

Lura

Frances Card

has closed

a

The

following pupils were not
Ray Butler, Hazel
Coombs, Ray Orcutt, Athol Smith, Forest
Coombs, Ortho Smith. Miss May Chandler closed her school at the same time,
and the pupils and parents hope (or their
lin.

absent

(or the terra:

return in the

Dec. 5.

and cut and

yarded 100,000

feet of

lumber which he will haul to his mill
soon as snow cames.

He

has

made

as

some

repairs on his mill, and will add steam
power. He will do some sawing for other
parties. By adding steam, his output will
be larger than heretofore.
C.
Dec. 5.
Charles H. Clossou and wife, who left

last

week

transacting the business
with the sale of the Sinclair
mill property to E. W« Doyle & Co.
The entertainment and

NORTH LAMOINE.
Mrs.
a

short

was

postponed
day eve iing,

John DeMyer, of Eaalbrook, made
visit to her sister last week.

Miss Eunice

Castine

for

Coggins

has

She

ex-

Miss Emma Austin has returned to

her

pects to graduate

teaching

next

Winter

at

The curtain

spring.

Harbor, where she has

charge of the primary department.
Mrs. L. J. Bragdon went Saturday to
Salisbury Cove, where she expects to
spend the winter in the family of Joseph

a

tinaucial

success

BHOOKSVILLE.

H. W. Na*on, of Ellsworth, is stopping
Franks’.

at Levi

Mrs. C. C. And.ewe, who has been visiting her sister, Mrs. L. J. Bragdon, went to
Bar Harbor on Friday to visit her daugh
ter, Mrs. Coleman Hagen.

School

precinct begins
Miss Beitha Appleton,

in this

with

teacher

Young,

of

this

as

hauling hay

W. C. Pendleton, Gray, loaded wood
logs for W. C. Biles.
Warren Hutchinson is cirrying wood
for Calvin Wescoct in the Ellen Maria.
The

Miss Ella

Ethel

J. Batts, who is teaching at

West Tremont, is at home for
cation.

Otla.

Dec. 5.

are

and

morn-

of Car-

the fall term—Miss

a number here
West Brooksville.

Quite
from

Toe Cove school has the

mel, teacher.
same

was

rose

SOUTH

Wood.

ing

supper, which
from Tuesday to Wednes-

promptly at 8 o’clock.
Tne kindness of Mi-s Helen Bartlett and
Mrs. Noye* in coming down from Su livan was greatly
appreciated by those
having tne aff iir In charge, and the hearty
applause spoke of the appreciation of the
audience.
Die. 5.
H

returned from

month’s vacation

a

Y.

a

short

va-

winter.

Harvey Robertson is borne from Hebron
acsdemy.
James Clark, of Bangor, spent Sunday

forest Gray Is building a large boatshop at the head of Betsey Woodward’s

at tbe Granite hotel.

cove.

D.

A. V. Gray is carpenter.
Capt. W. H. Chatto, of schooner Louisa
Frances, was badly injured by a fall from

Merchant, wife and son, of Eastbrook, are visiting relatives in town.
Will

Boyd Foss,
been tbe

wharf, st king his side across therail,
while dtscha'. mg freight.
The dally mail between South Brooksville and
Hosier has not started yet.
no one will carry It cheap
It seems ti>
enough to ntisfy the government.
Decatur
Gray, of Cape Rosier, was
badly shot in the face and neck by a companion while gunning. He received the
contents of both barrels of bird shot at
the

Hancock,

of

guest of

bis

has recently
sister, Mrs. Flora

Abbott.
Miss

Mina E. Moone has returned from

Bur Harbor, where she has for a week
been tbe guest of Miss T. E. Martin at
Tbe Florence.
Friends of Fred Lowe, of Long Island
N. Y., will be pleased to hear that be has
been in town again. Mr. Lowe has many
friends in surrounding towns who are

glad

to welcome him.

of tbe schooner

short range.
Dec. 5.

Mr. Lowe is male

James Rotbwell.
DEDHAM.

M.

Dec. 5

Miss Bessie Cowing is at work at the
house for a few weeks.

BLUEHILL FALLS.
Elder

Woods,

of

Lake
in

held

Misses Agnes and Bernice McLaughlin
visited their mother last week.

the scnoolhouse here

Irving Caudage has purchased a building of D. P. Friend, had it hauled onto
an

own

C.

premises

and is

preparing |it

for

ice-house.

Substitute.

Wentworth Staples and wife have
a visit in Lincoln.

re-

turned from

Smith and wife, of Holden,
friends in town last week.

Rev. Ira
called

[

on

Mrs. A. C. Burrill spent Thanksgiving
in

Bucksport

M.

with her

daughter,

Mrs. L.

Blood.

Mrs.

Lizzie Burrill and sister, Gladys

spending a few days with
relatives in Bangor.
WEST HANCOCK.
Mrs. Marlnda Burrill, who has beeu ill
Raymond Miles and family have moved since last July, died Dec. 3 at the age of
into the Hollis Llnscott house.
nearly eighty-six years. She leaves two
Victor R. Smith, of Newport, visited daughters—Mrs. W. W. Black, with whom
relatives here during thj past week.
she made her home, and Mrs. Newell
W. K. Springer shot a fine buck deer Libby, of Bangor; one son—Bainbrldge,
Monday; he was only absent from the of Brockton, Mass.; four sisters and many
house about

Dec. 5.

Eldridge,

are

relatives and friends to cherish the
memory of one who had lived a blameless
life on earth and laid up for herself
“treasures in heaven”. Truly, “the gospel
of a life like hers is more than books or
other

twenty minutes.
Sumac.

The Lady— Why are you weeping, my
poor man? Dusty Dennis—1 am weeping,
mum, because my father was so poor he
couldn’t afford me a valet.

scrolls.”

Dec. 5.

B.

m

home; but, meeting a college classmate, Louis Hunt, who had
been sent out by his university to fit
himself for a professorship of the
Greek language and literature, Howard
was persuaded to go over with him to
Athens. Hunt was studying in Athens
and had gone to Egypt on a brief tour.
Howard was despondent at the loss
of his betrothed, with whom he had
been very much in love. Indeed, since
there was doubt as to her death, he
| loved her still. He was therefore loath
to go with his friend, but the young
professor told him that he wished him
to see a Greek lady with whom he was
much in love and whose consent to
their marriage he expected on his return.
While searching for the home of
one of the Greek poets he had encountered her in a village near Athens.
Hunt had found her a more interesting
study than the homes of the poets. She
well educated, had spent many
was
years in England, spoke the English
language perfectly and was personally
very attractive. Her name was Helena
Merianis.
cluded to go

\\ hen tney arrived in Atuens tne
young professor drove out alone to receive an answer to his proposition of
marriage. When lie returned he was

jubilant, having been accepted, though
he was much chagrined at having been
obliged to promise to become a Greek

John Tibbetts spent a few days last week
with his Bister, Mrs. Blanchard Bowden,
at South Bluehlll.
Miss Edna Parker returned last Monday
from Bluehlll, where she has been the
gue't of her sister, Mrs. E. C. Barrett.
Mrs. M. A. Flye and son Leonell, Mrs. J
J. Bridges and daughter and Miss Nettie

America and would live in the villa
which she was then occupying.
“Go witli me to see her tomorrow.
Howard.” said Hunt, “hnd put the case
to her foi4 me, as I could not put it

myself.”
Howard consented, and the next
morning the two drove out to Helena
The grounds were
Merianls' villa.
spacious, through which a carriage
way led to the house. Hunt saw u figure at an upper window and waved
his handkerchief. Wright was thinking of Ids own lost love and unmindful of everything else. The tigure disappeared from the window, and the
Hunt told
men alighted at the portal.
a servant to go and tell his mistress
that he had brought a friend to call
upou her.
After a long wait—an impatient one
to Hunt—the servant returned and reported that his mistress must have
gone out since she was not to be found.
Hunt angrily replied that he had seen
her at a window and started to look
for her himself. He went through the
house and, not finding her, frightened
at her sudden disappearance, called
Wright to join him, and the two scoured the grounds inclosed in a high wall.
They approached the stable and found
Hunt climbed in at
the door locked.
a
window' and unfastened the door,
which had been locked from within and
the key left in the lock. Wright entered. and at the same moment a footstep
Mount
was heard on the floor above.
ing a ladder, they found themselves in
M: king their way around
a hayloft.
to an Interval between the wall and
the hay, crouched in a corner they
found a woman. Hunf led her gently
forth, pulled her hand away from her
face and disclosed the features of—
Adelaide Warren.
Only a phonograph for each of the
participants could have secured an ac
curate description of the scene that
followed.
The two men returned to
Athens, thence to America. Miss Warren remained for life In Greece and
died unmarried.
EDITH F. BAKEH.

to-day

Gott leave
two weeks.

for

Massachusetts

for

Gott goes to Winchester

Miss

whe;e she will be

employed.
Une Femme.

Dec. 5.

Powder
jugal

be

will visit

Henry Salisbury

his

daughters, Mrs

Joseph

and Mrs.

Conner.

Salisbury and Mrs. Emma Mayo,
of this place, were quietly married last
Saturday evening, by James O. Jordan,
Orrin

eeq.
David

Phllbrook,

wife and little

daugh-

ters, of North Mariavllle, were guests lauL
Saturday and Sunday of Jed Salisbury
and wife.
Frank Young’s triends and neighbors
gathered last Monday to chop his winter’s
wood.
Mr. Young, who is a very busy
and aged citizen, is very giaiefui for their
thoughtfulness.
a lone robin here, and evidently
intends to remain through the winter.
It has won an admiring friend—your cor
respondent—who will supply It with
plenty of food for its sweet songs in a
nearby apple tree, and for its company
and courage in defying the rigid climate.
Davis.
Dec.'S.

There is

it

BARTLETT’S
DEATH OF DAVID

ISLAND.

GARDNER BARTLETT.

Bartlett died at his home
28, aged seventy-three years and
five month*, after an iliuess of more than
David Gardner-

here Nov.

two years.
In Mr. Bartlett’s death the
the

seven

James and

sous

and

two

last

one

daughters

of
of

Mary Bartlett has gone to his

reward.
He was born in June, 1832, on the same
place on which he died. After passing
his boyhood here, he was a sailor for
many years, going to many parts of the
world. During this time he made Boston
the
his home port, where he formed
acquaintance of. and married his wife
who survives him.
In 1863 he and his wife

cirae

back to the

Island where he lived continuously until
his death. He leases no children.
Funeral services were held at his late
home Nov. 30, Rev. Charles Hargrave, of

Northeast Harbor, officiating.
Dec 5.

Spec.

icUtorrttsnncnts.

SMITH'S BLADDER

BUGHU
LITHIA
PILLS.

TROUBLE
CURED.

“Will you please
send ine a bottle of
your Pineapple and
Butternut Pills by re.
turn mail.
If they
give as good results as
your Smith's Buchu
Llthla Pills have with
me, I shall be very
much pleased. I have
The Bladder, Rheu- taken more than one
dozen
boxes for blad
matism and tin* Blood
all these diseases der trouble and not
have they helped
only
at
once
and
are
yield
but other
quickly and fully that trouble,
cured. Price only 25 troubles, rheumatism
and nervousness.
cents a box.
When I commenced to
take the pills 1 was
feeling very poorly,
but now feel like another person in all respects. 1 have recoin,
mended them to quite
My Kidney book and a few of my friends
a Sample Package sent
and they have had as
SPree to any address.
good results from them
W. F.SMITH CO. as 1 have.”
MRS. J.L.HOWARD,
125 Sumner St., Boston
Green Harbor, Mass.

SICK KIDNEYS
—

A CURE at the

People’s Price.

To cure Constipation, Sick Headache and Bilious*
ip one night, uae Smith's Pineapple and
lutternut Pills. Only 36 cents at dealers.

Sega

GENUINE

sixty

Hancock

Sadie Tibbetts went to Bangor
last
Monday to work.
Stephen Jordan, of Waltham, was a
guest at Arden Young’s last Tuesday.
George Johnson went Sunday to Brewe
where

Autitts.

Hancock ss:
TITAKEN this 21st clay of November, a. d*
JL 1904, on execution dated October 26, ft. d.
1904, and issued on a judgment rendered by
the supreme judicial court at a term \hereof
begun and held at Bangor, in and lor the
county of Penobscot, on the first Tuesday of
October, a. d. 1901, in favor « f (.'handler & 'Jo.,
a corporation organized and existn g according to law and having its established place of
business in Bangor, county of Penobscot, and
vs. Alice W. Hutchings., of Orland. county of
Hancock, and State of Maine, lo the sum of
sixty-four dollars and seventy-six cents
($64.76) debt or damage and cost of suit fourteen dollars and tweury-mue cents ($14.29)
and fifteen cents for one execution as by tht
record thereof remaining in Haul court appears and will be sold at public auction to the
highest bidder therefor at the office of Albert
Swazey, iu said Bucksport, ou Wednesday,
the 21st day of December, a. d. 19 4. at ten
o’clock in the forenoon the following de~
scribed real estate and all the righ-, title and
interest and all the right in equity which the
said Alice W. Hutchings has in and to the
same, or bad in aud to the same on the tenth
day of February, a. d. 1904, the time wh u the
same was attached on the original writ and
the same suit, to wit:
"A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
Orland, in said county of Hancock, bounded
northerly by land now or formerly of John
Starr, westerly by road running from Orland
corner to the balls, so-called; southerly by
land now or formerly of Frank Keyes and
easterly by the range line. Also anotiu certain lot or parcel ol land situate
iu said Orland bounded as follows:
Beginning at the east corner of a lot of laud
now or formerly occupied by Alvin R. Dorr;
thence north sixiy and one-fourth degrees
west by said Dorr land to the road leading to
the Upper Falls; thence northerly by said
road to the westerly corner bound of a lot of
ltti.d iu possession of Frank Keyes; the.toe
south
and one-fourth drgrees east to
the range line; thence south eleven and threefourths degrees west on range line to first
bounos, except about forty-nine square rods
to Rufus Trussell by a former owner,
so d
both said parcels above described being sarai
convoyed to Alic$ W. Little (now Alice W.
Hutchings) by Jane 8. Keyes by deed dated
July 13, 1696, aud recorded in Hancock Registry of deeds, vol. 292, page 216
This property being subject to three mortgages giveu by said Alice W. Hutching* to ta$
Bucksport Loan & Building Ass cia«ion aud
recorded in said registry vol. 371, page 14;
vol. 371, page 442; ana vol. 377, page 302 respectively for $100 each.
Dated this twenty-first day of November ftt
Bucksport, Maine, a. d. <904.
Walter Snowman.
Deputy Sheriff.
STATE OF

oris.

citizen and live with his wife in that

country. In vain lie had tried to move
the lady by telling of the position
awaiting him in America and his un
fitness to make a living in Greece. She
only reiterated that she would not go

every age and

Sheridans
CONDITION

I. S. JOHNSON a co.,
Boston, Mass.

j

supposed. However, when three months
passed with no news of her he scraped
together what money he could and
went abroad to investigate the matter.

*&«.!•

—

your dealer for it. We send one pkg.
26c; live, #1.00. Large 2 lb. can. #1.20: six cans,
#5.00. Sample best poultry paper free.
A*k

COUNTY NEW

to

The Adam Bowlby, Cipt. I. F. Hutchinson, is in Orcutt’s harbor for the

NORTH SULLIVAN.

Deo. 6.

crew

town

connected

R.

his

SEDGWICK.

were

Corea, and will locate in one of the eastern seaports.
B. E. Tracy, of Winter Harbor, was in

spring.

Angell officiating.

Will Buckminster is home, and is in
charge of the clam factory.
John Thurston, who purchased the
Carlton wood lot last year, has put In a

shipped to Bangor.
Sidney Doy.e and wife are in town,
Mr. Doyle has closed out his Ash-stand at

they

West Frank-

services
Surry,
Sunday.
Wilbur and Allle Friend returned this
morning from a fishing trip.
Mrs. Prince Friend visited Mrs. Mabel
Friend at South Bluehill Saturday.

Thelma.

sight was seen recently—a
flock of 192 sheep driven by Oliver Youug,
of West Gouldsboro, to Franklin where

Blaisdell. Cbauncey Wentworth will
stop with Mrs. Donnell.
successful term of school at

able to

An unusual

&

Capt. James Norw ood died of consumption Nov. 30 at the^home of his daughter,
Mrs. W. H. Webster. Although death
was expected, it came as a shock to his
friends, as he had not been confined to his
bed. He leaves a large family of children
—three sons and four daughters, all married but one son and daughter.
He also
leaves one brother, two balf-brotberB and
one
Funeral services were
half-sister.
held Friday at the church, Rev. D. M.
Dec. 5.

put In six straight
days the last week in November.
were

Layers

lay like Sheridan's Condition Powder. It brings pullets to early
laying maturity, carries old hens safely through the moulting season, and
keeps them all chipper and busy In the dead of winter when prices are
highest. Used successfully for 80 years.
m
breed

commenced Its practice. After much
hesitation on account of the disparity
of iheir resources and a halting encouragement from Adelaide he proposed to
IS.
her. She took tlie proposition under
sep other pagm
O' Addition^! Coun*y
advisement.
“True love,” she argued, “such love
ns I wish for. is constant.
BROOKLIN.
If Howard
lores me as ho says lie does, lie will
A. H. Sberman was at Deer I le last r eek
wait a long time for me, and if I die
on business.
he will never marry: Why can’t I die
Charles Parker has moved to Rockland
and come to life again a few years
for «be winter.
later just to see how true he has been
Mrs. Belle Blake is employed in J J
to my memory? Why not disappear
Bridges’ store.
and be forgotten?”
Clifton Bracy has moved into Fred
The idea having once found a lodgment. she put it into execution. She, Pierce’s house.
was well situated to do so. having no
T. C. Stanley and F. C. Jones were in
She Ellsworth last week.
parents or brothers or sisters.
made a will tying up her property for
A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
two years after her death, then, taking Fred Stewart Nov. 27.
all the ready money she required, weut
Schooner Maine, Capt. R. C. Stewart,
abroad, first giving Howard a favoraha<4 gone to Belfast for hay.
ble answer to his suit. She wrote him
Victor Gott came home Saturday from
from London, from Purls, from Constantinople. This was the last heard Boothbay, where be is employed.
from her directly. News came that an
Mrs. William Freethey and Mrs. Henry
American lady had disappeared from a
Allen spent last week in Rockland.
I
steamer on the Nile whose baggage
A. F. Blake came home last week from
showed plainly that she was Miss Ad- Bar
Harbor, where he has been employ* d.
elaide Warren.
Mrs. G. A Grindle, who has been visit
Howard Wright was loath to believe
her daughter at North Sedgwick, is
that his fiancee had walked into the ing
home.
Nile either as a somnambulist or a
The youngest child of Frank A. Herric'c
sulC'iuo or wmie suffering rrom delirium. lie rather believed that she had died Nov. 30, after a short illness, aged
nineteen months.
not gone aboard the steamer, ns was

E.

days with his sister, Mrs. F. L. Orcutt.
The men working on Gipson Hanna’s

Franklin.

of

purchased by Mrs. Debo-

left for

has walked

engagement of their daughter, Florence

boys.

the oldest member of the school,
a regular attendant until she

P.

Makes Good

than a disinterested love. Howard Wright was the man who won her
preference, and she only hesitated to
accept him on account of this dread.
Howard had no fortune. He had been
gra uated at the law and had only
rather

Hayward will preach in the hall At Alexandria he delved into it, questioning those employed on the steamer
Mrs. Noyes, widow o( Edward Noyes, Sunday morning, Dec. 11.
Arthur Morgan has returned borne from
from which Adelaide had disappeared
(ormerly o( East Sullivan, is visiting her
Fred Patton is having a furnace put in
a season’s yachting.
as well ns police officials, but could
daughte Mrs. Judsoti Gordon.
F. B. Aiken, of Ellsworth.
to-day
by
of
Isaac
Gott, formerly
Brooklin,
Ciipt.
find no clew. After a month spent in
T. M. Blaisdell and wile announce the
Will Noyes has been spending several
called on friends here’laat week.
these fruitless investigations he conFairbanks.

chias.

ADbciiiBcmnue.

Her £)isappe«xrance

MAINE.

ss:—Supreme Judicial Court.
ciara b. ei*
county of

represents
Respectfully
dridge,
Franklin, iu said
Hancock, wife of Nathaniel
of

H.

she

was

married

Eldridge, that

to said Nathaniel

H.

El-

dridge, November 13, 1887, at Bucksport, in
said County, by Wm. Swazey, a Justice of the

Peace.
That she and her said husband lived toai husband and wife iu our said County until October 15, 1898, when her said huabana, without cause on her pare, ufctei lv deserted her and has continued to utterly desert her from that date to the date
f this
libel, a period of ihiec consecutive years of
more next prior to the filing of this libel.
That she has used reasonable diligence to
ascertain the residence of said 1 bellee and
that she is unable to ascertain his residence,
aud she, therefore, first being duly sworn be*
fore A. W. King, a Justice of the Peace in aud
for said County of Hancock, alleges undef
oath in this tioel that the residence of the
said libellee is unknown to her and canuot be
ascertained bv reasonable diligence.
She further alleges that seven children ar#
now living, born of said marriage, three of
whom are now under the age of twenty-one
years, viz.: Alfred T. Eldridge, 19 years old,
Ethel N. Eldridge, 15 years old aud Gertrude
M. Eldridge, 12 years old.
That there is no collusion bet ween her and
the said libellee to obtain this divorce.
Wherefore, she asks this Honorable Court
to decree to her a divorce from her said husband, Nathaniel H. Eldridge, for the cause of
utter desertion of her by her said husband,
continued for three consecutive years next
prior to the filing of this libel, and that she
may have a decree for the carv and custody of
her said three minor children, aud that sucta
other orders aud decrees may be made as to
the court may seem necessary.
Dated this 25th day of November A. D. 1904.
Clara B. Eldkioue.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.: —Nov. 25, 1904.
Personally appeared Clara B. Eldridge. before me, and being duly sworn made oatb to
the truth of the foregoing libel by her signed.

gether

Justice of the Peace.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—Supreme Judicial Court. In
Vacation. Ellsworth, Nov. 26, A. D. 1904.
Upon the foregoing libel, ordered. That the
libellant give
notice
to the said Libelled
to appear before
the Justice of our hupreme Judicial Court, to be holdeu at Ellsworth, within and for the County of Hancock,
on the third Tuesday of January
A. D. 1005,
by publishing an attested copy of said libel
and this order thereon, three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed in Ellsworth in our County of
Hancock, the last publication to be thirty
days at least prior to the third Tuesday
of January next, that he may there ana
then in our said Court appear and answer lo
said libel.
Lucilius A. Emk&y,
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
A true copy of the Libel and Order of Court
thereon.
Attest:—John F. Ivnowlton, Clerk.
STATU Of >1 aim,.
Countv of Hancock ss:—Nov. 17, 1964.
rilAKEN on execution, wherein Ctlia AlexJl. ander, of Castine, in said county. is
plaintiff and Ellison Abbott, of Bucksport
and said county is defendant, and will be sold
by public auction on Monday, th**
day of December, 1904, at 2 o’clock in the
afternoon at the office of Albert Rwazey, in
Bucksport Village, in the town of Bucksport,
all the right, title and interest which Ellison
Abbott, of Bucksport aforesaid, basin and to
the following described real estate situated in
said Orland and bounded and described as
follows:
Beginning on the east side of the town road
leading from county road to Spark’s Point,
so-called, at the southwest corn- of Moses
Abbott’s land and the northwest corner of
Joseph H. Lawrence’s land, formerly the
Mason lot, so-called; thence southerly by said
town road
twelve and three fourths rods;
thence easterly parallel with said Moses Abbott’s south line twelve and three-fourths
rods; thence northerly parallel with said road
twelve and three-fourths rods to first-mentioned bound.
Dated this 17th day of November, 1904.
Walter Snowman,
Deputy Sheriff.
subscriber, Annie M. Austin, residing
rpHE
out of the State of Maine, to wit, at
JL
Somerville, county of Middlesex, Commonwealth of Massachusetts, hereby gives notice
that she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will *nd tesiameut of Campbell S.
Austin, late of Somerville, aforesaid, deceased, no bond being required bv the terms
of said will, and that sne has appointed Aruo
W. King, of Ellsworth, Hancock county,
Maine, her agent in the State of Maine.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired co present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imMrs. Annie M Austin.
mediately.
November 16,1904.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of Edgar L. Roberts, late
of
Eden,
in the county
of
Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imFred L. Roberts,
mediately.
November 1,1904.
Bar Harbor, Main*.
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Bo wise and take time bv the Fore Lock.

Signet Sleeve

Watelies.

Chains and Fobs
a d i e s' and
Gents’, 75c to #15.

Popu-

75c to $ioare in
llracelets
good demand. Carchains
wire

woven

and other

Signet

and Rebekah

signets,

Waterman, “Ideal,”
Wirt, Parker and
Lincoln. All good.

75c to $30.

$1 to $4.

patterns of Hat Pins

and

in

are

large

assortment.

Pearl handle Hold
Pens for Ladies—in

15c to $2.

still popular.
Pins, llrooches
and Stick Pins, large
variety in signet and

useful and
cases,
Sterling Silver, Cut |
Glass for weddings i pretty.
Clocks and Clocks
or Christmas. Largand Clocks, $1 to 17.
est stock in town.

ordinary.

It is needless to say that I desire to sell my
and shall be content with moderate

profits.

5 MAIN STREET.

Clothing

for

GEORGE
KING.

Friday

York,

of H.

principal

the

atockbo der

In

the

E. F.
Hinckley,
superintendent, gr.ea to New York to-day.
R P. Stover baa been con flat <1 to the
Co.

Florence K'cb starta to-day for
to visit her mother, who has
t>ren to Boston for treatment, and ~ba*
ju t rtturocd borne in muoh better health.
Mra.

Stonlngton

The

Washington school gave m enter
Friday evening. The parts

taiument last

were all well taken.
The programme 1orheumatism for a week or mo* e.
E. E. Chase, who accompanied her eluded recitations by Lusetta Swasey,
Madeline Motley,OctaviaC. Hanior,aarnh
husband to Andersonville, and was presLettie Paine, Gladys Knowles,
ent at the services connected with tbe Hadley,
Thelma 8w*zey, Thomas Knowles, Jr.,
dedication of the monument, which was
Addle
Marvin
Muriel Tripp,
Mayo,
erected by Vbe State to the memory of tbe
Janet Tripp,
soldlera of Maine who are buried there, Swszey, Dickey Bwazey,
Harold Knowles, Bylvia Mosley; song by
gave an informal talk to tbe ladles of tbe
Eleanor Kittredge; dialogues tu which
wotnan’a relief corps and members of
Mosley, Mildred Mayo, Addle
tbe library association, Saturday evening, Sylvia
Harold Know lea, Octavia Hamor,
Mr*. Chase gave an Inter- Swazey,
in tbe chapel.
L?onla and Lettie Paloe, Fannie Young,
esting description of tbelr reception in
Eleanor Kittredge, Malcolm Peach, Garthat southern city, and one reason of ber
roll Hayward, Marion Mayo and Sarah
kind consideration In thus entertaining
took part; a pantomime In which
tbe W. R. C. was tbe fact that during Hadley
Octavia Hamor, Lettie and Leonla Paine,
tbelr stay In Andersonville they were enMildred Mayo and Eleanor Kittredge
tertained by a national woman’s relief
took part; and a drill by Fannie Young,
have
a
wbo
there.
Mrs.
cottage
corps,
Octavia Hamor, L-ttte and Leonla Paloe
Chase’s “talk” was much ei joyed and
and Eleanor Kittredge. There was also
appreciated.
singing by the school. After the enterRESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT.
tainment a pie sociable was held. About
Wm. T. Sherman Council, No. 65, Jr. O.
f9 was realized.
U A M., Blueblll, Me., Nov. 26, 1904.
Dec. 5.
Mum.

bouse

by

Mrs.

_

GREELY,

W.

A.

goods,

CATARRH DESTROYS THE KIDNEYS

a

B. Slav in, which occurred suddenly that day.
Mr. SOvn
in New
wps

None can appreciate a Fountain Pen
until they have used
I
have the
one.

Rings

other pagea

Fanny Y »ung in quite ill, threatened
with pneumonia.
ten-cent supper in tuo cbaptl last «wk
Mr*. 11* ll'cb has gone to Ella worth to
Tt ureday.
a week with her aunt, Mr*. Lizzie
M<*n
evening, Dto 5, the V P. S €\ | «f>enci
I
E. of the Coogrcgui tonal cburcn bid ■ Salisbury.
M’•* Mildred Emery, of Salisbury Cote,
social ’n Che vestry.
There whs a pro
of
mus e
and
rec tstion-,
speot Saturday and Sunday with her
gramme
followed by games.
grandparents, Capt. N W. Hlgg.n* and
wife.
of tbe death
News was received
The ladies of the Baptist circle gave

Chase Granite

For men, women
and children, plain
gold to diamonds.

lar,

ol e n

ard makes.

All kinds. 25c to $7.

for

Lockets are

Silver Plated ware
for table use in good
variety and of stand-

Hut-

initial
with
engraved is the fad.
tons

Gold. Gold-filled, siland
ver, Silveroid
nickel, *1 to #40.

«M

EDEN

WEST

bluehill

Christmas Suggestions!

County' Xew»

Holiday Trade

When you start to buy clothing you want to get all for your money that it
will bring. You know that the prices everywhere are not alike. You know
that the cost of selling materially affects the figures at which the goods are
marked. Then, to do justice to yourself, you are very much interested in a
house that is in a position to buy right—direct from the mills, sell right—
with a reasonable profit, right treatment when you do buy, and your
money back if you are not satisfied. Where does your judgment tell you to
do your trading V
our sttH'K eonssrs or Men

s, «oys ana

Whereas, Our Heavenly Father, in His infinite wisdom, baa called to tils reward our
beloved brother, Ardin Gray, therefore belt
Beeolved, That we tender our heartfelt sym
pathy to his family in the hour of bereavement
Resolved, That as a murk of respect for our
deceased brother our cliartcr be draped in
mourning for a period of thirty days.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be
sent to the bereaved family, a copy placed upon
our records, and a copy published in the Ells
woki it AMERICAN and daugor Weekly ComN. H. Mato.
mercial.
H. M. Curtis,
a. F. Cooper,
Committee

on

resolutions.

Dec 6.

M.
LAMOINE.

Miss Susie Whittaker
Orono.

is

from

home

80UTH DEER ISLE.
Mrs. Charles A. Preasey spent
of

days

M. C. Pert

ia

home

Vermont,

from

been employed in the

where be has

ning

couple

a

at her old home here this week.

GEORGE KING,Deputy 8h ril
Hensellaer Co., N. Y., for years
was a well known merchant of
Troy.
In a letter from No. 45 King St., Troy,
N. Y., he writes:
•*Peruna cured me from what the
doctors were afraid would turn Into
Bright's Disease, after 1 had (suffered
wth catarrh of the bladder and kidney
trouble.
**
Peruna is a blessing to a sick man.
Eight bottles made me a w ell man and
were worth more than a thousand dollars to me. I cannot speak too highly
of it. It is now four years since I was
troubled, and I have enjoyed perfect
health since.*'—George King.

MR.

can-

of

busiuess.

Miss

Martha

Barbour

who

has

been

visiting ber sister, Mrs. Augustus Stapies,
at Swan’s Island, is home.
Miss Jennie Cole, who has been visiting
relatives here and at

Btonlngton,

turned to ber home in

has

re-

Brooklln.

Willis Greenlaw died at his home here
on Tuesday after a brief
illness of pneumonia. Besides a wife and two small
children, be leaves a widowed mother, one
brother and one sister who have the sympathy of the community. Funeral at his
late residence Thursday afternoon, Rev. J.

Suits and l’ants.
Overcoats;
Capt. Charles Hodgkins is home for the
Lawrence officiating.
Ulsters, Fur Coats, Handkerchiefs, Gloves, winter.
Dec. 5.
G.
Hats and Caps and Gents' Furnishings of
Miss Abbie Coolidge is with Mrs. H. B.
all kinds.
in
Ellsworth.
Phillips
GOULDSBORO.
Our Boys’ Department must be reSchool In thi6 predict began Monday
Fred Bartlett and family left last week
duced and, during the next few weeks, we Miss Elizabeth McIntyre, of Blueblll,
to ypend tbe winter In Florida.
a will sell a $4.50 Suit for $2 08. $3.50 Boys’ teicher.
Lynwood Fernald, of Bangor, la visitH Refers for $2.00. Youths’ Suits, age 15 to
is
a
home
after
Mrs. Lydia Hodgkins
ing hie aunt, Mrs. Millie Guptlll.
P 20, $8.50 to $5.00. Long Pants, $1 OO visit with relatives in Attleboro, Mass.,
School in this district begins this morn*
and Eastport.
to $2.50. Only a few left.
log, taught by Miss Ina Lancaster, of
Miss Olive Coolidge 'attaching at East
Men’s Suits, $4.08 to $22. Men's Pants
Pittsfi« Id.
Youths’

98c to $0.
Fur Coats

Overcoats $5 to
$10 to $25.

$

18.

We are agents for the celebrated Packard
Shoe. Price $3.00 to $5.00.
Our stock is up to date iu every respect.

Telephone Connection.

Lamoine, and Miss Vera Berry
the school at district No. 5.

resumes

Rev. 8. R
Btlyta and wife visited
friends in town last week. Mr. Belyca,
who

has

suffering

been

from

a

throat

trouble for several months, Is improved,
and is able to do a lirntud amount of
pastoral work. He has accepted a call In
Kenduskeag, and is on the field.
H.
Dec 6.
ELLSWORTH FALLS.

GEORGE P. SMITH, Manager.

First National Bank

Bldg.,

Main St.

ELLSWORTH.

Sullivan and Hancock.
lodges have been instituted
the past week, one at West Sulilvau and
one at Hancock.
Scboodlc lodge, No. 92, Improved Order
of Red Men, was instituted at West Sullivan last Wednesday evening by officers
from tbe grand lodge of Maine.
The officers of Scboodlc lodge are: Prophet, Bradbury Smith; sachem, James B.

Lodges

at

new

Wooster; senior sagamore, Henry Johnston; junior sagamore, John K. Stratton;
chief of records, Percy Walker; collector
of wampum, A. B. Crabtree; keeper of
wampum, I. A. Foss.
The name of the lodge 16 Omaha lodge,
No. 93. Meetings will be held every Friday evening.

the strongest in Sul- followed he addressed the stranger as
“Mr. Whirlpool”.
Mvan. Other names are all ready to be
“I beg your pardon,” said the other, “but
>*cted upon and tbe membership will be
my name is not exactly Whirlpool. It is
increased.
Eddy.”
Tbe lodge at Hancock was instituted
Friday evening with thirty-five charier j “I beg your pardon for the mistake,”
replied Uncle Jerry, courteously. “I was
members. Tbe officers are:
Prophet, J. E Bowden; sachem, Charles ! misled by the —er—similarity of soand.”
fair to become

one

Mrs. T. L. Bridges left Saturday for her
borne In Boston.

nice buck deer.

The sewing circle met with Mrs. M. L.
Allen Wednesday.
Schooner John B. Norris arrived Saturday from Portland with freight.

occurred in

West several days ago.
former resident here, go-

the

Mr. Dorr

was a

ing West

some

time ago.

Tbe ladies’ sewing circle will hold Its
Christmas sale in tbe vestry on Thursday
afternoon and evening, Dec. 15. In addition to a large number of fancy articles,
cocked food and home-made candy will
be

on

William Salmon and J. P. Twitched,
been employed by the John L.
Dyer Co., have returned to Boston.
who have

Miss Lura Treworgy has been visiting
in Baugor for several days.
The mills have been obliged to shut
down on account of ice which makes it
impossible to get stock

H. 8. Seavey and wife have gone to
cut Center, Mass., wuere they will
tbe winter with their daughter,
Nellie Lurvey.
Dec. 5.

here

last

week

on

lew

a

daye’ bunting

trip.
Wilbur, wbo baa been in
Boston lor several years, la at home lor
the winter.
Mias Bath

Uervey Bennett,
turned

.borne alter

Hancock, has relew days’ visit with

ol
a

pass

Mrs.
J.

C»pt. Leroy

Welle le

borne for tbe win-

ter.

LAKEWOOD.
Vernal Frazier went to Bayeide Saturday to seek employment.
E. J. Quinn, ot Ellsworth Falls, wps

Dra-

INDIAN POINT.

School c'oaed Friday (or
four weeks.

sale.

of

ilbfafttiauiunta.

Mass.

W. Smith and Asa C. Flood,
been at Morrison ponds for
several days, came home Friday with a

with friends

Similarity.
Havey; senior sagamore, George Colson;
Uncle Jerry’s memory had begun to
junior sagamore, James Scott; chief of
with him, but he replay
queer
pranks
records, Clarence W. Havey; collector of
fused to admit the fact, and stoutly inFrank
wampnm,
Allen;
keeper of
sisted that he could remember things as
wampum, Archie B. Havey.
well as ever.
A bountiful
banquet was served tbe
On one occasion, while calling at the
tribe and its guests by Puritan assembly,
house of a friend, he was Introduced to a
Pythian sisterhood, No. 32.
Tbe new tribe was organized under par- stranger whose name was Eddy.
In the course of the conversation that
ticularly favorable conditions, aud bide

left Monday for Mel-

have

The relatives and many friends regret to
learn of the death of George Dorr which

a

•

vacation of

are

on

Will the farmers who ere killing big
tell tbelr age as well as weight?

pigs please

Roxana H. Fernald, of Manset, Is
spending the winter with her parents,
Samuel Leland and wife.
Mrs.

Abble Biggins is home from tbe
she has been with her
daughter, Mrs. L. A. Biggins.
Dec. 8.
H.
Mrs.

Narrows where

BASS HARBOR.
Clark has gone to Augusta
winter.

Miss Isabel
Cock Crower.

king's cock crower” was a
quaint old English institution not abolished until the reign of George I. Dur"The

Rural Free

Delivery has made it possible for people
loUo miles away from the publication office, to revel in the
luxury of a newspaper on the day of issue.
The Daily Eastern Argus teems with Local, State,
National and Foreign Mews fresh from the wires. Its Business. Financial
and Shipping Departments, Sports, Music and Drama and Women’s Interests
are features that make it a most deniable home
paper. Democratic in polities
it will continue to advocate that party’s principles in its famous fearless

1.

j...

,

manner.

The Weekly Argus—whose readers also receive the
Saturday Daily Argus
Free—practically covers the same ground as that of the Daily, in condensed
form, special attention being given to Maine News, Business, Financial, Market and Shipping Reports.

TERMS.
The Daily Argus is seDt for 50 cents
tier month or *6 per year in advance,
and $7 at the end of the year.

The Weekly Argus INCLUDING
THE SATURDAY EDITION of the
Daily—One copy, one year, *1.50 in
advance, or $2 at the end of the year,
vlubs of five, (5 in advance.

EASTERS ARGUS PUB. CO.
99 EXCHANGE ST,
Portland,
Main©.

ing the season of Lent the officer
known officially as the "king’s cock
crower” crowed the hour every night
within the precincts of the palace instead of proclaiming it in the ordinary
manner. On the first Ash Wednesday
after the accession of the house of
Hanover, as the Prince of Wales, afterward George 1I„ was sitting down
to supper, this officer suddenly entered
the apartment and proclaimed In a
sound resembling the crowing of a
cock that It was past 10 o’clock. Taken thus by surprise and very imperfectly acquainted with the English
language, the prince mistook the crow
for an Insult and rose instantly to resent the affront, nor was It without the
utmost difficulty that his interpreter
could make him understand the nature
of the custom and assure him that a
compliment was Intended according to
the court etiquette of the times. From
that period, however, the custom was
discontinued.

for the

Ada Martin and daughters have
returned from Massachusetts.
Mrs.

Capt. Eugene Churchill,

of

Orlaud,

Druggist

on

so

gradually

has

moved here for tbe winter, and Is occupying Lewis Benson's bouse.
Mrs. Annie Barrou, who has been ill
since June, leaves to-day for the Maine
general hospital In Portland.

+ildiUena* Ooom*, .V*w»

j**.0r

*r«

j»fc»

PENOBSCOT.
Peuobscot chapter, O. E. 8., Initiated
five candidate* Dec. 3.
Martha Staples is clerking for W.
J. Creamer during the holiday rush.
Miss

Dexter C. Littlefield, w h'* has been employed at Bangor, la home for the winter.
Capt. Reuben Perkins has hauled his
port.
Bewail Leach la completing some extensive Improvement* on
W. B. Clement's
office.

Henry
South
York.

A.

on a

Davis

has

shipped tor the
coasting schooner from New

Rockland.
is

Report

received

from

Miss Loitle

Leach, who is Hi at South Biuebill, that

a

piano.

Dec. 5.

rancb.
About
twenty-five men assisted in
bunting for two little boys from tbe milt
district, last Thursday night. About 8
o'clock tbe boys were found at J. D.
Crlmmin'e camp. Deep Cove, happy and
unconcerned.

NORTH CASTINE.
A. K. Dodge la building a stable.
Capt. Ezra Conner la borne from
tbe winter.

of

Mr*. Charles Devercux is In Boston for

Sedgwick,

is

Lynnmore.

Alice Black
are

Miss

Annie B Conner is home from the

| normal school.
Will Devereux, who has been in Bangor
since la-t spring, is home for tbe winter.

visiting

and

Mrs.

stay.
Miss Florence
and

Sunday

Hutchins spent Saturday
friends at South Penob-

with

scot.

Miss Annette Robinson, of Castine,
closed her school In the I aersou district
last week.

hospital Friday.

Annie Dunbar leaves to-day to bewinter term of school In tbs
Crane district In Orland.
Miss

Work is progressing finely on the
library. It is now being painted.
Miss

new

gin the

Capt. David M. Dodge, who is employed
McKay & Dlx yard at Bucksport,
spent Sunday with hib family.
Miss Mary W. Hutchins, of North PeIn tb*

niece, of Ca

George Jordan.

Miss Edith Allen, whole at Capt. Charles
a wnist party to some of
her friends.

Babson’s, gave

Albert Shorey, teacher of the high
school, has returned from his vacation.
School will commence to-day.

nobscot, has returned to resume her
school work In the Dunbar district.
Harvey Webster, fireman of the steamer
The Tremont !»
Tremont, is at home.
hauled up in Belfast forlhe winter.

Horace Hemingway and wife, of Lynn,
MasB who have been visiting their aunt,
Ada Moore, returned home Thursday.

L.

Dec. 5.

Miss Rose Bowaen, who Is employed at
Hon. Henry W. Sargent’s, passed a week
with her sister in Brojkovilie.

The library circle held a sale and supper
Mary A. Bunker was called to at the ebapei Wednesday evening. It was
Sunday oy the illness of her owing to the excel leu t mauageineut of
mother, Mrs. Zelma
ten j ouug ladies of the circle that it was
arding.
Dec. 5.
X. Y. Z.
such a decided success.
The proceeds
were |25.

CENTER.

from Orville

Dec. 5.
/

M.
___

Bartlett, who has been In the Maine genEA8XBROOK.
hospital for tbe past two months,
Mrs. Effie Dinsmore, of Cave Hill, is
that he 1s gaining and will soon be
visiting her sister, Mrs. Moses Wilbur.
home.
George Giles has moved his family to
On Saturday evening Del Murphy disPearley Wilbur’s for the winter.
covered at tbe side of his house a burning
H. H. French has moved the old French
baby carriage which was left there In tbe
barn up to his place.
afternoon. The brush around the house
Little Georgia Springer, who has been
bad caught Ore, probably from the ashes
from a pipe.
quite ill with appendicitis, is better.

eral

Dec.

6.

H.

for

sea

few weeks.

gor

HARUENTV1LLE.
Miss Jennie Young,

Rosier,

Q.

Dec. 6.

Mrs. Chester Leach, who has been ill
for some time, was removed to the Ban*

Slba.

at the

team

from

At the annual meeting of
chapter, O. E 8, held at masonic hail
Dec. 3, the following officers were elected
for the ensuing y*ar: Nora Mitchell, W.
M., W. J. Creamer, W. P.; Sophroula
Bridges, A. M.; Ruth F. Smith, C.; Rilla
Seilers, A. C.; Helen Sellers, secretary;
Abble Creamer, treasurer.
I he chapter

employed

logging

Capt. E. C. Grindle, schooner Lillian,
Bangor to Boston, is with bis
Penobscot brother, Capt. M. W. Grindle, for a short

Improving.

purchase

no

yet.
Fred Jellison and son Fountain are having a sporting camp built in tbe vicinity
of Green Point, just above 8. 8. Bunker’*

a

Capt. Herman Perkins, schooner Addie
Clement, Is loadiog a general cargo for

she Is

Deep Cove yarding but

'aij&trtuwmfnt*.

J. D. Crlmmln has moved bis

crew

to

1

MADE Hll A NEW

Mrs.

received

insidioualy

as

quarters at Bucks*

schooner into wtoter

Lamolne

Word has been

and

for Free Peruna Almanac for 1905.

COUNTY NEWS.
-’»■

voted to

B. B. Higgins and Jacob Lurvey
hunting trip In northern Maine.

triends here.

The Klng'i

Ask Your

|

SOMESV1LLE.
rose,

Charles

come

been

C < ment B miter died Dec. 3 alter a long
I loess. He leaves a widow, two sons—
Ui<bert and Irvu g, and> daughter—Mrs.
Austin Tracy. Toe funeral will be held
this afternoon at he Union chucb, con*
d icted by R v.G Mayo, of Wiuter Harbor, and uud»r the auspices of tbe Free
Masons.
Dec. 5.
Jen.

Charles Ablblad

morel

that Its presence is not suspected until
after ft has fastened Itself thoroughly
A Prominent Member of I. 0. 0. F.
its victim.
Threatened With Bright's Disease.— upon
At the appearance of the first
Pe-ru-na Restored Him to Health.
symp•om iVruna should lie taken. Tills remO. Fred Undstrom, Past Grand Master edy strikes at one a at the very root of
Independent Order of Odd Fellows, th disease.
writes from hrH& University Ave., St.
A book on catarrh sent free by Tit
Peruna Medicine Co., Columbus, u.
Paul, Miun.i

living with her grandparents, at Dyer’s
Bay, is at borne artending school.

Eben Kingman, of Marlboro, bas been
visiting bere for several days, the guest o
C. M. Whitcomb and wife.
who

Two

Mias Madge Spurllng, who has

“I contracted a severe fold
several
years a;o, which from neglect develop'd
Into urinary trouble, and
threatened
Bright's disease. I usi-d Peruna faithfor
three
and
fully
one-half months,
when tny health was perfeet once
I have never had any trouble since.”—
O. Fted T.indstrom.
Catarrhal Inflammation of the mucous
lining of the kidneys, also called
Bright's disease,” may lie either acute
or chronic.
The ac-ite form produces
symptoms of such prominence that the
serious nature of the disease is at once
suspected, but the chronic variety may

THINKS L. F.
A BOON TO

MEDICINE
MANKIND

of tbs
"I wl-h to say a few words In praise
TWL.F.' Atwood's Blttsrc. I
for yoars and find tt to bs the b«s*-tfoelinf

laruilvo medicine I can eot. I
took several bottut
Tory bad last spring and
fc|t

jw

SSlmSd2fJmlSrfinyusstoy«^|1«^
ail

mankind. :'—S. IF. Cordon.CitsUmll•
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TH( TRUE L. F. RENEWS
VIGO
ERGIES AND IMPARTS
AND
STRENGTH TO BODY
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